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Abstract:
The following project was finished at Aalborg

Members:

University Copenhagen during the 10th semester of
Medialogy. Although VFX Studios work with limited
production budgets their clients’ expectations of
quality and appearance keeps rising. This thesis
researches workflow optimisation possibilities within
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the VFX production pipeline. By utilising how human
perceive and store information in memory to achieve
acceptance of hyperrealistic VFX, the Expectation &
Belief Model was synthesized. An advertisement was
selected as the foundation for the testing. The results
were based upon the conduction of two preliminary
tests as proof of content and six main tests to

Mads Møller

determine

how

people

perceive

and

accept

hyperrealistic and non-hyperrealistic VFX. The main
tests showed that people are less critical towards
hyperrealistic simulations and consequently accept the
representations despite a low definition. However, the
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exposure of non-hyperrealistic simulations resulted in a
far more critical response. The conclusion suggests the
optimisation of VFX productions by using 200 voxel
definition for the creation of hyperrealistic simulations,
which reduces the turnaround time 22minutes each
iteration, compared to a voxel definition of 300.
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prior written approval from the authors. Neither may the contents be used for commercial purposes without this written
approval.

Less Definition

Preface
This report was written at Aalborg University Copenhagen Denmark as a result of the work done by
a group attending the 10th semester of Medialogy.

Readers Guide
While considering the content of this project the need to guide the reader through the process is
essential. To enhance the understanding of the presented, three improvements were implemented
throughout this report. Firstly, all major key terms are styled with a dark grey box and white text. i.e.
Thesis Definition: Example
This is an example definition.

These boxes should not be considered a general terms, but terms defined within this thesis. Therefore
some definitions may differentiate from the general understanding of that particular term. This was
created to highlight the most important terms and consequently their correspondent decisions.
Secondly, a road map including all the major decisions throughout this project is available at the
back of the report. This is designed to create an overview for the reader. The road map can be used
to follow the process of the thesis through all the stages of the report.
Finally, the very first chapter of this thesis will not be the traditional motivation, but a summary of a
previous research created by the authors. This project called Zero Detection is much related and will
be presented as foregoing analysis and thereby suits a proper introduction within the current
research.

Citation
This report uses ISO 690 with numerical references when citing works, as this is the standard in
bibliographic referencing. The square brackets following a citation or written text i.e. [64] refers to a
source used for that particular chapter. The number denotes its place in the report and also its
location in the Bibliography chart.
The Bibliography chart also follows the design and rules laid forth in the ISO 690 standard, namely
the layout referencing of published material in both its print and non print-form. The following is an
example of the layout of a book reference:
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Numerical Reference]. [Author’s Last Name], [Author’s First Name]. [Title]. [Translator]
[Editor]. [Edition]. [City] : [Publisher], [Year]. [Volume] [ISBN/ISSN Number].
Example:
[28]. Bridson, Robert. Fluid Simulation. 1st. Wellesley : A K Peters, 2008. 978-1568813264.

DVD
Following this report is a DVD located at the back of the report containing the digital equivalent of
the references except books and this report. Lastly five versions of the advertisement with VFX
implementations and a sixth version being the advertisement in its original form are included.

Recognition
The authors would like to extend their recognition to the work of Stefania Serafin, both as supervisor
in this thesis, but also as representatives of the Medialogy study.
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1. Zero Detectiion Summaryy

1 Zero Detec
D ctionn Sum
mmarry
The follow
wing chapte
er will reca
ap a projeect completted in sprin
ng 2010 w
which serve
es both ass
inspiration and foundation of the
e following research. In the 8th se
emester a g
group of fou
ur memberss
conducted a research which focu
used on thee change off resolution of Computter Generated Imageryy
(CGI) adde
ed to a shorrt film. The outcome
o
of the researcch confirmed
d that it is p
possible to save
s
budgett
when conssidering the
e resolution of CGI in film. It ope
ened up the
e potential for future research
r
byy
proving a low detectio
on rate of low resolutio
on CGI in moving
m
images. The cuurrent investtigation willl
attempt to build on the
e acquired knowledge by determin
ning how th
he VFX indu stry can pro
ofit from the
e
fact that pe
eople have difficulties
d
in
n perceiving
g quality diffferences of certain CG
GI.
The followiing paragra
aphs will su
ummarise th e essential findings of the previouus project. The
T idea off
research in
n 2010 wass to test, if re
ender time a
and budgetts can be sa
aved on bacckground CG
GI elementss
by lowering
g the level of
o resolution
n. The final problem sta
atement wass:
-

Att what point will decreasiing the resoluution of CGI, implemented
d in a short ffilm, no longe
er
re
emain unnoticced caused by
b change bl indness, thuss breaking the immersion??

The idea w
was to add CGI
C elemen
nts in differeent resolution
n levels to th
he environm
ment of a short film and
d
test at in w
which condition the vie
ewer noticees that CGI was used. None of thhe CGI elements were
e
actively pa
art of the sto
ory or were needed to understand the plot. However,
H
thhe assumptio
on was thatt
when a sp
pectator would notice that
t
CGI w
was used in the scene he would g
get distracte
ed from the
e
movie.
etical backg
ground use
ed for this project wa
as on first if all psyychological immersion..
The theore
Psychologiccal immerssion was defined as the state of
o being ab
bsorbed annd surround
ded by the
e
consistent ccontent of a medium which
w
fulfils the user’s expectations
e
s [1] [2] [3
3] [4]. A spe
ectator who
o
would be p
psychologically immersed the preseented short film would be curious w
what will ha
appen next..
To lose tracck of time and
a focus on
nly on whatt happens in
nside of the medium ra ther than arround it are
e
two furtherr characterisstics or psycchological im
mmersion; the
t spectato
or follows th e narrative and relatess
to it. As im
mmersive movies
m
can direct
d
the a
attention, the spectator might not notice irreg
gularities in
n
which are placed not in the centre
e of attentio
on.
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The second theoretical basement for the research was the perception process. It has been suggested
that perception is a limited process [5] [6] and that hence the elements in the perceptive field need
to compete for visual processing resources [6]. The resource competition is always biased towards
current relevant behaviours, which means that some elements are selectively enhanced while others
are suppressed [6]. In other words not everything in our perceptive field gets processed which
conclusively leads to a difference between what humans see and what humans perceive.
In order to hide CGI in the short film this report intended to use this difference by aiming for Change
Blindess [7].Change Blindess has the effect that humans fail to notice substantial and clearly visible
changes to objects that are right in front their eyes

[7]. It occurs when reoccurring scenes are

manipulated. In order to experience change blindness a previous exposure to the stimulus must have
happened which the current stimuli can be compared to [7]. Furthermore, the test subjects do not
know the nature of change, the location of change must be unknown (otherwise change blindness
would not occur), and lastly subjects should be confronted with novel scenes for each new trial [7].
Overall, psychological immersion was used to draw the viewer in to the story and thus make him
more oblivious to changes in the short film. By using the theory of Change Blindness it was suspected
that the viewer would not detect the loss of resolution, if the first exposure was on a high enough
resolution level.
A 3,5 minute long short film was chosen which was presumed to be suspenseful and thrilling but at
the same time offered the possibility to add CGI elements to scenes which had a long enough
exposure time. The CGI was positioned close to the main characters (one even on top) but otherwise
matched the overall look and feel of the film. The chosen CGI elements were smoke and a wooden
window frame. The resolution of the CGI elements was degraded after the first exposure, either
beginning on a high level or on a lower level. In all, three levels of resolution were introduced: high,
medium and low. The three levels of resolution were established according to their render time.
It was suspected that the first exposure of the CGI had a crucial influence on the detection rate of the
CGI. Hence, the assumption was that viewers would not notice the decay of resolution if the first
exposure was on a high level. On the other hand, an initial exposure with a low level of resolution
would increase the detection rate. Eye tracking was used to find out if the participants focused on the
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CGI in the different scenes, whereas questionnaires helped to test if the participants noticed and
remembered the CGI, implicit and explicit memory were tested.
Although the low resolution CGI was clearly identified as being of a low resolution on a still frame,
participants did not detect the two CGI elements in the movie. Several focused on it but only view
remembered having seen either the smoke or the wooden frame. Hence a fourth condition was
introduced: an extreme low level CGI.
Yet again the detection rate was lower than expected, thought the extreme low level CGI was of a
very low resolution. The conclusion was that the detection of CGI elements was unexpectedly low.
Especially when the actors were talking or acting throughout the scenes, the focus of the viewers was
set on the action instead of the CGI. So the final conclusion was that if the first exposure is of a high
enough quality then it is possible to save budget by lowering the resolution and thereby render time
of background elements in immersive short films.
Based in the findings gathered in this 8th semester project the current study would like to pursue the
overall idea of manipulating CGI on a film plate to save production costs.
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2 M
Motivationn
The use off Visual Effe
ects (VFX) in film and advertisement is on th
he rise and
d has been for severall
years. Com
mparing the film Gladia
ator [8](releeased in 2000) which used
u
around
d 100 VFX shots [9] to
o
the film He
ellboy II – Th
he golden Army
A
[10] (rreleased in 2008)
2
used over ten tim
mes as man
ny VFX shot,,
around 1100 in total, [11] showss the drama tic increase of VFX in film.
Anything iss possible if
i you have
e the budgeet [9]. The Hellboy
H
II crew
c
started
d more than
n two yearss
before the film was released with the creationn of the VFX
X shots [11]. A total of 250 digital artists [11]]
were involvved in the creation
c
of the movie sttriving for perfection. In
n film VFX a
are created with
w finesse
e
and detail in order to impress the
e viewer an d create a wow-effect. But in ordeer to be ablle to realise
e
high-end film two facttors are fund
damental: ttime and bu
udget. Based on this boottleneck, th
his research
h
aims to sug
ggest a wa
ay to save budget
b
for ccompanies with limited
d resources which are not able to
o
afford pictu
ure-perfect visual
v
effects and thereffore have to
o compromise at some point in the
e production
n
process.
Recently TV
V series dared to base
e their storyyline on the
e use of VFX
X. Series suuch has Frin
nge [12] orr
Heroes [13
3] would no
ot be realisa
able withouut the extenssive use of VFX. Due too the fact th
hat the VFX
X
elements a
are a required elemen
nt of their sstoryline the
e producerss were forcced to find a balance
e
between acceptable VFX
V and the
e budgetaryy limits. Cre
eating cost-e
effective CG
GI is essential for these
e
e profitable because tim
mings are shhort and the
e budgets arre limited [1
14].
series to be
The need ffor cost-effecctive producction is amp
plified in the
e advertisem
ment industrry. When planning
p
the
e
production of advertissing contentt, it is alwa
ays a challe
enge to crea
ate an adeequate result within the
e
given budg
get limitation
ns. In order to be able to realise an
a advertisement with V
VFX shots the challenge
e
is to save
e resources during the creation of the VFFX without decreasing
g the overa
all level off
appearancce. If an advertisement is scripted to feature a hurricane
e the task iss to create this
t
conceptt
within the client’s expectations an
nd resourcees. Creating
g this hurrica
ane as visua
al effect might turn outt
to be a ve
ery cost inte
ensive eleme
ent in the reelation to th
he rest of th
he video cli p. As clientts generallyy
have an op
ptimistic set of expectattion the fina
al look of th
he VFX need
ds to live up
p to these ex
xpectations..
Hence, a ssolution musst be found to lower thee production
n costs of th
he VFX withoout severely
y degrading
g
the image.
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n

The aim off this thesis is to give analytical
a
suuggestions on
o how limited producction budgetts can have
e
successful V
VFX shots. To
T achieve this it is inteeresting how
w and where to limit thhe production process..
The qualityy, appearan
nce or numb
ber of re-exp
posure is fairly straightfforward sug
ggestions to limitations..
Given the ttask of cutting down on
n VFX placeed in the ba
ackground would
w
sound
d reasonable, but whatt
if the VFX iitself was crrucial to the overall advvertisement message. How
H
to creatte acceptab
ble VFX with
h
the production cost at a minimum?
allenge of ccreating limiited-budget VFX can bee solved the
e first step iss
In order to determine how the cha
e what good
d VFX are.
to evaluate
The best VFX
V are invissible and sim
mply enhan
nce the story
y.
Warden [15]
Shane W
This meanss that a welll made VFX is invisible to the viewe
er. This thou
ught is supp
ported by Jeffery Okun:
Visual Effe
ects, if they are done w
well, are nott obvious. At
A their best,, they work
to further the story be
eing told, b
becoming an integral part
p
of wha
at makes us
s
dissbelief.
willing to suspend
Jeffery Okun [16]
Instead of aiming for intrusive
i
VFX
X, well mad
de VFX shou
uld simply be
b accepted
d as a part of
o the story..
Consequen
ntly, the tasks would be to find a way to cre
eate VFX in the given limitations of
o time and
d
money whiich are at th
he same time
e invisible to
o the viewe
er.
Creating V
VFX can be driven by th
he wish of ccreating the
e perfect efffect and ma
aking it lookk just like in
n
reality. Forr companiess who have
e the requireed resource
es to strive for
f perfectioon the curre
ent research
h
might be u
uninteresting
g as they rather want to
o impress th
han to cut down
d
on qu ality. The motivation
m
iss
to show co
ompanies with
w limited resources
r
att which elem
ments they can cut cossts in the mo
ost effective
e
way but sstill have an adequate
e looking eend result. Consequen
ntly, this theesis is writtten for the
e
European VFX indusstry, primarily the N ordic. The analytical emphasis is focussed on the
e
advertisement producttions, since their resourrce of time and
a money are mostly limited com
mpared with
h
ms.
TV and film

2.1 In
nitial Prroblem Statemeent
-

How to integra
ate limited bu
udget VFX intto a commercial video an
nd still createe a result thatt is
be
elieved and accepted
a
by the audiencee?
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3 Prreliminaryy Ana
alysis
The purposse of the preliminary
p
analysis is to gain a deeper kno
owledge of keywords used in the
e
initial prob
blem stateme
ent. It will be specified which area
as shall be covered
c
to nnarrow dow
wn the initiall
formulation
n. With this purpose in
n mind, the preliminary
y analysis iss divided innto the following parts::
current work, VFX, sim
mulation, pe
erceiving annd recognising, schema
ata and perrceptual rea
alism is the..
At the end of the preliiminary ana
alysis a fina
al problem statement
s
will be formuulated from these areass
h, determining the scop
pe and final aim of this project.
of research

3.1 C
Current Work
The advertisement industry has fa
ast productio
on workflow
ws, which iss the time sp
pan from co
oncept pitch
h
to final dellivery. Unsu
urprisingly, the
t advertissement industry is dealiing with low
wer budgetss compared
d
to the film industry. In the last deccade VFX hhas had its intro into ad
dvertisementt, especially
y due to the
e
fact that th
he compute
er technolog
gy is gettinng cheaper and has faster
f
perfoormance ass commonlyy
known. Ma
aking the production
p
capable
c
of utilising VFX
X, but the need
n
for op
ptimisation is inevitable
e
because a 3D producction pipelin
ne is expenssive. This chapter look
ks into how current advvertisementss
he challenges.
deal with th

DR Podca
ast Airportt
The Danish
h Radio hass a children
n television channel na
amed Ramasjang, whicch is a play
yful channell
solely for cchildren. DR
R created a simple televvision comm
mercial to ma
arket its pod
dcast which
h involved a
girl with 3D
D generated
d ears. It wa
as a small b
budget prod
duction that worked ve ry well, due
e to the factt
that the 3D
D visuals sho
ould not rep
plicate reali ty but show
w a surreal atmosphere
a
. This left th
he audience
e
with the im
mpression tha
at magic ha
appens whil e listening to
t Ramasjan
ng.

Figure 3.1 DR Rammasja
ang commercia
al - by Gimmic
ck VFX [17]
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Coca Cola Zero
Coca Cola
a is known for its big
g marketing
g budgets in the Unite
ed States. W
When it co
omes to the
e
European m
market the budgets
b
are
e considerab
bly lower, but
b far bigge
er than the a
average. Fo
or the Coca
a
Cola Zero commercial series laun
nched in Eu rope, the co
ompany cho
ose Danish G
Ghost VFX as
a the main
n
er. The com
mmercial illu
ustrated in Figure 3.2 was filmed
d in Brazil with a big production
n
VFX partne
budget [18
8], but the VFX
V productiion was dow
wngraded and
a kept at a minimum..

Figure 3.2
2 Coca Cola Z
Zero Commerccial - by Ghostt VFX [18]

The image
e shows a film
f
plate with
w a greenn screen reccording com
mposited onn top. The keying and
d
colour corrrection is slightly off, le
eaving the iimpression that this wa
as a low buudget VFX commercial.
c
.
But due to the fast ed
diting and th
he rapid huumorous sto
orytelling it is
i very dou btful that th
he audience
e
udget VFX.
will notice this examplle of low bu

Council fo
or Traffic Safety
The Danish council for
f traffic safety
s
creatted a campaign to avoid
a
speed
ding in gen
neral. Theyy
produced a commercial showing a speeding
g car and how it ended
d up in an a
accident. Th
he audience
e
follows the
e accident in slow motion while a traffic exp
pert, working
g as a narrrator, is desscribing the
e
accident. B
By portrayin
ng the car as a 3D see through mo
odel a surrea
al setting is created. Th
he audience
e
accepts the
e car as part of the sce
ene since it has a carto
oonish appe
earance. Thhe real car is shown in
n
the end of the commerrcial when iti crashes innto a nearby
y tree and th
he real acciident occurss. This givess
ng impressio
on that spee
eding is danngerous.
the terrifyin
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Figure 3.3
3 Council fo
or Traffic safety
y - by Ghost VFX [19]

The surreall appearancce creates a setting tha
at makes the
e audience believe the visuals desp
pite the factt
that they lo
ooked painted. The sim
mple surrea
alistic effect and the slo
ow motion a
accident footage workk
well togeth
her and enhance the me
essage of thhe advertise
ement. This is a great soolution to a low budgett
effect.

Canal Dig
gital
Canal Digital is one of the large
est televisio
on providerss in Denma
ark. A humoorous comm
mercial wass
e knowledge of their prroducts. The
e intension was
w to repliicate the Ind
diana Joness
created to improve the
concept, w
where a person removves a stone from an old
o ruin and
d suddenly a giant ro
ock chargess
downhill and eventuallly rolls over the personn. In this low
w budget VFX
V productiion they cho
ose to solve
e
this effect by projectin
ng an imag
ge of the peerson as a texture
t
on top
t
of the 3
3D generate
ed stone. A
very cheap and fast solution, but the ennd result looks disap
ppointing. TThis led to
o a cheesyy
han a great outcome off the origina
al idea.
advertisement rather th

Figure 3.4 Canall Digital - by Gimmick
G
VFX [20]

The Outcome
These fourr examples of current work show
wcase how some of th
he low bud
dget producctions were
e
solved. The
e use of rapid editing and surrea
al settings can aid the audience too accept the imperfectt
VFX effect.. The questiion that arises from thhese examples is how well do thee VFX studios know to
o
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tackle the llow budgetss and limited timeframees. Secondly
y, do studio
os tend to suuggest more
e expensive
e
VFX effectss to avoid th
he low budg
get work, whhen it mightt not be necessary?
The above examples of
o current work
w
are botth successful and unsuc
ccessful soluutions to thiss challenge..
The motiva
ating factorr of this th
hesis remai ns the belief that alternative meethods to solve these
e
challenges would be very
v
beneficcial and valluable for th
he VFX indu
ustry. The neecessity to balance
b
the
e
ork with a limited budg
get productio
on has to work
w
jointly with
w a perfeectionist VFX
X industry.
detailed wo

3.2 V
Visual Effects in
n General
VFX has m
many purposses such as colour gra ding or wirre removal and can theereby be he
elpful when
n
cutting pro
oduction cossts [21]. An
n alternativee usage of VFX
V is to ch
hange the ffilm plate by
b removing
g
elements th
hat should not
n appear on
o screen, m
masking outt unwanted elements orr changing the
t weatherr
for instance
e [22]. Butt what is the
e differencee between Visual
V
and Special
S
Effeccts. The pub
blic at large
e
has a tend
dency to spe
eak of Visual Effect (VFFX) as Speccial Effects (SFX) as thee same thin
ng, which iss
neverthelesss not completely the tru
uth.

Visual Efffects and Special
S
Efffects
The need o
of effects in films increa
ased throughhout the histtory of film making [16
6]. In the ea
arly days off
effects in films, the efffects were performed
p
iin camera or
o on a custom build sstage. This was
w named
d
Special Efffects. The usse of craness, wires, rig
gs, chemicals for blood
d splash and
d other equipment wass
a necessityy to create the illusion
n of an effeect. Furtherrmore big in-house sysstems were created to
o
simulate w
weather cond
ditions such
h as rain a nd wind. Special
S
Effec
cts were alsso known as
a practicall
effects. All these effeccts were cre
eated while shooting th
he film. Alth
hough manyy effects we
ere possible
e
up of stagess, Special Efffects still ha
ad certain boundaries
b
[16].
given the ccomplex setu
Visual Effe
ects (VFX) on
o the other hand, is a computer generated
d effect. Thhe imagery is created,,
altered or e
enhanced to
o accomplissh a requireed effect. Th
his is not intended to bee accomplisshed during
g
the shootin
ng of the live
e action, bu
ut in post-pro
oduction. Th
he effect is afterwards added to th
he recorded
d
material to
o gain the desired
d
lookk. VFX was introduced in the film industry m
much later th
han Speciall
Effects beccause of the
e technology
y needed. It came to assist the Special
S
Effeccts and in some
s
areass
take over and update
e the curren
nt methodollogy. The rapid releasse of softwa
are packages enabled
d
V
into co
ommon use in even the smallestt
artists to ccreate stunning effectss and havee turned VFX
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production houses, an
nd not just as
a part of H ollywood. The
T technolo
ogy is gettinng cheaper,, better and
d
faster makiing the advvertisement industry
i
cap
pable of utillizing VFX in commerciials [16]. Yet,
Y at leastt
one proble
em remains: how to cre
eate a greatt looking efffect with a limited
l
budg
get? Creatin
ng an effectt
is a time consuming process an
nd even tho
ough the te
echnology is evolving fast, the need for an
n
workflow ha
as not been greater [1 6].
optimised w

Figurre 3.5 Visual and
a special efffects combined. The Crain and
a stage is sppecial
effectt, whereas use
e of green screeen is compute
er generated, being
b
a visual effect

The genera
al definition of Visual Efffects (VFX) is the follow
wing:
Thesiis Definition
n: VFX
Visuall effects is the
e term used to
o describe anny imagery created,
c
alterred, or enhannced for a film or
other moving media that canno
ot be accomp
plished during
g live-action shooting.
Jeffery Okun [16]

3.2.1 V
VFX Cate
egories
VFX is a common term
m in the ad
dvertisementt industry. Itt covers a great
g
amounnt of techniques which
h
spans a h
huge area within com
mputer gennerated ima
agery. In general
g
VFXX is categorised into
o
intentionallly visible an
nd invisible effects. An explosion or
o a CGI ch
haracter is ssupposed to be noticed
d
(visible), w
whereas a skky replacem
ment, a greeen screen shot or a wire removal should rem
main unseen
n
(invisible). Many different techniq
ques are useed in the industry to de
eal with com
mplex 3D scenes, such
h
ng, and Grreen Screen Keying etc
c. This thesiss will delve into visible
e
as 3D Mattch Moving,, Rotoscopin
effects and
d how these are perceivved. It is nott the interest of this thessis to work w
with invisiblle effect. Ass
the focus w
will be on peoples’ perception
p
a
and accepta
ance of VF
FX this wouuld be hard
d to test on
n
invisible effects.
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Recently th
he developm
ment of VFX
X has chang
ged from a manual intto a proced
dural workfllow. A vastt
part of prrocedural VFX
V
consistss of simula tions, whicch are curre
ently is thee fastest grrowing VFX
X
category u
used in the
e industry

[16]. Thiss thesis finds this gro
owing tend ency very interesting..

Consequen
ntly, the follo
owing chap
pter will esta
ablish how these simulations functioon.

3.3 V
VFX Sim
mulations
Previously a general overview
o
off VFX has b
been given. This chapter will delvve into a mo
ore specificc
oad descrip
ption of simu
ulation and take a look into fluids.
topic: simulation. It will give a bro
ding part off the VFX in
ndustry in th
he last coup
ple of years [23]. Veryy
Simulationss have bee an expand
realistic loo
oking anima
ations, such as blowing
g up a house
e, can be co
omplicated even for the
e advanced
d
animators, while comp
puter simula
ated based animations of the same explosionn would be considered
d
ard.
relatively sttraightforwa
Defin
nition: Simu
ulation
A veryy important and
a rapidly expanding
e
asspect of CGI for creating animation. A simulation is
i a
compuuter simulatio
on of some na
atural pheno mena, such as
a weight and gravity
Steve Wrigh
ht [23]

3.3.1 TThe Arise
e of Computer Driiven Simulations
Once upon
n a time, people
p
believed that C
CGI could not be used for the ffilm and ad
dvertisementt
industry. It was believved that CG
GI did not eencompass the
t quality to make it iinto that ind
dustry. One
e
ed in 1993 changed thhe entire perspective on
n computer graphics: Ju
urassic Parkk
movie that was release
[24]. This movie that gave life to
t 3D anim
mated dinosaurs, but also showed
d the world how these
e
creatures interacted with
w their surrroundings. Suddenly iti was possiible to crea
ate a 3D character thatt
destroyed buildings and
a
trees. Itt even allow
wed rainy weather to pour downn the back of the big
g
tyrannosau
urs. All this was
w possible due to thee computer generated
g
simulations
s
w
which markked new era
a
[25].
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3.3.2 TThe Found
dation of Simulattion
Simulationss can be pe
erformed in
n multiple w
ways, but th
he most com
mmonly used
d is particle
es. Particless
are small p
points in 3D
D space. The
ey are the ssimplest form
m of simulattion and ha
ave no intelligence. The
e
calculations of particle
es happen with
w no undeerstanding of
o the world
d they live inn and they tend to stayy
permanently motion. This
T
is way they are reeferred to ass the most basic
b
form oof simulation. With the
e
hematical algorithms,
a
expressions
e
and rules, i.e. Newton
n’s laws of m
motion, it is possible to
o
use of math
control parrticles and thereby ach
hieve the deesired effecct. The grea
atest advanttage of parrticles is the
e
low CPU computation they requirre, which ma
ade it possiible back in 1993 to u tilise this tecchnology in
n
a great sccale producction. Particle emitters are used to
t control the spread, speed, dirrection and
d
amount of emitted parrticle. 3D ge
eometry cann function ass an emitter [23].
ded into tw
wo stages: simulation and rende
ering [26]. The simula
ation stage
e
Simulationss are divid
calculates the particle
es, emits according to the behavio
oural prope
erties of thee emitter, kiills particless
whose lifesspan has en
nded and in
n some scennarios contro
ols collection detection between pa
articles and
d
external geometry in the scene.. Particles ccan be asssigned add
ditional pro perties, wh
hich are alll
calculated at a preset update rate
e, normally by each fra
ame in the simulation.
s
A
At the rende
ering stage,,
the simulattion stage is typically cached
c
into
o computer memory to avoid redooing the same particle
e
calculations. During th
his stage the simulationn gets rendered by giv
ving each p
particle poin
nt a colour,,
shader or geometry [25]. In Figure 3.6 thhe visual difference in
n-between thhe images is big. The
e
der in the right image tries
t
to mimiic a truthful appearance of the com
met.
smoke shad

Fig
gure 3.6 Partic
cle rendering - Left: coloured particles, Right: Smoke shaader
assigne d to the particcles [25]

Fluid Dyn
namics
Particles w
were considered the primary
p
soluution to VFX
X simulations for manny years, even though
h
particles la
ack a realisstic behavio
our pattern . In those years, more effective solvers we
ere created..
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Solvers are
e operator--based matthematical algorithm solvers.
s
The
ese solvers got faster and more
e
precise to calculate the particles collection, m
movement etc.
e The sea
arch for a m
mechanic or technologyy
that encom
mpasses the
e phenomen
na of our w
world was initiated. From theoriees of physiccs the fluid
d
dynamics b
became an interesting approach to
o use in VFX
X simulation
ns [25]. Althhough fluidss algorithmss
required fa
ar more com
mputational power, its equations of how sub
bstance flow
ws were ben
neficial and
d
even more important, they had a realistic mo
ovement patttern.
gh fluid sysstems are also emitting
g they are nothing like
e particles. Basic partiicle systemss
Even thoug
have no b
boundaries because
b
the
e emission releases the
em into free
e air, whichh makes them hard to
o
control. Flu
uids live only inside off containerss and can be
b affected by parameeters in sections of the
e
container. This container creates a controlleed environm
ment which enables sm
mall adjustm
ments of the
e
parameterss to create a precise efffect.
As an ana
alogy, think of a clear glass of wa
ater. Left untouched, it appears to
be empty. Squeeze red
r food co
oloring into it, and secttions of the water turn
red. As th
he food colloring dissip
pates, the water
w
takess on a pinkkish hue. It
shouldn’t come
c
as a surprise
s
thatt 3D fluids operate
o
in th
he same wa
ay.
Todd Pallamar [25]

Figu
ure 3.7 How red
r food colouuring affects a container filled with water [25]

Todd Palamer’s pointt in the quo
ote is to exxplain the differences
d
of a particcle system and
a
a fluid
d
system. The
e particle syystem would
d not consid
der the red colouring,
c
although
a
it iss mixed witth the waterr
in the glasss. This kind of system would
w
only consider the
e collision of
o the two liiquids and try
t to mimicc
that. A fluid
d system wo
ould immediately react to the red colouring
c
liq
quid and sta
art mixing them from a
flow based
d algorithm which calcculates how
w the waterr and red colouring
c
m aterial prop
perties mix..
Making the
e fluid effectt a realistic representattion of whatt will happen in reality.
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Both gasess and liquid
ds are classsified as flu ids, meanin
ng that fire,, smoke, wa
ater, blood, wind and
d
other substtance are alll part of fluid dynamicss [27]. Fluid differentia
ates from pa
articles on many
m
levels..
Forces, prressure, visscosity (the resistance of a fluid being deformed),
d
velocity, density
d
and
d
compressib
bility are fun
ndamental parts
p
of fluid
ds, and capa
able of simu
ulating natu re’s phenom
mena [28].
Fluid simulation has great
g
potenttial and is o
often the ch
hoice of sim
mulation typee when dessigning and
d
implementing VFX in advertisem
ment. The obvious ad
dvantage iss how preccise and realistic
r
the
e
simulation gets calcula
ated and displayed. Thhe downside
e is the time
e spent on ssuch an effe
ect because
e
of its many paramete
ers, such as forces annd viscosity
y it has to compute. TThe followin
ng problem
m
statement w
will focus on
o working with fluid ssimulation due
d to its great potentiial. Meanin
ng, how the
e
VFX industrry in genera
al uses fluid
d based sim
mulations to recreate na
atural phenoomena with movement,,
such as occeans, waterfalls, explo
osions etc. [[25]. Furthermore, fluid
ds are comp
putational heavy which
h
is of a natu
ural interest for this thessis, due to itts agenda to
o optimise th
he VFX worrkflow.

3.4 PPerceivin
ng and Recognizing Objects
As this rese
earch attem
mpts to make
e VFX more cost-effectivve without th
he viewer reealising, it is
i importantt
to understa
and how vie
ewers recog
gnise the ellements thatt are presen
nted. The b
basic level iss to have a
look at how
w people re
ecognize re
eal objects. The following chapter gives an exxample on how we ass
human beings perceivve and sometimes misp
perceive rea
ality. Furtherrmore it willl look at the
e difference
e
erceiving re
eality and pe
erceiving reepresentatio
ons of reality
y.
between pe

3.4.1 PPerceiving
g the Rea
al
In his rese
earch on Perceptuals
P
Systems annd Reality Raftopouloss [29] menntions that perceptionss
successfullyy guides our interaction
ns with enviironments. In most case
es people peerceive the information
n
around the
em, in their natural environment, co
orrectly and
d can thus in
nteract with the world. This meanss
they are ab
ble to identiify a chair or
o a table a
and thus kno
ow that it is no possiblee to walk through it butt
necessary tto walk around it. In so
ome cases hhowever perrceptions might lead to a false beliief:
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“Since the world causes in us perceptual states, which in their turn cause us
to form beliefs, one might think plausible to argue from the truth of these
beliefs back to the correctness of perceptual states”.
Raftopoulos [29]
In other words, there are moments when beliefs in peoples’ perceptions might mislead their
expectations. For instance, when sitting down on a sofa you expect it to be soft, but it might end up
being the opposite, by our experiences and beliefs people were shaped to think that what looks soft
is soft. That is to say, when an object is perceived and information about its properties is retrieved,
a belief is formed that this object has more or less these perceived properties [29].
This is an important point when transferring these believes to the realm of film. Just by looking at
objects beliefs about their properties are formed, even if the object has previously been perceived in
a different way. Although an object is unknown, people still form a belief about the surface of it
(without having touched it). The question is, if this belief would have been different if not the original
object was perceived, but a representation of it instead. Where is the border between perceiving
reality or a depiction of it?

3.4.2 Perceiving Representations
In Gregory Currie’s book on Image and Mind [30] it is discussed in what way the process of
recognising an image differs (or equals) the recognition process of real life. Currie suggests that in
order to recognise an image or depiction of an object, visual features are associated with the
concept of the image, the same features that would also be used to recognise the object in the real
world [30]. Some features or properties of the image, which are alike on the image and in the real
world, trigger the object recognition capacity. It appears that the same recognition process is used to
recognise an object, or the image of the object.
Next to that Currie suggests that this recognition process is personal.
The likeness might be quite insignificant or artificial when judged from any
perspective other than that of someone who wants to recognize horses and
pictures of them by looking. But for such a person, the likeness is a
significant one.
Currie [30]
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It appears to depend on the spectator if the likeness to another object is established or not. So the
recognition process is not universally the same for everyone. This implies that one spectator perceives
the represented images different than another one.
Supporting the idea of the personal recognition process of images, Stephen Prince mentions the prior
recognition knowledge that the spectators have accumulated in their life.
“A perceptual realistic image is one which structurally corresponds to the
viewer’s audiovisual experience of three-dimensional space.”
Prince [31]
Hence, depending on the experiences the spectators have had in their life the perception of an
image, and thereby the perception of realism, will differ. Not only does this work for the recognition
of objects or spaces, but also for the perception of people, as
“viewers draw from a common stock of moral constructs and interpersonal
cues and percepts when evaluating both people in life and represented
characters in media”.
Prince [31]
So far it was argued that the recognition process of our real environment equals the process or
images or film. Furthermore this recognition process for spaces, objects or people is a personal
process which can differ depending on the spectator’s experiences.
Overall this implies that human beings use their real life experiences and knowledge to make sense
of the images and representations presented to them. Depending on their background and on what
spectators wants (maybe even expects) to see, elements are recognised. Consequently,
advertisements might be perceived and interpreted in different ways according the person watching
it. Previous knowledge of the presented content appears to have an effect on the recognition process
of objects; does that also entail the perception of VFX? Additionally, the question arises which factors
can influence our recognition process, especially the recognition of images or moving images. How
are the just mentioned expectations or the spectators’ background formed?
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3.5

E
Experie
ence & Schema
S
ata

The following chapterr will deal with the quuestion how
w experience and mem
mory can in
nfluence the
e
interpretation of stimuli. As mentiioned in thee previous chapter,
c
the
e interpretattion of stimu
uli can varyy
depending on the prio
or experience of a perrson. Does that
t
mean that watchinng an adverrtisement orr
n the specta
ator and willl influence their future viewing
v
behhaviour?
movie has an effect on
utions's Peda
agogy [32]S
Steen and Owens
O
state
e that
In a researrch on Evolu
“even if we
w are onlly interested
d in being entertained, we end
d up being
influenced
d ”.
Owens [32]
Steen & O
This meanss that depe
ending on th
he entertainnment a person had in
n their life tthe same se
et of stimulii
might be p
put it into diffferent conte
exts. Steen a
and Owens go as far as
a to say tha
at
“[…] the learning prrocesses tha
at are invollved are larrgely unconnscious and
may be co
ognitively im
mpenetrablee. Even whe
en we enga
age in activi
vities simply
because we
w find the
em entertaiining, we are
a likely to
o be engag
aged in an
evolved fro
om of uncon
nscious learrning”.
Steen & O
Owens [32]
pending on how intensse people ha
ave been ex
xposed to a certain forrm of enterta
ainment the
e
Hence, dep
more they might have learned fro
om it – even if they are not aware of that proccess. This indicates thatt
prior expe
erience witth advertise
ements is important. Depending
g on how many advvertisementss
spectators have perceived so far, maybe of tthe very bra
and or product this reseearch ends up
u utilizing,,
might have
e an effectt on the re
esearch. If the test su
ubject has already seeen the advvertisement,,
association
ns or expectations can influence thhe perceptio
on and hence distort thhe evaluatio
on of actuall
focus of thiis project: the VFX. If th
he spectato r knows the
e advertisem
ment he mig
ght have mo
ore capacityy
left to detecct the low le
evel VFX, ass he does no
ot need to fo
ocus anymo
ore on story or pay-off.

3.5.1 In
nfluence of Schem
mata
The idea th
hat previouss experience
es influencee how people perceive,, comprehennd and rem
member new
w
information
n is a basic assumption
n of schema
a theories [3
33]. Schema
ata have beeen defined to structure
e
how previo
ously gatherred informa
ation are sto
ored and arre used to speed
s
up thhe recognitio
on process
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[33]. The central points of schemata were collected by Goodman in his article about picture memory
[34]. He states the four main aspects of schemata:
“Schemata:
(1) provide an internal structure for efficient perception and memory of
events; (2) generate a set of interrelated expectations pertaining to a specific
event; (3) selectively retain or alter the representation of events originally
attended; (4) are constructed through experience with real- world events
and change their organization, and perhaps their representational
properties, with development.”
Goodman [34]
When considering these four points, it appears that schemata are used to make the perception
process more effective by structuring the elements and building up expectations accordingly – once
an expectation is formed it is not static as it can be subject to change. Related to the research at
hand this indicates that the advertisement presented to the viewer will also call up a schema.
Depending on the content of it the spectator might know the schema very well or not. Depending on
the elements revealed over time the schema can be changed, a more suitable schema gets called
for. The last point indicates that in order to form a schemata people must gathered real-world
experiences of that event or element. The question arising from this formulation is if schemata can
also be created from elements or events which were previously only experienced as representations?
Up until this point no evidence has been found to establish a difference between the perception
process of virtual images and the perception process of the real world [3.4 Perceiving and
Recognizing Objects]. This leads to the assumption that schemata can potentially be formed based
on the perception of representations. The crux to answer this seems to be the question if people can
consciously differentiate between perceiving representations or real-world elements.
Thesis Definition: Schema
Schemata are an internal structure for efficient perception which generate expectations. They are
created and adjusted over time depending on the individual experiences.

It has been argued that schemata are important when it comes to recognising perceived elements.
Prior knowledge of the stimuli and expectations are core factors when determining how schemata
influence the perception process. The important factor of schemata for the current research is if the
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created expectations influence the perceived detail of certain elements in the image. In previous
researches [33] [34] two opposing hypotheses have been formulated and answered around this
question: (1) people might spend more time on looking at schemata relevant information and ignore
the irrelevant elements [33]. Hypothesis (2) suggests that people spend more time on looking at
novel and unrelated information rather than on the expected elements [33]. So far proof was found
for (2) that nonschema and unexpected information required more time and attention than expected
information [33] [34].
Namely Goodman states that
“[…] atypical and unexpected events, those that do not conform to
schema expectancies, are retained with greater discriminative accuracy
than are typical or expected events .”
Goodman [34]
Not only events, also unexpected items get more attention and
“are represented in detail, while expected items are represented in terms of
prototypical expectations.”
Goodman [34]
It appears to highly important that the embedded VFX are not unexpected or nonschema elements. If
people would perceive the VFX as unrelated they would use more attention and time on analysing it
which would increase the chance that the spectator would notice that the VFX is of limited quality.
In the previous chapter it was derived that people are influenced by what they hear and see around
them. All the information appears to be stored in schemata which are at the same time used to
process the information available. If elements do not correspond to the appointed schemata they
receive more attention and focus to be evaluated. The question that remains unanswered is if people
can differentiate between perceiving fictional or real-world events. This research can use the
schemata theories for the selection of the appropriate VFX and advertisement. It seems to be
important that they belong in one schema. Furthermore, it might be important to select an
advertisement that the participants potentially have the same amount of experience with in order to
be able to compare the results.
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3.6 PPerceptu
ual Realism
With the usse of CGI and
a VFX it iss possible to
o manipulate images in
n many wayys. Elements and setupss
that would not be rea
alisable in real life ca n be constrructed on a picture in a believab
ble manner..
hat a parad
dox is creatted: CGI crredible phottographic im
mages can be created
d
However, by doing th
that of things that cannot be phottographed [31]. Is it possible
p
for humans to jjudge CGI objects
o
theyy
een before as
a realistic?
have not se
One assum
mption abou
ut realism in
n film that p
prevails is indexicality [31]. Tom
m Gunning names and
d
index a:
“direct phyysical conne
ection betw
ween the sign
n and its refferent”.
Tom Guunning [35]
e footprint o
or the bulle
et hole whic
ch are evideence for the
e respective
e
Famous exxamples for this are the
impact of a foot or a bullet
b
[35]. In film the iindex can re
efer to large
e amount off signs and indications,,
such as light reflection
ns, skid marrks just abouut any elem
ment can be an index a
and support the realism
m
ge. This approach to rea
alism in film
m is based on
o photographs as phottographic im
mages
in an imag
“correspon
nd point by
y point to na
ature”.
PPrince [31]
ages and CGI
C can cha
allenge the theory of indexicality as it is posssible to ma
anipulate in
n
Digital ima
uncountablle ways with
hout having a real life rreferent [31].
When crea
ating an ima
age withoutt a real life referent the
e law of realism is bentt – but specttators mightt
still acceptt the imagess of percep
ptually real. Perceptual Realism is a term coinned by Step
phen Prince
e
who wrote that
al realism […] designa
ates a relatio
onship betw
ween the ima
age or film
“perceptua
and the spectator,
s
and
a
it can encompasss both unre
eal images and those
which are referentially
y realistic.”
PPrince [31]
at the specta
ator perceivves as real, although itt
He thus exxpands the field of realism, to eveerything tha
might now have a refe
erent in real life,
“unreal im
mages have never beforre seemed so
s real.”
PPrince [31]
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However, in order to create perceptually real object certain guidelines that should to be respected.
“[…] representations are perceptually realistic when they share perceptually
significant properties with the things they represent.”
Currie [30]
That is to say, there needs to be a connection to a real-world element in order to be perceived as
perceptually real. Another guideline might be: movement. Tom Gunning brings up a research from
Christian Metz who suggests the photographic images are condemned to a perceptual past tense, as
they show a snapshot of how it was. Moving images on the other hand can create a feeling of a
scene that just happens

[35]. By creating a moment that the spectator can get absorbed in a

participatory effect is created. Participation is named to be an important element of realistic effects in
cinema. Movements or motion are key elements in creating a participation in the film. As motion can
trigger perceptual, cognitive and physiological effects it the spectator can be swept away with
motion itself [35].
”Participation properly describes the increased sense of involvement with the
cinematic image, a sense of presence that could be described as an
impression of reality.”
Gunning [35]
In his article Gunning mentions that watching a film is not simply looking at moving pictures but
experiencing something truly moving. This implies that when watching moving images people are
not only visually affects but also produce a psychological effect. Hence it appears that moving
images can support the perceptual realism.
In order to replicate a participatory effect with VFX several rules need to be respected. Stephen
Prince mentions important elements that virtually created images should entail in order to be
perceived as real. The intersection of 3D objects, such as collisions and collision response, lighting
and motion blur are some examples of important features that need to be taken in consideration,
whereas generally the most important ones were mentioned to be light, texture and movement [31].
In order to connect the CGI to the photographic imagery reflections and other indexes should be
added in order to fulfil the indexicalized condition [31].
Perceptual realism allows CGI to bend the laws of reality in the moving image but still convince the
audience that what they see is real. Based on Princes’ theory it can be argued that even elements
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without a real life referent can be perceived as real. The perception of reality can be especially
effective in moving images as it create a participatory effect. However, as the line between not real
will become more and more blurred [31] it is important to remember that, at the end of the day the
film is an illusion,
“in cinema we are dealing with realism not reality”.
Gunning [35].
What it is important about the previous paragraphs is that it is possible to virtually create images that
people accept as perceptually real. Hereby it appears to be important, that there is some connection
to a real life element, just for instance take a dinosaur representation. Everyone knows that dinosaurs
in a movie cannot be real, however their representations are bound by gravity just as everyone else
and they move their legs or wings just as any animal that we know. By having these elements that
we can refer to it might be easier to perceive them as perceptually real.
Thesis Definition: Perceptual Realism
Perceptual realism designates a relationship between the image or film and the spectator, and it
can encompass both unreal images and those which are referentially realistic. Prince [31]

As described in a previous chapter [3.5 Experience & Schemata] every film that was watched might
have a learning effect on the spectator and thereby adjust the corresponding schemata. Looking at
the film Jurassic Park which was made in 1993, back then it was a famous example of perceptual
realism

[31]. When watching the movie again today the VFX are rather easy to detect. The

technological possibilities advanced immensely over the past 20 years and with it the schemata (and
expectations) seem to have adapted to that.
In 1993 spectators were impressed by the perceptually real dinosaurs. But when re-watching the
movie today the VFX does not have the same effect anymore. Although people were just as critical
towards new representations as they are today, their expectations were on e different level. The
standard of VFX has increased immensely over the past years [9] [11]. Nevertheless, back in 1993
people accepted the imperfect VFX as perceptually real because it was inspiring VFX at that point of
time. This is a proof that perceptual realism does not correspond to photorealism but to the border of
acceptance in that point of time.
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This border has certaiinly been he
eightened inn the last 20 years, ass has technoology has evolved
e
and
d
the people
es experien
nce with VFX
V
grew. Still, the principle
p
remains that in order to achieve
e
acceptance
e by the spe
ectators the VFX must ssuit the expectations off that time. For limited-budget VFX
X
this impliess that instea
ad of aimin
ng for perfeectionist VFX
X it might be
b enough to aim for acceptable
e
quality. Ba
ased on thiss assumption there is a good chance that pe
eople will sttill accept imperfect orr
limited qua
ality images as perceptu
ually real.

3.7 Final Pro
oblem Stateme
S
ent
By the mo
otivation, th
he initial prroblem stattement and this prelim
minary ana lysis, a final problem
m
statement h
has been formulated.
-

How to define
e the border zone
z
of audieence accepta
ance for limited budget fluuid simulation
efffect in a advvertisement viideo based o
on the Expecttation & Belie
ef Model?

3.7.1 FFinal Prob
blem Delimitationn
Fluid Simulation
Fluid simu
ulation wass chosen as
a the VFX
X category due to its expandiing popularity in the
e
advertisement industryy. It offers massive p
potential bu
ut has a te
endency to be very extensive
e
in
n
production. Furthermo
ore, fluid simulation contains an
a interestiing, reasonnably new and time
e
consuming approach to creating VFX. Yet, itt still lacks the
g a production budgett
t knowled
dge how big
should be tto achieve a given effect.
The further progress of this projecct encompasss analysis and
a testing on how thee furthermost significantt
parameterss within the simulation stage of fluuid dynamiccs alter the effect itselff and how iti influencess
the percep
ption of the effect - a workflow
w
op
ptimisation analysis.
a
The rendering
g stage of a simulation
n
will not be the main fo
ocus of this project.
p

Acceptan
nce
The mome
ent of acce
eptance determines if the specta
ator perceiv
ves the ima
age as on
ne coherentt
representattion or if the
e spectator notices the usage of distracting
d
VFX
V and is cconsequently reminded
d
that the ima
age is virtua
al.
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Expectation & Belief Model
This model will be synthesised by the end of the analysis chapter. It is meant to summarise the
essence of the findings of the analysis and it will form the foundation for the choice of the test
methods. It will hypothesise how a schema built on hyperrealistic representations benefits the
processing of hyperrealistic VFX.

Visible/invisible
It is not this thesis scope to work with invisible VFX, such as covering up a microphone, remove a
wire or changing the weather, colour and setting. This project will only focus on visible VFX that has
a purpose in the scene.

Advertisements
This thesis is directed to advertisement companies who work with limited budgets but are still keen on
achieving the best possible result. Characteristics of advertisement are repetitions and short exposure
durations. Due to the shortage of time and budget in the advertisements industry this thesis will focus
on giving recommendations respectively.
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4 A
Analysis
The analyssis is divided
d into four parts. The ffirst part syn
nthesises the
e knowledg
ge from the preliminaryy
analysis w
with the inten
nsion of buiilding the fo
oundation fo
or the Expe
ectation & B
Belief Model. Featuring
g
an analysiss of the perrception pro
ocess, the thheories of su
uspension of
o belief and
d an insight to the term
m
hyperrealissm. The seco
ond part focuses on thee workflow of fluid sim
mulation and
d which type
e of fluid to
o
choose forr future testing. Subsequently the tthird part will
w encounte
er the EBM and how it should be
e
understood
d. The fourth and final part will sstate the hypotheses off this thesis.. Once this analysis iss
complete, the knowle
edge gained
d will be uused to com
mmence the
e advertisem
ment selection, design
n
phase and test method
ds.

4.1 TThe Percception Processs
The followiing chapter will introduce a model of the percceptual proc
cess to respoond to questions raised
d
in the preliminary ana
alysis. Is therre a differennce between
n perceiving
g reality or rrepresentatiions? Could
d
it be that sp
pectators acccept perceptual realism
m although the images are not perrfect?
The answer the question how peo
ople recognnise virtual elements
e
might be founnd when exa
amining the
e
perception process mo
ore thorough
hly.
“Perceptio
on is, on an
n everyday basis, unde
erstood as something tthat has to
do with the senses or derives from
m the experrience of ha
aving sensattions”.
Meldg
gaard [36]
Senses and experien
nces seem to be the tow keyw
words when discussing
g perceptio
on. Betty Lii
Meldgaard
d gives a basic
b
definittion of percception in general
g
as a choice off directing attention to
o
certain fea
atures in the
e imagery [36].

Thiss specific part
p
of perc
ception wass investigatted in Zero
o

Detection [1 Zero De
etection Summary]. Thhe theoreticcal focus was
w
set on the questio
on how the
e
cognitive ccapacity is allocated across
a
the vvisual filed and how the
t saliencyy of visual elements iss
determined
d. But what happens on
nce the stimuuli in percep
ptive field have been a ttended?
In order to
o identify the
e next step in the percception proccess a more
e extensive approach is required..
With the fo
ocus on film
m viewing and
a how theese images are processsed after thhe perceptio
on a modell
suggested by Torben Grodal
G
mig
ght bring thee answer: th
he PECMA Flow mode l (perceptio
on, emotion,,
and motor action).
a
cognition a
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“In the PECMA flow model it is anticipated that humans makes use of the
same general biological system [...] used in order to make sense of and
survive
in
the actual world,
in order to understand audiovisual
representations.”
Hansen [37]
In his research Ole Ertloev Hansen [37] explains that PECMA flow model is based on the general
theory of the film experience and encompasses how the film viewing experience is cognitively
processed. As the task at hand is to find a border of acceptance when being exposed to moving
images the PECMA flow model seems to be the right choice. For the realm of game experience
Meldgaard [36] criticises that Grodals model oversees that experiences might not follow each other
sequentially as
“his idea is fit for a schema, not for a process of experience.”
Meldgaard [36]
But as this research focuses on the exposure of an advertisement, which can be equalized to film
viewing, and is interested in the effect of experience schemata this model seem to be appropriate.
In 1997 Torben Grodal suggested the PECMA Flow model (perception, emotion, cognition and
motor action) for the first time

[38]. It is based on fundamental brain architecture and focuses

especially on the experience of film viewing. The model tries to enhance the understanding of how
different parts of the film experience draw on different aspects of the human mind. Grodal suggests
that the PECMA model takes a direct approach to film viewing as it starts by the light waves
reaching the eye. He argues that humans use the same mechanism to makes sense of the stimuli from
a moving image and from the world, they both are connected to the same brain system [38]. Grodal
states that people do not see representations objects, but simply see the object itself. Furthermore
Grodal argues that the experiences in film run in the same circuits as our real life experiences,
“only mental ‘reality-status-markers’ indicate the difference between visual
fiction and online facts.”
Grodal [38]
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Figure 4.1
1 1 PECMA Model
M
[38]

He divides the PECMA
A flow mode
el into four ssteps.
ducer the in
nformation available
a
inn sight and sound and
d
1. Input devices: Sensory orrgans transd
nd it to the in
nternal brain system.
sen
2. Asssociative ne
etworks: The
e informatio n gets matcched with sc
chematic reepresentation
ns stored in
n
memory. The identified objects
o
or eevents are labelled
l
witth an emottional tag – thus these
e
emo
otional cuess can motiva
ate action.
3. Cog
gnitive centtres. The in
nput is anallysed in a more sophiisticated ma
anner which allows to
o
gen
nerate hypo
otheses or to
o simulate co
onsequence
es before the
e output.
4. The
e motor syste
em controls the muscle actions while planning
g alternativee reactions.
Grodal calls stage 1 and
a 2:
“perceptio
on and asso
ociation, em otional activation and emotional la
abelling.”
G
Grodal [38]
First the huge amoun
nt of visual informationn is transmitted to the visual cort
rtex. A serie
es of brain
n
modules ha
ave the eno
ormous task of breaking
mation down into identtifiable form
ms [38]. Att
g the inform
the same tiime emotion
nal experien
nce cues aree processed
d. In the second stage tthe identified forms are
e
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matched to representations in memory as well as an emotional tag. The third stage deals with
cognition, narrative and identification. In this stage the film is cognitively assessed, for example the
identification process with characters. Herby the chronological order of events can have an effect on
the emotional saturation (as Grodal calls it). Emotional saturation happens when the spectator cannot
release the emotional tension

[38]. Grodal argues that a certain set of neurons, called mirror

neurons, is not only activated when a person performs a certain action but also that person observes
another person performing the action. In the fourth and final stage, the action tendencies which are
the result of the previous emotional processing are vicariously implemented [38].
Grodal states that throughout the stages from emotion to action the films reality status gets evaluated.
This comes back to the question if people can differentiate between seeing reality or representations.
In this context Grodal brings up the act of suspension of disbelief which is considered to be a
precondition to accept the presented moving images as real. Grodal writes that
“the viewer primarily experiences the film as simulation of real life events that
come into existence as the film progresses, although they know it is prerecorded and told by some sort of narrator .”
Grodal [38]
As this is a fundamental element of the current research the next chapter will elaborate on the
suspension of disbelief and on Grodal opposing views on it.
When considering Grodals model a whole it is a comprehensive theory from the moment of
perception to motor action. Yet, this study will only focus on the second stage associative networks
and the third stage cognitive centres. The first stage has been dealt with in the research Zero
Detection [1 Zero Detection Summary]. As mentioned earlier, in order to define the border of
acceptance it is mainly important to figure out what happens to the stimuli once they have been
attended. Likewise the last stage, which focuses on the motor action will be out of the scope if this
project. Motor actions, in other words physical reactions, are not of primary interest for the
evaluation of the border of acceptance.
The important aspect of Grodals model is the reality evaluation process. The present research aims to
determine the border of acceptance for the spectator when being exposed to VFX. Evaluating what
has been discussed so far it might be that the suspension of (dis)belief is the moment in which the
spectator either accepts or rejects the images.
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4.2 S
Suspenssion of Belief
B
The follow
wing chapter focuses evaluation
e
o
of the reality status off perceived images. Can
C
people
e
distinguish between re
epresentatio
ons and rea lity right aw
way? In order to react to a work of
o fiction on
n
a personal level a pre
econdition is required: the individual needs to
o suspend d
disbelief [3
39] [40], orr
as the PEC
CMA model argues to suspend beelief [38]. Although people
p
who go to the cinema are
e
aware thatt they will be
b watching
g a work off fiction and
d it is clearr, that all sccenes in the
e movie are
e
staged, the
ey are likelyy to experien
nce emotionnal response
es. This coulld be due too the fact tha
at the
“willing suspense
s
off disbelief has becom
me as natural an acct to most
contemporrary folk as breathing a
air.”
M
Martin [41]
Following, it will deterrmine what happens w hen a perso
on engages with fictionn and if it is disbelief orr
belief that needs to be
e suspended
d.

Suspensio
on of Disb
belief
In their artiicle on Enjo
oyment Vord
derer, Klimm
mt and Ritterfeld [40] state that in order to en
njoy a workk
of fiction th
he suspense
e of disbelie
ef is a preccondition. Suspending
S
g
disbelief is defined ass perceiving
the fictiona
al content as real or na
atural [40].. They state
e that suspending disbeelief would be the onlyy
way for a person to develop
d
empathy for thhe characte
ers and their actions in the work of
o fiction. A
further inte
eresting point they arre making is that any
y doubts about the reealism would ruin the
e
experience
e. Hence, th
he basis to fully
f
experieence a work of fiction is that the i ndividual accepts
a
it ass
real for the
e moment an
nd is thereby able to deevelop a co
onnection the
e presented imagery.
Lombard and Ditton [39]
[
mention the suspennse of disbe
elief in the context
c
of Pr
Presence. They considerr
nsion of disbelief as part of t he trial to get into the experi ence stage
e in which
h
the suspen
inconsisten
ncies are ign
nored and cues
c
that thee experiencce would be
e artificial a
are blended out [39] .
on that
Moreover, they mentio
“the willin
ngness to su
uspend disb
belief probably varies both
b
across individuals
and within
n the same individuals
i
a
across time””.
Lombard
L
& Ditton [39]
ords, the su
uspension of
o disbelief is not just one
o stage which
w
is uniiversal for everyone
e
in
n
In other wo
order to exxperience fiction but it is a concep
pt that varie
es from person to persoon and can be more orr
less intense
e depending
g on circumsstances thatt person stands in.
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Although the definitions mentioned by Vorderer, Klimmt and Ritterfeld [40] and Lombard and Ditton
[39] do not match completely, both of them have the same approximate understanding that the
suspension of disbelief. Spectators watching moving images are aware of the fact that whatever they
see is fictive and virtual. The images show representations of objects or characters and not their
original referents, thus by seeing these representations instead of their referents a state of disbelief
arises which has to be suspended in order to belief the images [38]. More precisely, in order to be
able to connect with the content they need to suspend this disbelief in the fictional representation, as
a precondition. Only by suppressing this disbelief they are able to make a connection to the fictional
content and thus either accept it as real or ignore the elements in the medium that appear artificial.

Suspension of Belief
As previously mentioned, Torben Grodal has a different approach to the suspension of disbelief. He
criticises the theory that film viewing involves seeing images and consequently does not agree with
this derivation of the suspension of disbelief. In his opinions people do not see images but perceive
light waves which cause neural actions.
“The humble neurons in the rear of the brain cannot distinguish
representations from the real thing”.
Grodal [38]
Consequently individuals cannot differentiate between an image of an object or the real object.
When following Grodals argument spectators of a film are not able to distinguish between the fictive
images and reality. Therefore, instead of suspending disbelief they have to suspend belief when
watching a movie to avoid fleeing the cinema in when watching a scary movie [38].
Not only Grodal takes a critical opinion on the idea of suspending disbelief. Already in 1978 Eva
Shaper discusses the topic of Fiction and the Suspension of Disbelief [42]. She brings up the same
problem as Grodal:
“If […] the disbelief entailed by our knowing that we are dealing with fiction
and that the characters and events are not real, then we do have a problem:
only if I suspend the disbelief in their reality can I reasonably be moved by
what happens and only if I hold on to my knowledge of their non-reality can
I avoid becoming the naïve backwoodsman who jumps onto the stage trying
to stop the characters […].”
Shaper [42]
Shaper offers an interesting approach to solve the dilemma. She suggests that:
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“knowing entails believing and an emotional response presupposes some
beliefs about that to which one responds.”
Shaper [42]
In other words in order to emotionally respond to a situation people need to have formed beliefs
about the situation the character is in, which they then can respond to. This emotional response can
also happen in case of a fictive character, as knowing that this character is not real does not alter
the beliefs in the situation the character is in. Holding on to the beliefs on how these characters might
feel in their fictional situation does not mean that people have to believe there characters exist [42].
In short, in order to emotionally respond to fiction it is required to belief and not disbelief.
Steen and Owens [32] bring up an example of a four-year old boy who jumped from a seventh floor
building. The boy miraculously survived the fall and stated in the hospital that he thought he was a
Pokémon and would be able to fly like one [32]. This suggests that he actually confused the virtual
character with himself [32] which could lead us to the conclusion, that he truly believed in the
fictional content, to an extend that he did not distinguish between reality and fiction anymore. This
indicates that he did not need to suspend a disbelief in the movies, as he did not see the movie as
fictional content but as part of his reality.
Greg Martina comes to a similar conclusion is his thoughts about the willing to suspense disbelief
[41], he suggests that
“[…] we have become so accustomed to living so much of life in other states
of reality that real-life events sometimes seem fictional. We experience the
sense that an event in real life feels like a scene from a movie.”
Martin [41]
Again, this is an example of blending the fictional events with reality. The border where the fictive
experience ends and reality begins appears to blur. The effect of intermixing reality with fiction could
imply that people use the same mechanisms to recognise reality and representations. This would
indicate that we need to suspense belief in order to remind us of our surroundings.
In his book on Image and Mind Gregory Currie suggests that
“viewing the cinema screen is […] in important ways rather like viewing the
real world; it is not at all like viewing someone's subjective visual experience
of the real world (a notion that barely makes sense anyway).”
Currie [30]
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That is to say that the spectator does not take an indirect approach to the presented imagery by
thinking that the movie is someone else, the experience appears to be more direct. He also brings up
the question if the spectators imagine themselves to be observers of the fictional events by being
placed within the world of fiction [30]. He doubts that spectators identify their visual systems with
the camera and hence imagine being placed where the camera is [30].
“When I say "film watching is similar to ordinary perceptual experience of
the world", I mean that film watching is similar to our ordinary perceptual
experience of the world. “
Currie [30]
Currie’s arguments appear to support the idea that the experience of fictional content is processed in
the same way as reality. This supports the idea that viewers have to suspend belief, rather than
disbelief when watching a film.
Thesis Definition: Acceptance
Acceptance is achieved when the presented stimuli meet previously formed expectations and
thereby let the spectator get into the experience. Acceptance requires the spectator to belief in the
imagery and is in danger when fictive elements on screen look unreal. With the acceptance of the
imagery the need for suspension of belief arises.

Summary
Summing up, all presented theories agree that it is possible to let go of the real environment and
build up a relation with the characters or objects represented on screen. This could be due to fact
that people suspend their disbelief of watching images or by believing in the images right from the
start. Important is that (distinguishing between reality and representation) people use the same
recognition process to identify the objects for reality and representation. Both the belief in reality and
the suspended belief would be in danger when fictive elements on screen would look unreal and thus
would remind the spectator that it is indeed a representation they are seeing. A final important point
that theories stated so far all appear to agree with is that the spectators refers to previously formed
beliefs, as well as to their very personal and individual experiences or circumstances.
In relation to the problem statement of this thesis it is highly important that the people are willing to
belief when watching the advertisement. Only when the presented content (especially the VFX) can
meet their expectations they would allow suspending their disbelief or would be forced to suspend
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belief. If however the VFX distracts the specctator it is a reminder of the virtuuality of the
e presented
d
nd hence ruins the desired effect.
imagery an

4.3

C
Concerning Hy
yperrea
alism

So far it w
was argued
d that peop
ple recognisse the prese
ented imag
gery by ma tching theirr shapes to
o
elements th
hey have seen before [3.5 Expeerience & Schemata]. Although
A
a ll chairs loo
ok differentt
everyone ccan still iden
ntify a chair when see ing one (no
o matter if on
o film or inn real life). The reason
n
why human
ns are so go
ood at iden
ntifying chaiirs is becausse people have
h
been innteracting with
w them in
n
real life. B
Based on th
he knowledge acquired
d during th
hese chair-interaction-seessions peo
ople cannott
only identiffy a chair but also give
e a very deta
ailed description of one
e.
But what about things or elementss that peop le have not seen in rea
al life but soomehow still know how
w
they look liike?
The dinosa
aurs in the film Jurassic Park [24]] combine the
t actual with
w somethhing possible and thuss
create a no
on referential but still believable
b
i mage [43]]. By buildin
ng on the kknowledge that
t
science
e
has from d
dinosaurs the
ey created a possible w
world which
h made the inconceiva
able conceivvable [43]..
In other w
words, based
d on the arrchaeologiccal findings from scientists a prob
bable recon
nstruction off
dinosaurs w
was attemp
pted, by using all the a
available in
nformation and
a filling tthe gaps with possible
e
setups the dinosaurs came
c
to life
e. If their skkin or move
ements look
ked the wayy presented in the film
m
Jurassic Pa
ark cannot be proved or disprovved. Althou
ugh no one
e currently living actually saw a
dinosaur in
n reality the
e majority of
o people a round us would
w
be ab
ble to give a
at least a rough visuall
description
n of one.
For instancce, Buckland
d considers the dinosauurs in Jurrassic Park as a combinati on of both, visible and
d
invisible efffects: “the crucial aestthetic point in relation to
t the digita
al special efffects […] iss that, while
e
clearly visible these efffects attemp
pt to hide beehind an ico
onic appearrance, […] tthey are vissible speciall
3] .184-185
5”
effects massquerading as invisible effects. [43
The idea th
hat fictive ch
haracters ca
an be consid
dered iconicc is supporte
ed by Curriee who menttions that
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“at the movies, we do not see, nor do we imagine that we see, fictional
characters or events. Rather, we see signs: pictorial or "iconic" signs which
tell us what it is appropriate to imagine [30] p.195.”
This is an important point when considering it in the context of the current research. When visual
effects are created in a way that spectators are not able to differentiate between the visible and the
invisible effects it implies that they accept presented effects as part of the image. It does not mean
that they necessarily think that the image is real or photorealistic, as Buckland pointed out, the effects
might hide behind an iconic appearance.
“The special effect in films […] attempt to combine the aesthetics of both
visible and invisible digital special effects – […] they have the potential to
replicate the realism and illusionism of the photographic image by conferring
a perfect photographic credibility upon objects that do not exist in the actual
world [43] p.190. “
With this Buckland states that it is possible to create a credible illusion of something that does not
have real life referent. When considering this from a philosophical point of view it relates to an idea
formulated by Jean Baudrillard

[44]. Baudrillad talks about an “area of simulation which is

inaugurated by a liquidation of all referentials [44]”.
When signs of the real get substituted by the real a hyperreal is created [44].
“A hyperreal henceforth sheltered from the imaginary, and from any
distinction between the real and the imaginary, leaving room only for the
orbital recurrence of models and for the simulated generation of differences.”
Baudrillard [44]
In other words, if something is more real than real it becomes hyperreal. When reasoning about
Baudrillard, Coulter quotes that
“the strong lesson of contemporary simulation is that the old relationship
between sign and referent have become reversed .”
Coulter [45]
In other words people accept the simulated imagery as a sample of the real. For instance, when
someone watches a historical movie which is based on a true event, he might assume that the movie
shows how the events were. However, a movie only reveals one perspective on the events that
happened and might be distorted by the vision of director. Hence,
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“today so much of our so called ‘reality’ is filtered through the media,
including tragic events of the past ”.
Coulter [45]
The effect that represented imagery might influence peoples’ views or believes on occurrences in the
world or past could be adapted to a variety of situations. The effects might just as well happen for
events or incidents that everybody knows can happen, but have no idea how they would look like.
Natural catastrophes, war scenes, expeditions to far places in the world – as most of the viewers
have never experienced a situation like that, they might more easily accept the imagery presented.
They might know that the story itself could be true but if the images illustrating it are closer to what
one thinks it would like than to how it does? In such a case a hyperreality is established, which is
accepted by the spectator nonetheless.
The existence of this hyperreality can be very useful for the creation of VFX. It means that VFX studios
do not need to simulate photorealism anymore – but hyperrealism. This can of course only be
applied to elements, objects or incidents that the majority of the population has not yet seen in
reality. For instance, any setting or element out in space, a plunger deep down in the ocean or
simply a hurricane and an explosion – everyone could identify it on an image but only few people
saw them in reality. In other words, in order to represent these elements the VFX creators are not
competing with reality which can be used as an advantage.
When considering hyperrealism in combination with VFX the question arises how detailed the
representation it needs to be. Currie mentions that
“what appears on the screen always surpasses in detail and clarity the
possible content of anyone's memory ,”
Currie [30]
which indicates that the stored knowledge is lower than the details represented on screen. Hence it
depends on the level of resolution of the previous exposure of hyperrealistic elements if the quality is
perceived as acceptable.
Merging visual effects with the image is the basic way of compositing in which the
“optically produced composite fabricates a spatio - temporal unity, giving the
impression that the two separate events are taking place at the same diegetic
time and place”.
Buckland [43]
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In order tto make the visual effect even m
more convin
ncing a sea
amless fusioon of live action and
d
computer g
generated im
magery should be estab
blished [43
3]. This mea
ans that in oorder to integrate visuall
effects succcessfully into
o the film footage it is im
mportant to create a un
nity betweenn them.
Thesiis Definition
n: Hyperre
ealism
Specta
ators have no
ot yet been exposed
e
to hyypererealisticc phenomena
a in reality. H
Hyperrealisticc
simula
ations lack a real-life referrent.

Summing u
up, with the
e use of VFFX it has no
ot only beco
ome possib
ble to imitatte the real world
w
on a
screen but also to cre
eate a credible illusion of it. Hencce, hyperrea
alistic elemeents, which lack a reall
life referen
nt, can be created.
c
As people havve no experrience with the hyperreealsitc elements in reall
life they ca
annot evalu
uate them critically. Ad
dditionally, the memory
y of elemennts shown on
o screen iss
less detaile
ed than the actual repre
esentation. TThis opens up the possibility of usiing the lackk of detailed
d
memory of hyperrealisstic elementss when simuulating them
m.

4.4

FFluid Simulatio
on & W
Workflow
w

This chapte
er will delve
e into how the workflo
ow of creating fluid sim
mulation is a
and which approaches
a
s
and metho
ods are avvailable in such a prrocess. Lastly, this ch
hapter will chose whiich specificc
simulationss this thesis should
s
desig
gn, implemeent and test upon.
In the time of writing this report, fluid
f
simulattions are co
onsidered a very compuutational heavy task forr
ation compu
uter to perfo
orm. A regullar particle simulation can
c be simuulated and displayed
d
in
n
the worksta
real-time w
with thousand
ds, even hundreds of thhousands off particles, whereas
w
a flluid simulation cannot.
Thesiis Definition
n: Turnaround time
Turnarround time iss the total time taken betw
ween task sub
bmission to th
he 3D softwa
are for executtion
and th
he return of th
he finished outcome to thee end user [16].

Turnaround
d time is crucial in the VFX industtry. The lesss iteration needed
n
to a
accomplish the desired
d
effect of a simulation the more optimised w
workflow and the less budget useed. Fluid siimulation iss
considered
d the hardesst simulation
n type to wo
ork with due to its com
mputational requirements. Differentt
approache
es have been used to op
ptimise the w
workflow – usually the upscale meethod.
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Upscale
Simple particle simulation has the ability to increase the resolution at any time during the creation
process. The process in possible because particles are not complex systems and have minimal
relationship with each other, thus can imitate same behaviour with fewer or higher amount of
particles. Here upscale of resolution is considered a straightforward process

[28]. The regular

particle workflow starts by creating a low resolution simulation, which is based on a number of
particles, to be able to preview the simulation in real-time in a 3D simulation software. When the
desired effect is achieved the particle count can be increased by an infinite amount for the rendering
stage.
However, this is not the case with fluid simulation. The structure of fluids is complex and an upscale
of resolution is not a linear task. By increasing the amount of particles in a fluid simulation, the forces
changes and thereby the relationship between fluid particles alters, which will lead to different
behaviour [28]. This makes fluids hard to work with. Most commonly in computer graphics fluid
simulation algorithm functions by dividing 3D space into units named voxels.
Thesis Definition: Voxel
A three dimensional volumetric uniform element with the purpose of dividing 3D space into this
unit. A voxel is the three dimensional correspondent to a two dimensional pixel.

An area of the fluids is only limited to the number of voxels, which can be infinite. The density of the
voxels is referred to as the resolution of the fluid simulation. The higher resolution yields clearer and
better detailed representation of a given behaviour. This includes how the fluid interacts and the
interaction with other objects in the scene. The fluid will look thick and sticky if the resolution is too
low, even with a correct correspondent viscosity [46]. In addition to resolution, particles inside a
voxel can be sampled and thereby create detail.
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Figure 4.2 This is the same fl uid simulation in both image
es, but the voxxel
definition is 5 tiimes greater to
o the right [46
6].

The amou
unt of mem
mory needeed goes up
p with the cubed va
alue of the
resolution,, meaning that slightly
ly higher re
esolution can take coonsiderably
more mem
mory.
Tony M
Mullen [46]
The use of computer memory
m
is extensive
e
whhen increassing the vox
xel definitionn. The comp
puter strivess
to preserve
e the simula
ation cached
d in memoryy in order to
o display th
he result rea
al-time. This becomes a
bottleneck for the VFX
X artist. On
n one hand
d the artist wants a fluid simulatiion that is possible to
o
manipulate
e with differrent parame
eters in reall-time. On the other ha
and the artisst wants pre
ecision and
d
fineness of the simulation to acquire the smalll details, e.g. a liquid splash.
s
he water sim
mulation in Figure 4.2 as an exam
mple of the difference i n turnaroun
nd time. The
e
Consider th
simulation to the left has a low voxel definnition. Let’s imagine it consist 10..000 particles and the
e
turnaround
d time for the simulatio
on to finishh a 10 second duratio
on takes ab
bout two minutes.
m
The
e
simulation to the rightt has a vox
xel definitionn that is 5 times greate
er, generatiing a particcle count off
1.000.000
0.000.000 particles be
ecause voxeels are three dimensional, thus 10
0.000 to the power off
three. Whiile the particle count increases byy the powe
er of three the turnaro und time has an even
n
great escalation, due to the fact that the mo
ore particless a fluid sysstem consistt of the morre collisionss
will occur. With colliisions the system
s
also
o needs to calculate all
a the forcees, velocity
y and otherr
material prroperties invvolved in su
uch a simul ation. The turnaround
t
time is hard
d to predict but would
d
definitely b
be at least 30
3 minutes.. This indica
ates that a two minutess turnaround
d time incre
eases to 30
0
minutes byy a voxel definition rise of 5. Now consider an
n ocean, and how the tturnaround time will be
e
atic workflow.
a problema
Scenario One – low
w to high:: If the artis t begins witth a low ressolution sim ulation, the turnaround
d
time is fasst, almost re
eal-time, bu
ut the need to higher the resolutiion arise w
when the ba
asics of the
e
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simulation is accomplished. The artist will most likely end up altering the accomplished simulated by
increasing the resolution. A scenario that was not part of the artists desired workflow. Now, the
slower and more computational simulation needs to be modified to have the same behaviour as
before and subsequently incorporate the fine details. The turnaround time has increased
tremendously and the workflow has become tedious [46]. This upscale process will repeat itself until
the artist is satisfied with the detail lever and the movement and behaviour of the simulation. It is
considered very important to upscale the resolution in small step due to the major influence in
change of behaviour, thus a larger increase will result in a great change and thereby loose the
current desired behaviour. In this approach it is common to use several resolution steps before
ending at the desired level.
Scenario Two – high: Alternatively, a high resolution simulation could be the starting point for the
VFX artist. This process is tedious from the beginning. The turnaround time is slow and many
iterations is needed to acquire the desired effect. This workflow could easily end up becoming a
slower approach due to the extensive turnaround time. However, this is the preferred workflow in the
industry. Some effect must start from a high resolution due to its design and effect, e.g. an ocean,
would not be possible to simulate with a low resolution. Such a task could easily end up with days of
simulation time because of its complex forces and structure [28].
If the VFX supervisor does not know where to keep the resolution, the production cost increases.
When are details visible to the eye of the audience and is it necessary to reproduce the real world’s
phenomena in great detail to convince the audience? Both approaches will require lots of iterations,
due to the complex nature of building a fluid simulation. These iterations functions as turnaround
time. Consequently, it is essential to keep the turnaround time as low as possible to be productive,
but without detail the time used in the lower resolutions can be wasted. The two scenarios described
above is the core problematic workflow that needs optimisation.
The entire concept of upscale workflow and voxel definition will be the foundation for this thesis
testing. Whether is it needed to upscale the resolution to create more detailed simulations versus the
audience perception of these details. The lower the border of audience acceptance is the more
efficient VFX workflow, due to faster turnaround time.
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Solvers
This chapter has the purpose to determine which type of solver to use for the following choice of fluid
simulation. Solvers are the basis of fluid simulations. To calculate a fluid simulation a solver is
needed. A solver is the mechanism that calculates all the particles within a fluid simulation and
thereby figures out how particles react and move according to each other. The solver uses the
chosen algorithm and the given input (objects, fluid surface and all the parameter) to solve the
equation and give a simulation output. These parameters vary from the type of solver and which 3D
software chosen, but generally solvers have around 20-40 parameters from physics field, forces
gravity, density, divergence, variational velocity etc., two important once are; sub-steps and voxel
definition. Furthermore, solvers are often created for one purpose, making their pre-programmed
algorithms specific for their task. Smoke, gas, liquid, fire solvers are common in larger 3D simulation
packages.
In general a solver does the following in each frame: Start by applying forces to object, looks for
collision, calculate the collection and repeat those step until it cannot find any collision.
A solver calculates the entire fluid simulation once per frame. However, if the need for more
precision is necessary, sub-steps divide the frame into iterations of calculations. A sub-step of five will
give five calculations between two frames, instead of only one. Often sub-steps used to insure that
the majority of collisions are detected. These parameters are fundamental knowledge when deciding
on which fluid simulation to focus on in the following chapter.

4.4.1 Choice of Fluid Simulation
Fluid simulation is a wide range of different effects that have a common bound, they move by the
laws of flow as described earlier in this report. What differentiate them is how their respective solver
functions and which algorithms are used in order to simulate the desired effect. Liquid solver such as
water has a very different simulation structure than for instance a hurricane which would use a gas
solver. It is essential to delimitate the field of fluids, and thereby produce specific and useful research
for the VFX industry. There are several types of fluids that can be researched, but for the sake of a
narrow and scrutinized report, only two types will be chosen. This choice will be made with the
intension to simulate some of the most commonly used simulation effects in the industry. Smoke and
fire are basis for lots of general effects and are thereby great to base this thesis upon. Furthermore
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both are simulated by the gas solver, which takes it interesting to compare. Hence, this project will
investigate the simulation of smoke and fire, and thereby only work with the fluid solver of gas.
Smoke is fascinating due to its appearance and how humans relate to it. The exposure of a smoke
grenade, cloud or other related smoke situation does not happen for people very often. Hence, the
overall shape of a smoke cloud is considered common knowledge, but the specific details and exact
movement patterns of smoke might be a more difficult task to explain in depth. This thesis assumes
that smoke is a hyperrealistic element [4.3 Concerning Hyperrealism]. Consequently it is interesting
to determine the border of audience acceptance in smoke simulations, as how they perceive details
and have the capability to relate it to their expectations as their personal interpretation of real world
smoke.
Fire on the other hand is a phenomenon people are exposed to more frequently. Candlelight, gas
stove, fireplace or bonfire are common places to observe fire. Fire is therefore not considered a
hyperrealistic element. These two simulation categories allow a test of whether the previous
knowledge of a phenomenon has influence on the border of acceptance. The thesis strives to
optimise the turnaround time and thereby the workflow of a VFX studio. Smoke and fire simulations
with different voxel definitions would be tested upon to determine the desired border of acceptance.
Voxel definitions are relative to the type of simulation needed for a job. There are multiple ways to
determine which end resolution is needed for the effect. One is to use the same resolution as the final
output, meaning that a full HD (1920 x 1080) would have simulations of maximum 1080 voxels.
This is however extremely high and are considered Hollywood workflow and not within the scope of
this thesis. Low budget productions typically have a voxel definition from 100 to about 400. These
definition settings are not related to the output resolution, but rather the production costs of such an
effect. These voxel definitions will be used in the design of the upcoming preliminary tests as a
reference for the industry. It is a precondition to have at least two different voxel definitions to
determine the border of acceptance within this thesis.
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4.5 S
Synthesiising the
e Modeel
Recapping so far this research analysed
a
ho
ow people recognise
r
objects and elements in
n reality, ass
well as rep
presentation
ns [3.4 Perceiving and Recognizing Objects]. The influennce of mediia exposure
e
was discusssed and scchema theories were p
presented [3
3.5 Experience & Scheemata]. Furtthermore, itt
was argue
ed how the perception process wo
orks [4.1 Th
he Perceptio
on Process] and that believing the
e
imagery iss a necessa
ary step to achieve accceptance by
b the spec
ctator [4.2 Suspension
n of Belief]..
Finally the
e construct of hyperre
ealism and its effects on percep
ption have been menttioned [4.3
Concerning
g Hyperrea
alism]. In order to usee the presented theore
etical backg
ground for the currentt
research it is vital to apply
a
these theories to the ambitio
on to optimisse the limiteed budget VFX
V creation
n
process. Pu
ursuing thatt aim the following mod
del attempts to use pre
evious know
wledge of th
he spectatorr
to achieve acceptance
e of imagery
y despite a low voxel definition
d
of the fluid sim
mulation.

4.5.1 TThe Expectation & Belief M
Model
The Expecttation & Bellief Model (EBM)
(
is ba
ased on the assumption mentioned
d by Grodall [47], thatt
spectators cannot disttinguish between repreesented obje
ects or real ones and hence have
e to remind
d
themselves of watchin
ng a movie (rather tha
an suppressing the thought of wattching imag
ges). When
n
assuming that people recognise representatio
ons as they do in reality
y then it cann be assume
ed that theyy
are able to
o form sche
emata base
ed on whatt they perce
eive. The EB
BM was deeveloped fo
ollowing the
e
example o
of the PECM
MA model by Grodal

[47] but focuses on the second
d and third
d stage, the
e

associative
e networks and the co
ognitive cen tres. In these stages th
he reality sstatus of the
e perceived
d
stimuli is a
assesed and
d the visual elements are matche
ed to previo
ous knowleedge. The fundamentall
assumption
n of the EMB is that hyperrealistic elements are stored with limited d
detail in the memory off
the spectattor [4.3 Con
ncerning Hy
yperrealism]]. By abusin
ng this lack of detailed
d memory th
he spectatorr
is expected
d to accept a VFX depsite a low d
definition. As
A derived in an earlie r chapter, a difference
e
can be ma
ade betwee
en conform and non cconform elements in the visual fieeld [3.5.1 Influence
I
off
Schemata]. If the hyp
perrealistic elements a
are conform
m to the resst of the prresented im
magery it iss
assumed that they would
w
only be schmea
atcially proccessed. Oppositional, non-conform elementss
would be a
analyised with
w greater discriminatiive accuracy
y. Detecting
g the hyperrrealistic elem
ments in the
e
prestended
d imagery means
m
that th
he spectatorr becomes aware
a
of the
e fact that p
part what they perceive
e
is gerneratted. In case
e the VFX ha
as an unrea
al appearan
nce and distubres the vviewing exp
perience the
e
spectator iss will not be
e believe the
e imagery a
anymore. Ye
es it is also possible tha
at spectatorrs notice the
e
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usage of V
VFX but still accept th
he presenteed imagery.. In some cases
c
the loogical analysis of the
e
imagery ca
an lead to the assumption that the VFX must have
h
been used.
u
Howeever, due to a seamlesss
integration into the ima
age the spe
ectator acceept the imagery.
Joining the dots on how hyperrealistic represseantions are perceived
d results in thhe following
g model:

Figure 4.3 Thee Expectation & Belief Mode
el

4.5.2 S
Stepwise Explana
ation of thhe Experrience & Belief M
Model
The EBM m
maps out th
he process from the exxposure to hyperrealisttic represenntations of phenomena
p
a
(that have previously only been perceived a
as represen
ntations [4.3
3 Concerninng Hyperrea
alism]) untill
nt of accepta
ance or distraction of thhe perceived
d visuals.
the momen
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The PECM
MA flow mo
odel starts with the seensory inpu
ut device, the eye [47
7]. Followin
ng Grodalss
example th
he EBM starts at the moment
m
wheen the eye perceives the presenteed stimuli as
a shown in
n
Figure 4.4. This first step
s
of the EBM
E
compri ses the analysis of all elements
e
in tthe visual field.

Figure 4.4
4 EBM: Perceivving Stimuli

E
refers to
t schema ttheories [3.5
5.1 Influenc
ce of Schem
mata]. While
e analysing
g
The next sttep of the EBM
all elementts a schema
a is selected
d matching the stimuli. This selection can bee updated over
o
time iff
new eleme
ents appearr in the visu
ual field. Thhe schema, which is called
c
for, b
brings up a previouslyy
established
d set of exxpectations as depicteed in Figure 4.5. Ass derived iin [3.5 Experience &
Schemata] depending
g on the prrevious exp
perience witth the conte
ext of the rrepresentatio
on and the
e
ompletely different from person to p
person [48].
hyperrealisstic phenomena the schemata is co

Figure 4.5 EM
MB: Schema & Expectations

Based on tthe selection
n of the most suitable sschema, the
e next step is to identifyy if the elem
ments in the
e
field of vie
ew (in this case
c
in the representatiion) do or do
d not matc
ch the choseen schema.. Hence, alll
the visual fforms in the visual field are compa red to the selected sche
ema as show
wn in Figure
e 4.6.

Figure 4.6 EEBM: Matching
g visual forms

me time, th
he memorie
es of the represented
d hyperrealistic eleme nt are acccessed. The
e
At the sam
memories o
of hyperrea
alistic elements have prreviously ge
enerated a schema
s
(othherwise it co
ould not be
e
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called for). As mention
ned earlier, schemas ca
an be adjussted over tim
me as depictted in Figurre 4.7. If an
n
element co
onsistently appears
a
in an
a unexpeccted contextt it might be added too that schem
ma at some
e
point and cconsequently turn into an
a anticipatted element.

Figure 4.7 EB
BM: Calling fo
or the memory

In the proccess of matcching all the
e visual form
ms in the fie
eld to the schema it w
will be determined if an
n
element in the visual field does no
ot fit. As meentioned in [3.5.1 Influence of Schhemata] a distinction
d
iss
ween schema
a conform and
a non-connform eleme
ents.
made betw
In case alll visual form
ms are matched to thee schema and
a
are judged to suitt the contex
xt, the EBM
M
depicts tha
at the elements are percceived with less detail, in a rather schematic ffashion. Thiss lowers the
e
chance tha
at the hyperrrealistic ele
ement gets detected as such by the
t spectatoor, as show
wn in Figure
e
4.8.

Figure
e 4.8 EBM: co
onform elementts remain unde
etected

ement remains undeteccted the ima
agery will be accepted by the specctator, seen
n
If the hyperrealistic ele
4.9. As me
entioned at the beginn ing, the EB
BM assumess that the sspectator pe
erceives the
e
in Figure 4
images as reality as th
he same reccognition pro
ocess is use
ed [3.4.2 Pe
erceiving Reepresentatio
ons]. In case
e
the percep
ption of the imagery re
esults in accceptance then the spe
ectator belieeves the im
magery and
d
consequently needs to
o suspend belief [4.2 Suspension
n of Belief]. The PECM
MA flow model would
d
his the evalu
uation of the
e reality stat us of the pre
esented stim
muli [47].
consider th
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Figure
F
4.9 EBM
M: Acceptance
e of the imagery

In case ele
ements in th
he visual filed to not ssuit the sele
ected schem
ma the EBM
M anticipatess that these
e
elements w
will be proce
essed in more detail, w
which is depiicted in Figu
ure 4.10. Prrocessing a visual form
m
with greatter discrimin
native accu
uracy would
d heighten the chance of deteccting the hy
yperrealisticc
element ass virtual. Ide
entifying an
n element thhat is non-cconform to the contextt could also
o lead to a
reselection of the sch
hema. Eithe
er way, at that point the non-con
nform elem ent has alrready been
n
evaluated w
with more care.
c

Figure 4.10
4
EBM: No
on-conform elem
ments lead to detection

The detection hyperre
ealistic elem
ments can reesult in two
o different outcomes:
o
eeither in distraction orr
e of the ima
agery. If the
e hyperrealiistic elemen
nt is detected as VFX d
due to its un
nreal look itt
acceptance
will remind
d the specta
ator of watching represeentations which
w
results in distractioon and therreby causess
the state off disbelief [4
4.2 Suspenssion of Belieef], as show
wn in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11 EBM D
Detection can result in distra
action

But detectin
ng the hype
errealism mu
ust not autom
matically diistract the viiewer. If thee hyperrealistic elementt
seamlessly integrated in the conttext and is o
only detecte
ed as VFX due
d to the llogic evalua
ation of the
e
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imagery the detection of VFX can
n still result in acceptance, as dep
picted in Fig
gure 4.12. A seamlesss
integration of VFX ca
an be achie
eved by ussing the the
eories of pe
erceptual reealism [3.6 Perceptuall
Realism].

Figurre 4.12 EBM: Detection can lead to accep
ptance

ed to the original schem
ma as feedb
back, just as
The insightts gathered throughout the process are returne
stated by G
Goodman scchemas can
n change wiith developm
ment [49]. Feedback
F
ca
an be any in
nformation
acquired d
during the pe
erception process as deepicted in Figure
F
4.13.. Over time this feedback could
adjust the sschema or influence the
e level of exxpectations.

Figure 4.13 EBM: Scchemas are im
mproved by fee
edback

4.5.3 U
Using the
e Experie
ence & Beelief Mod
del
In order tto use the EBM solve
e the prob
blem statem
ment the im
mplemented VFX need
ds to be a
hyperrealisstic elementt that should suit the schema off the adverrtising. If thhe VFX is successfullyy
matched to
o the presen
nted contextt it receives schematic processing and will coonsequently be likely to
o
remain und
detected. It would passs the momeent of accep
ptance whic
ch implicatees that the spectator
s
(iff
the test setu
up is ideal) needs to suspense the belief that what
w
spectator is seeing
g is real beccause it is a
representattion. Reverrsed this indicates thhat the acceptance or
o distractioon is based on the
e
expectation
ns with the
e hyperrealistic elemennts in priorr exposuress. As hyperrrealistic elements are
e
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suspected to be stored with limitted detail inn memory they
t
are ex
xpected to b
be accepted
d despite a
lower detail level.
o test the EBM it is go
oing to be necessary to compare
e the perceeption of hy
yperrealisticc
In order to
representattions to non
n-hyperrealisstic represe ntations, respectively smoke
s
and ffire. As the memory off
non-hyperrealistic elem
ments is pre
esumed to b
be very dettailed this enables the spectator to
o judge the
e
fire more ccritically. He
ence, if the smoke
s
rece ives a highe
er acceptan
nce rate thann fire this model
m
would
d
be supported.
at both elem
ments need to fit the sch
hema presented in the advertiseme
ent. Adding
g
Important tto note is tha
elements th
hat appear out of place will almo
ost certainly lead to hig
gher detectioon rate due
e to the factt
that they w
would attractt attention.
In an adve
ertisement more
m
informa
ation can bee revealed over
o
time. Iff a new elem
ment is intro
oduced thatt
does not fit the current schema an
nymore this element wiill first of all receive moore attention
n and mightt
then induce
e a switch of
o schema. In case thiss element would
w
receiv
ve more atteention by th
he spectatorr
and might affect the categorizatio
on of the enntire presentted material. This can b
be a turning
g point or a
payoff line in the adve
ertisement.
er synthesise
ed the theo
ories introduuced throughout the pre
eliminary annalysis and analysis to
o
This chapte
form the Exxpectation and
a Belief Model.
M
This m
model will aid
a in answering the finnal problem statement.

4.6 H
Hypothe
eses
The most im
mportant fin
ndings of this analysis lled to the creating of th
he EBM whhich has the purpose off
answering the final problem
p
statement. Fouur continuattive hypothe
eses were fformulated in order to
o
thoroughly answer the
e problem sttatement. Ea
ach of them focuses on a specific p
part of the problem.
p
Byy
hese hypotheses the EBM
M and thereeby the fina
al problem statement wiill be answe
ered.
verifying th
1) Hyyperrealistic representattions are sto
ored in mem
mory with lesss detail tha
an real life
experriences.
2) Peo
ople acceptt a less defin
ned represeentation of smoke
s
due to
o the vaguee smoke
representation in memory.
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3) The majority of people are distracted by high defined representations of fire due to
their detailed memory of fire.
4) Low definition fire simulation triggers schema changes and results in disbelief.

Explanation
In the following analysis of the specific hypothesis the purpose of each will be clarified. Additionally,
it will be stated how each of them will aid in answering the final problem statement. Lastly, the
interconnection of the hypothesis will be described.
1) Hyperrealistic representations are stored in memory with less detail than real life experiences.

The first hypothesis covers the basic assumption of this research. As derived in the analysis it is
expected that the memory of hyperrealistic elements depends on the quality of previous exposures
[30]. On the other hand, real-world experiences with phenomena allow the spectator to perceive
and store a very detailed version of it. This establishes the foundation for the manipulation of the
VFX, as the idea is to utilise the gap of detailed memory to achieve acceptance of a low definition
version. This hypothesis works as a proof of concept; hence if this is disproven there will be no
reason for the further progress of this research.
2) People accept a less defined representation of smoke due to the vague smoke representation in
memory.

Smoke was identified as a hyperrealistic element [4.4.1 Choice of Fluid Simulation]. The effect of
this is that people do not have a detailed mental image to compare the smoke to and hence are
expected to accept a low definition representation of smoke as derived in the EBM [4.5.1 The
Expectation & Belief Model]. The answer will indicate where the border of acceptance for a
hyperrealistic element would be defined. This hypothesis is required to be accepted by the future test
in order to validate the EBM, as well as significant for defining the border of acceptance in the final
problem statement.
3) The majority of people are distracted by high defined representations of fire due to their
detailed memory of fire.

Fire is an element that people have a lot of experience with [4.4.1Choice of Fluid Simulation]. Based
on that fact it can be suspected that they have a more detailed memory of fire and hence can
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identify it very well so that even a high version of fire will be detected. As soon as a doubt on the
realness of the fire occurs [40] it will be processed in a more detailed manner [33] [34] and if
identified as CG will ruin the acceptance in the image [42]. This hypothesis will work as an
opposing argument for the second hypothesis. The idea is to prove that fire, which is a nonhyperrealistic element, would be less likely to be accepted, even at a high definition. If proven, this
will strengthen the verification of the second hypothesis. Furthermore by proving this, an indication of
differentiating the amount of definition needed for various effects, thus optimising the workflow of
VFX.
4) Low definition fire simulation triggers schema changes and results in disbelief.

During the process of analysing the presented stimuli all the elements in the perceptive field not only
compete with each other [5] [6] but are also matched to select a schema [33]. Once a schema is
selected new information will trigger either an update the existing schema

[34] or to select a

completely new schema. Low definition fire is expected to induce a schema change, as people are
assumed to be more critical to fire representations. The identification of the fire as a VFX will
furthermore ruin the belief in the image. As the third hypothesis, this will with a verification result in a
clear differentiation of acceptance between hyperrealistic and non-hyperrealistic VFX.

The further progress of this thesis will need to establish requirements and make a selection of the
advertisement needed for testing. This is possible with the theoretical basis, the VFX simulation
chosen and the hypotheses defined.
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5 A
Adverrtisem
ment Selection
n
The followiing chapter will delve into the requuirements and the selec
ction of the advertiseme
ent used forr
future testing of the problem sta
atement. Thhe advertise
ement selec
ction is buillt upon the
e previouslyy
chosen fire
e and smoke
e simulation [4.4.1 Cho
oice of Fluid
d Simulation
n]. The chossen simulatio
ons must be
e
possible evvents in the selected ad
dvertisemennt. Several parameters
p
need to bee described in order to
o
acquire the
e best advertisement for further tessting of this project. The
ese requirem
ments will be discussed
d
throughout the followin
ng chapter.

Suitable V
VFX
It is a requ
uirement, tha
at the smoke and fire a
added to the selected advertiseme
a
ent thematically suit the
e
context. If the implem
mented VFX
X elements are not scchemata co
onform theyy would receive more
e
attention. TThen, no ma
atter what the
t detail leevel is, the chances of spotting thee VFX are heightened.
h
.
Furthermore, the VFX should not influence thhe story of the advertissement, as tthe advertissement mustt
still make sense as whole.
w
The implementeed VFX may
y not change the messsage, nor the overalll
appearancce of the advvertisement..

Clear Me
essage
A fundame
ental part of
o testing ad
dvertisementt is how cle
ear the messsage is dellivered. A need
n
for an
n
easy underrstandable advertiseme
a
ent is the firsst and forem
most requirement. The teest subject would
w
need
d
to understa
and the conttent of the ad
a before it would be considered valid
v
to quesstion the sub
bject in anyy
related top
pics.

Minimal D
Dialog
Dialog wass the biggesst focus dem
manding areea in the pre
evious proje
ect [1 Zero Detection Summary].
S
Itt
took all the focus from the effeccts which w
were the inte
ension to te
est. Such a situation must
m
not be
e
redone. It iis therefore very important that thee chosen ad
dvertisementt does not rrequire the audience
a
to
o
follow dialo
og to underrstand the ovverall messa
age.

No Visua
al Effects
The adverttisement sho
ould only co
ontain film footage and no visual effects, suuch as explo
osions, fire,,
etc. Colourr corrected footage is of
o course alllowed. This is importan
nt that the fuuture implem
mentation off
smoke and
d fire simula
ations is the
e only simu lated effect. Otherwise
e it could reesult in mislleading testt
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analysis from test subjects answering questions in relation to another simulation or effect in the
advertisement.

Long & Steady Shots
The advertisement may not contain rapid editing, short shots and shaky camera movement. It is
crucial to have long and steady shots for optimal audience perception of the content, as a
continuation of the gained Zero Detection experiences. Furthermore, it is expected that the viewer
perceives the VFX by these long shots which is fundamental because this thesis works with visible
effects.

High Quality
As a baseline the advertisement quality must be at industry standard level. There is no point of this
thesis research if the quality of the advertisement does not meet the minimal requirements of the VFX
studios and their clients.

Duration
Advertisement comes in multiple durations. Some are only 10-15 seconds, a regular duration is
about 30 seconds and it is possible to have advertisements in duration of minutes. The required
duration for the future testing is 30 seconds. This is chosen due to the length of the exposure of the
VFX and it will meet the standards of advertisement.

Foreign Advertisement
It is the optimal situation if the audience would be unfamiliar wills the advertisement. Therefore a
foreign (non Danish) advertisement would be selected to minimise the possibility of the audience
knowing the message and the advertisement brand. Furthermore, the language must be in English to
enable a larger group of test subjects to participate in the testing.
This concludes the requirement involved in choosing the best advertisement for this thesis. The
following sub chapter will delve into the selection of the advertisement.

5.1.1 Selection
A selection was made after a thorough search for an advertisement capable of encompassing every
single requirement above. Allstate, an American insurance company created a campaign for
promoting their motorcycle insurances with the payoff; “Bikes never crash alone”

[50]. The

campaign advertisement illustrates bikes crashing with no rider on them. Three motorcycle crashes
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are depicte
ed as the main storyline
e. The entiree shot is kep
pt in extreme slow moti on, and con
nsist only off
a couple of shots with long duratiions. The ba
ackground music
m
is sub
btle keeping the advertisement in a
calm mood
d. Hence, it
i is not perceived as an action packed com
mmercial, b
but rather a controlled
d
review of a
accidents. The
T advertise
ement has a very clearr message with
w no diallog at all, directing
d
the
e
focus on th
he visuals. The message
e is delivere d throughou
ut the adverrtisement, annd shown in
n the payofff
5
followeed by the co
ompany log
go and conttact informa
ation. It hass
at the end,, illustrated in Figure 5.1,
ntial that no
great poten
o dialog is needed to deliver the message. The
T focus oof the audience can be
e
directed on
n the visualss which enables this pro
oject to test various fluid
d simulationns.

Figure 5.1 Screenshotss from the Allsstate Bike adve
ertisement

This slow m
motion adve
ertisement de
elivers grea
at detail at a pace that enables thee human eye
e to capture
e
great partss of it, which
h is a key element
e
in thhe selection of the adve
ertisement. TThis detail level will be
e
used to tesst whether a test subjecct perceives the fluid simulation ass part of thee advertisem
ment and itss
details. Hence, the req
quirements of
o high quallity and long
g steady sho
ot have beeen fulfilled.
f no VFX is
i crucial to the selectio
on. It must not contain a
any simulation effect ass
In addition, the need for
e advertisem
ment is solelyy created by
b using Special Effectss. The moto
orcycles are
e
described above. The
o
stage equipment,, but no add
ded effect. The effects are naturall
crashed ussing cars, crranes and other
caused by the impact. The duratio
on is 30 secconds and the American ad is in EEnglish.
ely, the chossen advertissement fulfilss all the req
quirements and
a has ind
deed great potential ass
Conclusive
a baseline for future testing.
t
The
e slow motio
on, long du
uration shotss combined
d with no dialog offerss
ortunities to perceive the
e implementted fluid sim
mulation.
ideal oppo
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6 Te
est Metho
M odolo
ogy
It is the aim of this chapter
c
to outline
o
how
w testing will occur in the
t later phhase of the project, to
o
thoroughly explain the
e considera
ations in pla
anning the tests,
t
how the
t strategiees of the tests are and
d
how the fiindings sho
ould be ana
alysed and understood
d in order for the prooblem statement to be
e
answered.
m statementt will be an
nswered byy
The test method prepares the testing phasee in which the problem
B
Mode
el. The idea
a is to conduct a seriess
using and evaluating the synthesised Expecttation and Belief
ests to create
e a proof of concept a nd confirm basic assum
mptions. Aftterwards, tw
wo tests willl
of initial te
have an itterative setu
up in order to determi ne the answ
wer to the final probleem stateme
ent. The testt
methodolog
gy is deve
eloped to create
c
a tesstable foundation for the requireements of the
t
design..
Therefore it is essentiial to state the test sttrategies be
efore the de
esign of thee fluid simulation can
n
commerce..

6.1 D
Determin
ning the
e Metho
od
To answer the final problem
p
statement and
d the hypoth
heses the most
m
useful m
method for the currentt
will be deterrmined in th
he following
g paragraph
hs. The aim is to find a method th
hat providess
research w
insights to the questio
on if the audience
a
no
otices reducced detail levels of ellements they have nott
interacted with in rea
al life. Conssequently, ffinding out at which detail level ttest subjectss notice the
e
ed VFX is esssential.
implemente
In the curre
ent study it is expected
d that all tesst subjects have
h
time en
nough to foocus on the VFX, as the
e
advertisement is in slo
ow motion, with very long steady
y shots and
d the only tthing displa
ayed is one
e
e crash at th
he time [5 Advertisemen
A
nt Selection]. It is essen
ntial to deteermine if the
e VFX made
e
motorcycle
an impact on the vie
ewer which either led to the distrraction in th
he presenteed advertise
ement or to
o
e. This cann
not be done by solely o
observing the
e test subjec
cts, as:
acceptance
“one of th
he problemss [...] is tha
at the obserrver doesn't know wha
at users are
thinking, and
a can only
ly guess from
m what she sees ”.
Rogerss, Sharp & PPreece [51]
Consequen
ntly, this obsservational method will not be used
d in the currrent study.
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This indica
ates that a form of fee
edback is reequired. To
o choose the most suitting approa
ach Blaxter,,
Hughes and Malcom [52] divide
e the choicee of method in three ste
eps: researchh families, approaches
a
s
ques.
and techniq

Figure 6.1 RResearch Selecction Structure

Based on this division [52] is can
c
be statted that deskwork wass used to eexplore the theoreticall
background and to syynthesize the
e model. In order to tesst the assumptions madee so far the next step iss
to proceed
d to fieldwo
ork. An ex
xperimental setup is ne
eeded to test the prob lem stateme
ent and the
e
synthesized
d model.

Qualitativve vs. Qua
antitative
The first an
nd probablyy most crucia
al decision is if a qualitative or quantitative strrategy shou
uld be used..
Qualitative
e research has been defined
d
as “exploring in as much
h details ass possible [52]” and
d
“achieving ‘depth’ ra
ather than ‘breadth’”

[52]. Considering the current research, it is highlyy

important tto acquire th
he informatiion if the pa
articipant de
etected the VFX
V but withhout directly
y asking forr
it. Any que
estion bringiing up the to
opic of VFX might lead the particip
pants to an answer. Co
onsequently,,
a qualitativve research is deemed to be most a
appropriate
e for the current study.
Apart from
m the fact tha
at questionn
naires are inn most case
es based to conduct qua
antitative re
esearch one
e
was highlig
ghted Zero Detection.. During th
hat past re
esearch soome questio
ons on the
e
problem w
questionna
aire were partly misunderstood byy the test participants
p
. To ensuree that the te
est subjectss
provide the
e informatio
on needed to answer thhe problem statement an
a in-depth d
discussion with
w the testt
subjects wa
as chosen as
a a suitable
e solution.
A one on o
one interview
w setup cou
uld have beeen an option; however,,
“another solution
s
is to
t have two
o people work
w
togethe
er so that th
they talk to
each otherr. Working with anotheer person is often more natural and
d revealing
because th
hey talk in order
o
to help
p each othe
er along [51].”
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As it could be helpful for the current research to have test subjects discuss the presented
advertisement the idea was to form focus groups as primary research technique. Focus groups offer
the possibility to interview several test subjects at the same time and use the interaction among the
group members as additional source [52]. The downside of focus groups is that the participants
might influence each other; this has to be accounted for in the layout of the interview.

Use of Cover Story
The current research relies on the fact that the test subjects watch the advertisement with a neutral
mindset. Once they would know that this research investigates VFX their focus might shift to the
implemented elements and hence bias the results. In order to be able to conduct the focus groups
without the test subjects knowing the actual goal of the research a cover story will need to be used.
A cover story can be an ethical problem as it implies that not all the information on this project will
be shared with the test participants. The public’s right to know [52] would demand to give the
participants a complete explanation. In this case it was judged to be ethically justifiable to lie to the
test participants on the true purpose of the study. The tests will be anonymous and only the
experiences during the exposure of the advertisement will be asked for, hence, these sessions will not
take advantage of the participants’ lack of knowledge to obtain fraud information. The cover story
used will state that the project intends to investigate the effect of slow-motion scenes is film. This fits to
the selected advertisement and gives a good platform to ask project related questions.

Data Collection
There are multiple ways to gather data in an interview setup, Preece, Rogers and Sharp

[51]

suggest the following three possibilities: The first and least technical would be to use notes and a still
camera covers the interviews. When working alone the test subject could easily get bored when the
interviewer is taking the notes, when working in pairs the problem remains, that the notes have to be
readable and understandable, even after several interviews

[51]. The second option is audio

recording and still camera. An audio recording is less intrusive than a video recording, however
lacks the visuals.. The last option suggested by Preece, Rogers and Sharp [51] is a video recording.
This is the most complete way of documenting a test, but can be intrusive [51].
It is important, that the test subject feel at ease to talk about how they perceive the image and
commit to the questions asked. Having a visual record is not as important, hence the decision was
made to use audio recording. In order to make the analysis more efficient one person will lead and
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guide the iinterview whereas the other perso
on will take notes of important tho ughts given
n by the testt
subjects to speed up th
he transcribing processs.
e that the data
d
collected from thee test subje
ects is as unbiased ass possible a controlled
d
To be sure
environmen
nt [51] wa
as selected appropriate
a
e for this ressearch so th
hat differencces in answ
wers can be
e
credited to the change
e of the pressented stimuuli.

Repeated
d Exposure
e
To be abso
olutely certa
ain that eve
ery test partticipant has enough tim
me to focus on every detail
d
in the
e
advertisement the decision was made
m
to rep
peat the advvertisement three times in a row. Repetition
R
iss
an importa
ant factor of
o advertisem
ment in genneral. Peop
ple are likelly to see thhe same ad
dvertisementt
several tim
mes and nott just once. Especially advertisem
ments on television are likely to be
b repeated
d
several tim
mes during specific airrtimes. Conssequently, watching
w
th
he advertiseement three
e times wass
deemed ap
ppropriate to
t not yet bore
b
the parrticipant butt ensure tha
at everyone had the chance to nott
only focus on the messsage of the
e advertisem
ment but alsso on the im
magery preesented. Ano
other factorr
adding to tthis is the lim
mited capaccity model [53] which suggests tha
at the cogniitive amount to processs
stimuli is lim
mited. As discussed the
e competitio
on of the stim
muli [5] [6] can be inflluenced by a variety off
factors. In order to en
ncompass the possibiliity that som
me spectatorrs might nott have the capacity to
o
he VFX prese
ented on the first expossure, as the
eir primary focus
f
might be set on th
he message
e
perceive th
of the adve
ertisement, the fact of repeating
r
thhe advertise
ement three times assurres that all participantss
had the tim
me to perceivve the adve
ertisement inn detail.

6.2 PPrelimina
ary Tessts
Two prelim
minary tests will be used to verify basic assum
mptions for this researcch. These tw
wo tests willl
establish iff people are
e able to id
dentify differrent definition levels in smoke sim
mulations and how welll
they are a
able to recall smoke clouds. It i s suspected
d that partiicipants aree able to differentiate
d
e
between a high and low defined
d smoke sim
mulations and that they
y are bette r at recallin
ng fire than
n
smoke.
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6.2.1 PPre-test: Expectati
E
ons and Beliefs
As an indiication for the first hyp
pothesis it iis required to establish
h how deta
ailed people
e rememberr
hyperrealisstic and real life phenomena. As d ecided in th
he analysis [4.4.1 Cho ice of Fluid Simulation]
fire was de
eemed as a phenomen
non that peo
ople have seen
s
previou
usly in real life. The hy
yperrealisticc
element wa
as chosen to be smokke. In orderr to determine how de
etailed bothh of these element
e
are
e
stored in the memoryy a techniqu
ue is needeed that will test the me
emory of thhe phenome
ena withoutt
influencing
g the participants. The solution is to ask dem
mand test subjects to drraw smoke and fire in
n
two separa
ate images. They will get
g the task to draw bo
oth phenome
ena in the hhighest deta
ail possible..
Although, tthe test subjects might have
h
differeent levels of drawing skills compariing the two images willl
give an ind
dication wh
hich if the tw
wo phenom
mena is reca
alled in more detail. Itt is suspecte
ed that theyy
have a verry clear idea
a how fire looks like, b
but not abo
out smoke. The
T aim is too ask 10-15
5 people to
o
draw smokke and fire. If it already crystallizzes that pe
eople have a very deta
tailed or a very rough
h
memory off smoke thesse insights will
w be used to determin
ne the high and low vooxel definitio
on levels forr
ng tests.
the followin

Results
A total of 15 people participated in this prre-test. Every
y test subje
ect was proovided with a pen and
d
paper. The
e collected drawings
d
of this test sho
owed that participants
p
had a hardeer time draw
wing smoke
e
than fire. FFor many tesst subjects itt was hard to relate to smoke, whiich resulted in the fact that severall
test subjectts asked what is meant by smoke. It was not mentioned
m
that the partticipants sho
ould put fire
e
or smoke in a context however, 80%
8
of the participantss drew smoke and fire in a speciffic situation..
Examples w
were the bo
onfire, a facttory or ciga
arettes.
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Figure 6.2
2 Test participant no. 11

When com
mparing the level of dettail in the drrawings it became
b
clea
ar that peop
ple were ab
ble to depictt
fire in a mu
uch higher level of deta
ail, Figure 6
6.2.
An example of a partticipant drawing fire a nd smoke without
w
conttext. Again,, the fire is much more
e
f
and even
e
sparkss, illustrated in Figure 6.3.
6
detailed with several flames

Figure 6..3 Test particip
pant no. 5

c
thhat people have difficu
ulties in rela
ating to smo
oke withoutt
From the fiirst pre-test it can be concluded
creating a context for it. Just imag
gining a sm
moke cloud appears
a
to be difficult and ended most of the
e
time in a ra
ather abstra
act than dettailed imagee. Hence, itt can be assumed that the particip
pants had a
clearer rep
presentation of fire than
n of smoke. This could indicate that smoke iss harder to evaluate ass
fire.
o at least off little detail. This resultt
Overall, this means that memory of the smokke seems to be vague or
a
when simullating smokke clouds. If people d
do not reme
ember how
w
can be used to an advantage
detailed th
hese clouds look, then it might no
ot be necesssary to sim
mulate them in highest detail levell
possible. FFrom the re
esults of th
his prelimina
ary test a tendency can
c
be fouund that hy
yperrealisticc
representattion (smoke
e) was overrall less welll detailed depicted
d
than phenom
mena that people have
e
experience
ed in real life
e (fire).
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6.2.2 Pre-test: Perception of Smoke
The initial test is used to confirm that people in general are able to tell the difference between a high
level voxel definition smoke simulation and a low one, as well as their perception of realism. A film
clip of a single smoke simulation in front of a black background will be displayed in different
resolution levels. The test subjects will be asked to bring the smoke simulations in the correct order
starting with either the highest or lowest resolution. By sorting the smoke simulations the subject’s
ability to judge the detail level the simulations is tested. The expectation is that people are generally
able to see the difference in detail when the smoke is displayed in front of a black background,
without any context. If overall people are not able to tell the difference between the smoke
simulations the voxel definition difference will have to be increased until they can clearly distinguish
between them. The second task asked of the test subjects will be to let them rate the realism of the
smoke simulations. This will show if people perceive the most detailed smoke representation as most
realistic. It is suspected that some test participants will rate a lower detail smoke simulation to be
most realistic, especially if they have never seen a big smoke simulation in real life before.
If the test subjects are able to distinguish between the low and the high smoke simulation then the
same voxel levels will be used in the main tests, when the simulations are added to the selected
advertisement. If the test subjects are not able to detect the low voxel setting anymore when merged
with the advertisement, then it can be derived, that the context (hence the schema) affect the
perception of the smoke simulation. Due to the placement in a context the smoke simulation might
only be schematically processed and the low details level would not be detected. From the outcome
of this test it will be able to suspect the outcome of second hypothesis. In case the test subjects are
not of the opinion that the highest defined smoke cloud is the most realistic this would give the fist
important indication that the low level smoke might not be spotted.

Results
15 participants were presented with a looped film clip of four smoke simulations. These four smoke
simulations would run simultaneously and be consistently in the same random order.
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Figure 6.4
4 Four versions of smoke

The outcom
me of this test was that 91% of thee test participants had the same intterpretation of detail off
the smoke simulation. This means that nearly all were ab
ble to put the four preseented smoke
e simulation
n
ect order.
in the corre
When aske
ed about th
he realism of
o the smokke simulation however, the partici pants’ responses were
e
split in half. Exactly half
h of the te
est participa
ants chose for the mosst detail sim
mulation to be
b the mostt
realistic on
ne. However, half voted
d the two m
middle smokke simulations to look m
most realistiic (although
h
they were lless detailed
d). This show
ws that deta
ail and realism are judg
ged differenntly.
One particcipant brought up the question o
of if he sho
ould rate the smoke si mulation acccording to
o
”Hollywood
d realism” or
o accordin
ng to ”realissm”. This is an indication for the ffact that depending on
n
the schema
a that is ca
alled for the
e images g
get analysed
d differently
y. Once thee participan
nts rate the
e
advertisement as Hollyywood style
e, they mighht accept th
he low level VFX as theey expect these effectss
em schematiically.
and hence process the
mportant poiint that can be derived from these results is that due to fa
act that 50%
% of the testt
Another im
subjects ra
ated the me
edium level smoke sim
mulation as most realisstic it can b
be expected
d that theirr
memory of a smoke cloud does not consist off high level detail.
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6.3 G
Generall Test Overview
O
w
6.3.1 TThe Baseline Test
The baselin
ne test is the
e first test in the main p
phase of testting. It will serve
s
as a c ontrol condition for the
e
upcoming tests with either
e
fire orr smoke sim
mulations. It will be con
nducted afteer the prelim
minary testss
eted.
are comple
The baselin
ne test will check
c
the ge
eneral perceeption of the
e advertisem
ment withou t any alterations. The
test setup a
and procedu
ure will be the exact sa
ame as for th
he following
g tests (samee questions, same
cover storyy etc.) only that
t
no VFX is added to
o the advertiisement. By doing this iit will be ab
ble to
determine if the specta
ators think th
hat the origiinal version of the adve
ertisement inncludes VFX
X and if
they think e
effects were
e removed frrom the film plate. Impo
ortant to me
ention is thatt no VFX we
ere used in
the advertissement (exp
pect for colo
our grading)) [5 Advertissement Sele
ection]. Com
mparing the baseline
results to th
he results of the versions with impleemented VFX
X will show the overall influence of the
manipulatio
ons.

6.3.2 TThe Smokke Test
The smoke test will co
ombine all the
t previouss tests and is essential for the outtcome of this research..
This test w
will run in th
he exact sa
ame way ass the baseline test, jusst one thing
g is differen
nt: a smoke
e
simulation is added to the image. The smo
oke will be used in tw
wo different detail leve
els as an in
n
ariable. On
ne version entails
e
the s moke in a high voxel definition a
and one in a low voxell
between va
definition. Each particcipant will be exposed tto either the
e low or the high voxel definition version.
v
The
e
ented in the highest and
d lowest definition, as determined
d
in the preliminary test.
smoke will be impleme
n for this settup is to test if the audiience is able to notice the differennce between
n the smoke
e
The reason
simulation once they are
a applied
d to a conteext. In the smoke
s
test it will becom
me clear if the schema
a
selected for the adverttisement hass an influennce on the perception.
p
If the test suubjects will not spot the
e
low level ssmoke cloud then it can be derivved that the smoke simulation w
was judged as schema
a
conform an
nd only sche
ematically processed.
p
As expecte
ed in the se
econd hypothesis the fa
act that peo
ople have no
n detailed memory of smoke willl
influence th
heir percepttion of the VFX
V smoke ssimulation. In
I case the low defined
d smoke is not
n detected
d
by the test subjects tha
at will be an
n indication to support the
t second hypothesis.
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6.3.3 TThe Fire Test
T
The final ttests will fo
ocus on testting the EBM
M by comp
paring the effect of hyyperrealisticc with non-hyperrealisstic phenom
mena. The third hypothhesis states that real life knowled
dge of an element
e
willl
influence th
he way theyy judge the presented stimuli. Participants are
e therefore expected to
o detect the
e
fire more e
easily.
For the testt this implies that the advertisemennt will be ch
hanged onc
ce more, byy adding fire
e instead off
smoke (how
wever in the
e same vox
xel definitionn simulation
n settings). Just
J
as the ssmoke test this fire testt
will add fire as an in between variable
v
wh ich includess two versio
ons: one hig
gh detail and one low
w
detail version.
w detect the low vo
oxel version of the firee implementted into the
e
It is expeccted that tesst subjects will
advertisement. Once the fire getts noticed a
as VFX the spectators are remind
ded that the
e presented
d
imagery is unreal and hence will disbelief thee imagery.
e did not nnotices the low voxel sm
moke but d o notice the
e low voxell
Overall, if it turns out that people
would confirm the EBM
M because smoke as a hyperrealiistic elemennt is accepte
ed whereass
fire. This w
fire as a w
well known phenomenon
p
n is evaluateed as distracting. That would
w
indiccate that limited budgett
productions should co
onsider the detail
d
level of each VFFX carefully,, depending
g on its app
pearance in
n
e.
the real life
If it turns o
out that botth low level detail VFX
X remain unnoticed that would b
be a clear sign
s
for the
e
industry to
o think abo
out optimising voxel d
definitions in general as it appeears that pe
eople have
e
difficulties in perceivin
ng detail.

6.4 TTest Setu
up
The test settup for the baseline
b
testt, the smokee test and th
he fire test must
m be equa
al. Preece, Rogers and
d
Sharp [51
1] in their book
b
on Interaction Deesign bring
g up a list by
b Colin Roobson who suggests a
framework for testing which
w
entails the follow
wing items:
Space, acctors, activitiies, objects,, acts, eventts, goals, feelings [51]]
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According to the poin
nts listed by
y Colin Rob
bson the tesst setup was designed.. Labs will be used ass
ons. The lab s is located close to po
otential test subjects an
nd offered a
space for tthe focus grroups sessio
controlled environmen
nt. In the lab
b the particcipants will be separate
ed from othher students, sounds orr
events which minimiz
zed the inffluences fro
om the surrroundings, this guarannteed privacy and no
o
interruption
ns [54]. Th
he actors will
w be the authors of this thesis as the con ductors of the presentt
research. TThe activitie
es will be divided prio r to testing to have a consistencyy throughoutt the all the
e
test session
ns [54]. Th
he objects used during
g this experiment will be iMac 2 7" (2560 × 1440) to
o
display the
e advertisem
ment as well as a Logittech Z5500
0 sound setu
up. A round
d table assu
ured that alll
participantts will be ab
ble to see ea
ach other, cchairs as we
ell as paper and pen w
were provide
ed. To make
e
the setup comfortable candy and water weree offered to the participants.

6.5 TTest Proccedure
Test subjeccts that agre
eed to take part
p in the ffocus group
p session will be invited
d into the lab. They willl
be greeted
d and informed that first of all thhey would watch
w
an advertiseme
a
e times and
d
nt for three
afterwards an introduction wou
uld be giveen. Giving an introdu
uction afterr the expossure of the
e
advertisement will assure that the participantts are as ne
eutral as possible durin g the expossure. To putt
the particip
pants at easse [54] som
me guidelinees will be given before the session starts. The participantss
will be enccouraged to
o comment and
a interrup
pt each othe
er during the upcoming
g session. Furthermore,,
they will b
be informed that the pa
articipants w
will remain anonymouss and that tthere are no
o correct orr
incorrect a
answers; it is solely important wh at they exp
perienced and
a
expecteed. Lastly, they will be
e
asked for the permissio
on to audio
o-record them
m. Afterwarrds the interv
view will sta
art and last around 15-20 minutess. Once the interview iss done the w
words and drawings acquired durring the session will be
e
collected frrom the partticipants, then they will be thanked
d and are frree to go.

6.6 C
Choice of
o Participantss
The target group wass chosen to be a conveenience sam
mple of Medialogy stu dents. The reasons forr
this are, th
hat first of all
a these stu
udents havee a general interest in mediated experiences and mostt
probably a
already havve made som
me experiennce with film
m, CG and VFX. Especcially, the students from
m
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higher sem
mester have been working with VFX
X can therefore be con
nsidered upccoming exp
perts in theirr
field. Anoth
her point is that form th
his target grroup a gene
eral familiarity with advvertisementss and virtuall
content can be assum
med. This iss important when analysing the obtained
o
ressults – when avid VFX
X
enthusiasts are not ab
ble to spot the degradeed level of definition
d
off the VFX, itt is likely that someone
e
who does n
not have an
ny experiencce with VFX
X will not spot it. Furthe
ermore, stud
dents in gen
neral are an
n
interesting target grou
up, hence the results w
which will be
b obtained
d by studennts might be
e especiallyy
m.
interesting for brands developing advertisem ent for them
nsisted of 4-5
4 participa
ants at a tiime. The id
deal setup iis that the participantss
The focus groups con
w each othe
er and have
e an easier time interaccting with each
e
other. Hence, the aim was to
o
would know
pick particcipants of existing
e
pro
oject group
ps which would
w
ensure that thesse persons have been
n
working with each oth
her already.. This facilita
ates the intrragroup [54] behaviouur to make it easier forr
the particip
pants to exp
press their ow
wn opinionss.
It must be assured th
hat no partticipant willl be tested on more than
t
one c ondition to ensure an
n
unbiased p
from the pre
point of view
w. In case participants
p
eliminary te
ests would hhave particip
pated in the
e
smoke test again theyy would havve known thhat the prevvious focus was on sm
moke or fire and hence
e
would be a
able to guess the real focus
f
of thee test. Paying extra closse attention to the VFX would biass
the results, as that mig
ght lead to the detectionn of the VFX
X as described in the EB
BM. Conseq
quently, it iss
important tthat the test subjects wo
ould not kno
ow about the
e intentions of this studyy.

6.7 TThe Cho
oice of Questio
Q
ons
The focus g
group sessio
ons were co
ompletely sccripted to make
m
sure th
hat the need
ded informa
ation will be
e
gathered. Additionallyy, by asking the exactt same que
estions the comparabili
c
ity of the fo
ocus groupss
can be asssured. The fo
ollowing secction will disscuss the se
election of questions.
Before the baseline test one focuss group wass used to de
etermine if the
t questionns and the order
o
of the
e
was effectivve and rele
evant. Baseed on that the three questions
q
weere remove
ed from the
e
questions w
questionna
aire and one question was added
d in [14.1 Appendix A:
A Interview
w Questionss]. The finall
questionna
aire consists of 13 questions and ta
asks in total..
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Right after the advertisement has been displayed three times all participants will be asked to write
down five words or sentences coming to their mind right after the exposure. The strategy was chosen
due to the risk that participants might have an impact on each other. In these five words the
participants will write down their independent thoughts on the advertisement without any influence
from any of the other members. Furthermore, these words represent their initial and most prominent
thoughts on the advertisement. By evaluating these words it will be possible to get an insight into the
subject’s first impression.
1. Please use two minutes to write down the first five words that come to
your mind about this advertisement.
Once all participants finish writing a set of introductory questions will be asked. These questions will
be used to determine if the participants knew the brand or the advertisement before and if they had
real life experience with a motorcycle crash before. As mentioned in earlier [3.5Experience &
Schemata] previous experience with the advertisement can have an influence on the perception of
the advertisement hence, if the participant knows the advertisement it is likely that the VFX will be
spotted. In case the participant has seen a severe motor cycle crash in real live he can judge the
displayed crashes with much more detail. As it is generally unlikely that the motorcycle will start to
burn in an ordinary crash this participant might call the VFX more easily. Additionally, these
questions serve as a warm up phase which allows every participant to start talking and feel that their
opinion and experience is important.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Have you ever seen this advertisement before?
Do you know the brand?
Have you ever seen a motorcycle crash in real life?
Do you generally enjoy slow motion effects?

The main phase begins with asking one participant retell the advertisement as detailed as possible.
This shows what the participant focused on and how many details the test subjects were able to pick
up during the three exposures.
6. Could you try to retell what happened in the advertisement as detailed as
possible?
The participants will be asked to read out the five words or sentences they wrote down and explain
their decision. The participants are able to compare their experiences amongst them. This might
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spark a disscussion as each particcipant is wiill be asked to justify th
heir own peerceptions, or
o agree orr
disagree w
with the percception of the
t other fo
ocus group members. Iff no test sub
bject mentio
ons the VFX
X
during this stage, it ca
an be assum
med that thee VFX did no
ot have a major
m
impacct on them (even if theyy
e seen it, wh
hich will be determined
d later on du
uring the sesssion).
might have
The next p
part of the focus group
p session iss aimed to separate th
he crashes and will give
g
the testt
subject the chance to express
e
the most elemeents of each crash that had
h an impa
act on them
m.
7. Which
h of the crasshes was mo
ost memorable, why?
morability off the crashees it is aimed to determ
mine what thhe test subje
ects focused
d
By asking for the mem
on. This wiill test the unaided reca
all of the crrashes. Gen
nerally, it is assumed thhat either the
e first crash
h
or the last crash would be best remembered
r
d due to the
e primacy [5
55] or rencceny effect [56]. If the
e
test participants notice
e something
g unusual i n the images which get
g processeed in more detail theyy
ember it bettter and thereefore bring it up.
might be able to reme
ges will be handed to
he test subje
ects to remeember the crashes
c
better the imag
o
Afterwardss, to help th
them show
wing the thre
ee crashes. The
T imagess will be the
e exact same
e for all thee tests (base
eline, smoke
e
and fire).

Figure 6.5 F irst, second an
nd third crash

As depicted above, th
he image off the second
d crash wass chosen rig
ght before a
any of the VFX
V started..
This way it will be univversal for alll the tests.
e images in front of them the parrticipants will be asked
d to name tthe biggest differencess
With these
were betw
ween the cra
ashes. With this questio
on it is aimed to deterrmine if the VFX had a significantt
impact on the viewe
er. If the participants start evaluating the setting
s
or ccrash style, it can be
e
concluded that the VFFX did not have a ma
ajor impact on the view
wer, as theeir focus wa
as on otherr
elements of the image.
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9. What was the biggest difference between the crashes?
By now, it should have been established if the participants saw the VFX. The next step is to identify if
the thought the smoke was real or CG. Hence, the next question will be:
10. How much of the advertisement is film footage and how much is
computer generated?
At this point, it is expected that the participants will have one of the three opinions: (1) they think that
elements in the advertisement are obviously VFX which stroke them as unreal. (2) They think all is
real. This means they did not notice the VFX and hence believed the image. (3) The participants
believe that some elements in the advertisement might be VFX. The elements might be the VFX but this
might also be other elements in the image. But spotting the VFX and accepting the VFX are two
different situations. It is important that the viewers are not distracted by the VFX. When evaluating
the scene logically they might still come to the conclusion that the VFX must have been computer
generated. Yet, the spectators did not spot the VFX as disturbing.
The following two questions are dedicated to the schema they applied to the advertisement.
11. Would you consider these crashes as Hollywood style?
12. What would have changed to make the advertisement more Hollywood
style?
By asking the question “Would you consider any of these crashes as Hollywood style?” it refers to
the effect and not Hollywood as a general term. Thereby it was only necessary to define Hollywood
within the scope of effect, and not the entire Hollywood industry. Hollywood creates state-of-the-art
effect and cheesy effect. Therefore this thesis defines Hollywood style as:
Thesis Definition: Hollywood Style
Over-exaggerated effects with the intension of amplifying the visuals, but without relation to the
quality of execution.

When asking for Hollywood style the intention is to determine what the participants expected from
the advertisement. The reason for asking the Q11 is to determine if the implementation of a VFX
changed the overall categorisation of the advertisement. By adding a VFX to the advertisement
spectators might change the schema and thereby their expectations. Knowing if the advertisement
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was re-categorised allows to correlate if the change of expectations has an effect on the acceptance
or distraction rate.
13. Please draw smoke and fire as detailed as you can in two different
drawings
Finally, the last task will be to draw fire and smoke in two separate images (just as the first pre-test).
By comparing the images derived from this it is intended to see the effect of the exposure of the
advertisement. It is suspected that those who have spotted the VFX will draw a different smoke/fire
than those who did not.
At the very end, all test subjects will be provided a chance to give any last comment that they would
like to add.
14. Do you have any last comments?
These questions are designed to not lead or bias the participants. Asking for CG in the images (#10)
might be leading the participants slightly but it was deemed appropriate to ask for CG at this late
stage of the interview.
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7 D
Design Requireemennts
The design
n requirements for the VFX
V and thee advertisem
ment will be investigateed in the following. It iss
the purposse of this chapter to join the the oretical ana
alysis with the design phase. The following
g
requiremen
nts are base
ed on the findings in thhe analysis and the tesst methods d
derived in the previouss
chapter. It will be exp
plored which features V
VFX must fulfil in order to solve thee final prob
blem and to
o
potheses.
test the hyp

7.1.1 C
Characteristics an
nd Choicce of VFX
X
The Expecttation & Belief Model iss based on the idea tha
at elements that peoplee have not experienced
e
d
in real life
e cannot be
b recalled
d in the sa
ame amoun
nt of detail level as element pe
eople have
e
experience
ed and interracted with in reality . A
As derived in
i the Analy
ysis smoke a
and fire will be used ass
fluid simullations to fulfil these conditions . As two different VFX
V
will bee implemen
nted in the
e
advertisement it must be assured
d that all o
other param
meters except for the vvoxel definition of the
e
simulationss are identiccal and com
mparable. H
Hence, it is important th
hat the simuulation technique is the
e
same for b
both VFX. Th
he high and
d low voxell definition will
w be take
en from the pre-test. In the pre-testt
both voxel definitions have been specified
s
annd will be used for both
h the smokee and the fire test.
osition of the
e VFX shoulld be the exxact same in all tested conditions. Furthermorre, it should
d
The compo
not be neccessary thatt to remove other elem
ments from the
t original advertisem
ment or add more than
n
one element to it. If there
t
are any
a additionnal manipulations mad
de to the fillm plate the
e effect the
e
pearance off the advertiisement mig
ght be chang
ged and hence influencce the test re
esults.
overall app
Another requirement is that there may only b
be one VFX
X at a time in each conndition. Wh
hen thinking
g
about VFX in movies elements
e
such as rain, wind, fire, smoke etc. often appeear at the sa
ame time to
o
make the scene more
e dramatic. In this reesearch how
wever it is important that only one
o
VFX iss
implemente
ed at a time
e.

7.1.2 PPlacemen
nt of VFX
Once the V
VFX have been
b
determ
mined there are several other requ
uirements thhat need to be fulfilled
d
during the design phase.
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In the pre-analysis it was mentioned that in order to created perceptual realism the implemented
effects need to interact with the film place [3.6 Perceptual Realism]. This indicates that the
implemented fluid effects should be composited in the same way, so that the lighting and colour suits
the surroundings. Additionally, collisions with elements in the image should be countered with
collision responses etc. to fulfil the basis of perceptual realism. Again this compositing should be the
exact same across all conditions.
As the very first images and the very last images of a movie clip might be better remembered due to
the either the novelty of the stimuli [55] or the recency [56] of the exposure the VFX should not be
integrated in either of these scenes.
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8 D
Design
This chapte
er has the purpose
p
to thoroughly structure th
he ideal dessign for thee future test.. Firstly, the
e
scenes of tthe chosen advertiseme
ent will be d
described. Secondly, this chapter covers design choicess
by fulfilling
g the require
ements given in the preevious chaptter, and a range of dessign choices regarding
g
the specificc implemen
ntation of fluid simulat ion within the chosen advertisem
ment. Conclu
usively, thiss
chapter will create imp
plementation requiremeents to enco
ounter every design deta
ail of this thesis.

8.1 S
Scene Descript
D
ions
The previo
ous chapter concerned
d the interco
onnection of
o the theoretical and the test methodology
m
y
which result in require
ements of the
e design. Thhis works ass guidelines for this cha
apter.
al advertise
ement consiisted of sevveral scenes in slow motion.
m
Som
me of them were veryy
The origina
lengthy and
d some werre fast edite
ed. The advvertisement was re-edited into conntaining thre
ee scenes in
n
total for the
e sake of testing and to
o meet the rrequirementss of the sele
ection [5 Ad
dvertisementt Selection]..
Furthermore the design
n requireme
ents indicateed that the first
f
and the last scene would be re
emembered
d
the best. Th
he new re-edition versio
on has threee scenes witth a duration spanning from 7 to 10
1 seconds,,
and the firsst and last scene
s
should not includ
de the imple
ementation of the VFX. This was decided
d
due
e
to not making the VFX
X more prom
minent than nnecessary, and
a it was the
t idea of having the participantss
perceive th
he first scen
ne, find the correspond
ding schema before being expos ed to the fa
act that the
e
camera an
ngle is stead
dy and therreby enhanccing the au
udience possibility to d
detect and evaluate
e
the
e
VFX. Smokke and fire simulationss are possi ble events of the impa
act in this cchosenVFX scene. The
e
following w
will explain each scene in detail affter the editiing which will
w be the teest advertise
ement.

8.1.1 S
Scene 1
The first sccene consistt of a highw
way tunnel where a sp
pinning and
d tunbling m
motorcycle are moving
g
along the rroad as illustrated in Figure 8.1. S
Several pieces of the motorcycle
m
a
are flying off
o in midairr
which is asssumed to attract
a
the viewer’s attenntion, and to be remem
mbered the m
most. The sccene is keptt
in super slow motion and has a duration o
of ten secon
nds. The ca
amera is folllowing the motorcycle
e
tumpling direction, ma
aking the ca
amera anglee steady.
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Figure 8.1
1 Advertiseme
ent scene 1

8.1.2 S
Scene 2
The second
d and middlle scene hass another m
motorcycle sliding on the
e ground froom the rightt side into a
big rock. D
Due to the road
r
sliding
g some dustt are presen
nt in this scene. The ennvironment is different..
This scene is shot in a warm desssert and it portrays a brown cliffside, a roa
ad and the rock in the
e
middle of tthe frame. It is shot dirrectly at the Cliffside an
nd no move
ement, zoom
m or any other camera
a
technique iis used in th
he scene. Th
his scene wiill contain th
he VFX. It ha
as been deccided to use
e the impactt
of the rockk and the motorcycle
m
to emit smo
oke or fire depending on the verrsion. Only one of the
e
effects will be present at the time. The steadyy camera en
nhances the audience p
possibility to
o detect and
d
he VFX.
evaluate th

Figure 8.2
2 Advertiseme
ent scene 2
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The implem
mented smo
oke and fire
e simulationns must be placed pro
ominent and
d work as part of the
e
message a
and plotline of the advvertisement. Furthermorre these sim
mulations shhould be co
omposed ass
part of the scene to fu
ulfil the theo
ories of percceptual realism [3.6 Perceptual Reealism]. The duration off
even seconds.
the second scene is se

8.1.3 S
Scene 3
The third a
and last scen
ne is shot in
n a dark envvironment but
b similar to
o the first sccene. The motorcycle
m
iss
sliding along the road
d for six secconds beforre the advertisement pa
ayoff and b
brand logo appears on
n
amera is fo
ollowing the motorcyclee in a consttant distance, making tthe angle steady as in
n
top. The ca
the first sccene. The motorcycle
m
is further aw
way from the
t
camera which is m
making this scene lesss
intense.

Figure 8.3
3 Advertiseme
ent scene 3

8.2 S
Smoke Simulati
S
ion
The smoke
e test consiists of the fluid simula
ation depiccting a smo
oke cloud from an im
mpact of a
motorcycle
e and a larg
ge rock in the
t side of tthe road, se
een in Figure 8.2. Beccause the sm
moke test iss
divided intto two testss, two versio
ons of the smoke effecct must be designed a
and implemented. Fourr
different vo
oxel setting
gs were de
efined in thhe pre-tests.. Due to th
he interestinng results of
o how the
e
participantts rated the realistic looking smokke, where half
h
chose the second lowest voxe
el definition
n
simulation and half th
he highest. These
T
two vvoxel definitions were chosen as tthe test settings for the
e
smoke test and the firre test which will be deescribed in the following chapter.. As determ
mined in the
e
pre-test the
e low versio
on has 70 voxels
v
per uunit whereass the high has
h 300. A potential difference
d
in
n
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simulation time, but also
a
the app
pearance annd the movement of the cloud mig
ght change
e due to the
e
amount of collisions, internal forces and com
mmon turbule
ence fields. The greateer the voxel count is the
e
uence the flu
uid particless within the voxel definition have on
o each otheer.
bigger influ
The smoke cloud mustt evolve and
d move in thhe upper le
eft direction due to the path of the motorcycle
e
d within th
he given sceene, illustratted in Figure
e 8.4.
and the surrrounding dust

Figu
ure 8.4 Scene 2 with smoke
e simulation de
esign

It is crucial that the VFX
V impleme
ented in thee scene fits the colour scheme, bleends correcctly with the
e
pieces flyin
ng off the motorcycle
m
moments
m
affter the impact (see Fig
gure 8.5) a nd moves at
a the same
e
pace as the original slow
s
motion footage in order to crreate convin
ncing and nnon-disturbin
ng VFX. The
e
d the compositing musst be at ind ustry standa
ard level in order to ccreate a fou
undation forr
design and
future testin
ng. It is not the idea off this thesis to deliver te
est material that is percceived as in
ntrusive and
d
amateur VFFX. The thessis is written
n for the VFX
X industry and
a hence a certain mi nimum of re
equirementss
must be fulfilled for the
e future resu
ults of this prroject to be valuable fo
or the industtry.
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Figure 8.5. The original sccene with flyin
ng pieces of the motorcycle

8.3 Fire Simulation
The fire tesst is designe
ed identicallly to the smo
oke test. It is
i the same scene, the ssame impacct direction,,
same voxel settings, but with fire flames insteead of a smo
oke simulation.
m
co
ould have b
been the occcurring even
nt following
g the impactt, especiallyy
An explosion of the motorcycle
ood movies. Explosions create a quuestioning challenge:
c
Do
D people kknow how a mushroom
m
in Hollywo
shaped explosion clou
ud looks likke. The deciision was made
m
on fire
e flames duue to the levvel of detaill
pants drew
w fire flamess in the preeliminary te
ests. An additional arg
gument wass how both
h
the particip
smoke clou
uds and exp
plosion clou
uds are hyp
perrealistic elements
e
du
ue to their rrare appearrances. It iss
very important to cre
eate a non-hyperrealisstic test to support the
e results off the smoke
e test, and
d
s
Expectationn & Belief Model.
M
consequently test the synthesised

Figure
e 8.6 Scene 2 with fire flames simulation design
d
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The design
n of the flam
mes has the same voxeel parameters as the prrevious smooke design, a 70 voxell
definition a
and a versiion with 30
00 in defini tion. Althou
ugh the setttings are th e same as smoke, the
e
simulation and turnaro
ound time will
w increasee even furthe
er in this fla
ame simulattion, due to the naturall
ovement of the flames and
a how thee heavy com
mputational fire fluid soolver is.
detailed mo

8.4 Im
mpleme
entation
n Requirrementss
The valuab
ble decisions within the
e design cha
apter must be realised in the fina l product which
w
servess
as material for the futu
ure testing. These decissions are stated in imp
plementationn requirements in orderr
to ensure the progrress. The following
f
l isted requiirements will
w serve a
as guidelines for the
e
implementa
ation as thiss section co
oncludes thee design cha
apter. The requirement
r
ts are divided into two
o
groups: a sset of CG siimulation requirements and a set of
o compositing requirem
ments.
The simula
ations must follow the
e design d ecision to have two versions oof 70 and 300 voxell
definitions.. All other fluid solverr settings a
and render settings sho
ould be keept identical for a fairr
comparison
n. Furthermore, the sim
mulations shhould not trravel with greater
g
or loower velocity than the
e
footage ind
dicates, givving the imp
pression tha
at it does no
ot travel in the
t same sl ow motion speed. The
e
turnaround
d time and simulation time usagee should be
b noted fo
or a compa
arison of effect versuss
production time.
ages the compositing p
phase comm
mences. The
e
After the siimulation is rendered into a sequeence of ima
colour sche
eme of the original
o
footage must reeflect the im
mplemented effect. Bothh the flying pieces from
m
the motorcyycle and the
e original dust from thee footage must be blend
ded with thee implementted effect to
o
create depth and not appear
a
as the effect is composed on
o top of the footage.
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9 Im
mplem
mentationn
This chapte
er describes the proce
esses behind
d creating the differen
nt parts of tthe product associated
d
with this re
eport. It co
overs the im
mplementatio
on in the same chrono
ological ord
der as each part wass
created. Th
he work of smoke
s
& fire
e simulationns, the comp
positing of the rendered
d materials for the finall
advertisement will be
e discussed. The goal of this cha
apter is to provide an understand
ding of the
e
complicatio
ons and cho
oices made in the proccess as well as work ass a natural eextension off the design
n
chapter.

9.1 G
Generall Setup
Besides exxplaining pro
ocess of cre
eating the p
product and the challen
nges it form ed, this cha
apter will in
n
addition discuss the tu
urnaround time
t
and thee total of siimulation tim
me in such as productiion. For the
e
last matter a presentation of the setup
s
is neccessary, due
e to the rapid developm
ment in both
h hardware
e
are performa
ances.
and softwa

9.1.1 S
Software
The chosen
n CGI packkage for de
eveloping thhe simulations was Sidefx Houdin i [57]. At the time off
writing the
e latest version was 11
1.0.658. H oudini is an industry leading softtware solutiion for VFX
X
studios. It is responsib
ble for a grreat part off the effectss created fo
or the featu re films in Hollywood..
Houdini is built on a node-based
n
procedural workflow and
a is create
ed especial ly for simula
ation effectss
and physiccs driven efffects. Houdini has a va
ariety of optimised solve
ers for fire a
and smoke simulations,
s
,
ard. This project
making the
e choice off software straightforwa
s
p
strive
es to createe research for
f the VFX
X
industry, and was therrefore crucia
al to select software at an industry
y standard a
and had its strengths in
n
the area off simulationss.

9.1.2 H
Hardware
e
All the devvelopment, simulation, rendering a
and compositing were created onn the same workstation
n
computer, due to the
e later com
mparison o
of turnaroun
nd and sim
mulation tim
me. Once again, thiss
workstation
n should be
e at the currrent perform
mance stand
dard of the market. Thiis project did not have
e
the possibility to make
e use of a fa
arm of worksstations as a VFX studio
o has availa
able in theirr production
n
pipeline. TThis is howe
ever not very
y importantt, due to this study focu
us mainly oon turnaroun
nd time and
d
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simulation time, which
h are presen
nt at the ind
dividual artisst workstatio
on and not posted for the
t farm forr
execution. Furthermore
e, this is the
e reason whhy rendering
g time is nott a researchh oriented parameter off
ostly gets ex
xecuted on a render farrm level.
this thesis, due to it mo
ation used was:
w
The worksta
Model

Dell Pre
ecision m6
6500

CPU

Intel Qua
ad Core i7 920
9
2.00GHz

MEMO
ORY

8 GB DD
DR3 1066MHz

GRAPH
HICS

1GB Nvid
dia Quadro
o FX 2800 (96 cuda coores)

HDD

OCZ Verrtex 2 120G
GB SSD

OS

Windowss 7 x64
Figure
F
9.1 Wo
orkstation for th
he development

It is necesssary to ma
ake clear that simula
ations and turnaround time depeend on the
e hardware
e
available. If the worksstation had 16 GB mem
mory and tw
wo quad corres processoors the results would be
e
radically different. Eq
qually, if Ho
oudini had a new upda
ated fluid so
olver it woulld influence
e the results..
ess, this com
mparison is fair
f becausee the exact same
s
setup is used.
Neverthele

9.2 S
Smoke Simulati
S
ion
The design
n requireme
ents dictate a productio
on of two smoke simulations with the only difference off
respectivelyy 70 and 300 in voxel definition.
The pyro ssolver, whicch solves both
b
smoke and fire siimulation ha
as been a part of Ho
oudini since
e
version 10
0. This solve
er has the capabilitiess to solve both simula
ations simul taneously, but for thiss
research o
only one sim
mulation will be delved
d with at a time. The solver is fa
airly comple
ex and hass
hundreds o
of paramete
ers and inp
puts. Figure 9.2 illustra
ates the structure of thee pyro solve
er, a largerr
version can
n be found in [14.3 Appendix
A
C
C: Pyro Solvver]. This is the all the nodes thatt makes the
e
simulation possible. A node is wh
hat Houdinii is based upon.
u
Node
es are build ing blocks with
w certain
n
prebuild fu
unctionality. Adding no
otes togetheer creates an outcome. The pyro ssolver has hundreds
h
off
nodes whicch makes it complex to
t calculatee the fluid simulation.
s
ItI calculatess density, te
emperature,,
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burn, fuel, heat, veloccity and collision each iteration which
w
norma
ally is framee based. Bu
urn and fuell
elevant to firre simulation
ns, becausee they contro
ol how and at what speeed the fire burns.
are only re

Figure
F
9.2 The complexity off the pyro solver

The goal w
was to crea
ate a smoke simulationn at the sa
ame tempo as the slow
w motion fo
ootage and
d
making the
e simulation
n appear ass a burst off dust into the
t air from
m the impacct of the mo
otorcycle. A
rolling smo
oke cloud ass seen in impacts and eexplosions was
w the desired result. TThis was acccomplished
d
by working
g with the following
f
pa
arameters, besides com
mbustion an
nd fuel advvection whicch are used
d
for fire simulations:
The most influentia
al Pyro Solv
ver Parameters [58]
Buoy
yancy: An upward force controlling hhow the particles move de
epending of tthe density
pressuure of the surroundings.
Visco
osity: A force
e which tries to ensure tha
at neighbourring voxels ha
ave the samee velocity.
Cooliing Rate: Controls how fast the temp
perature field trends to zero.
Turbu
ulence: Forcce to manipulate the veloccity field.
Comb
bustion: Takes the fuel field and turnns it into a bu
urn, temperature, and dennsity fields.
Fuel a
advection: How fast the
e fuel should move relativve to the othe
er fields, suchh as temperatture
and sm
moke.

All the pa
arameters are
a
intercon
nnected, m
meaning it would be impossible to predict how one
e
parameter exactly affe
ects, due to the solvers complexity
y. In order to
o accomplissh the rolling motion off
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the smoke cloud, a strong turbulence field must be introduced to manipulate the particles velocity
field. Hot smoke tends to move greater distances, giving a greater effect of the turbulence force,
hence the cooling rate should remain very low. In addition to the turbulence it also ensures a longer
life of smoke before it vanishes. The end result should not become noisy and random which it will
with strong turbulence. A fairly high viscosity force ensure the particles of the voxels to keep together
at the same velocity, giving a less random movement but maintaining the rolling effect. Finally,
having a very low buoyancy lift force aids in keeping the simulation slow motion.

9.2.1 Workflow and Turnaround
Once the desired effect was captured in a very low voxel definition (20) for quick turnaround time, a
steady increase of the voxels was started as described in [4.4 Fluid Simulation & Workflow] as
Scenario one. This is the stage this thesis is focused on. An increase of 20 in voxel changed the
simulation, due to a higher definition of the smoke and more collisions, more heat, more turbulence,
larger fields etc. occurred. Now the artist needed to re-evaluate and adjust all the above parameters
to maintain a similar effect with a higher definition. While increasing the voxel definition the
turnaround time increases drastically, making this workflow tedious. Once the desired effect is
accomplished, another voxel increase was introduced. The process keep repeating itself until the
simulation has the anticipated definition and the effect is acceptable. Working the way up to a voxel
definition of 70 was an easy task, but the road to 300 is certainly a different story. Not only did the
turnaround time get slower by the iteration, but the smoke simulation needed to simulate to frame 50
before it was possible to inspect how the smoke evolved. Such a turnaround took 28 minutes and 44
seconds to simulate 50 frames at voxel 300 as seen in Figure 9.3. Meaning the VFX artist pushes the
simulation button, waits 28 minutes and 44 seconds until it is possible to figure out if the change was
the correct settings, otherwise changed settings - wait once again and hope for a better result.
Frames

Fluid effect

Voxel definition

Turnaround time

50

Smoke

70

19sec

50

Smoke

110

59sec

50

Smoke

150

2min 26sec

50

Smoke

200

6min 29sec

50

Smoke

300

28min 44sec

Figure 9.3 Turnaround time for the smoke simulation
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The simulation time grows as the size of the smoke does. This desired simulation has a low cooling
rate, giving the smoke a great possibility to survive longer. The more smoke particles the solver must
address in the calculations each frame the bigger the turnaround time and consequently the
simulation time is. Figure 9.3 is a great example of this. From 19 sec with 70, in the middle 150
voxel definition requires an artist to wait 2min 26sec to the maximum of 300 where a the artist
needs to wait 28min 44sec before the first 50 frames can be reviewed.

9.2.2 End Result
The total duration of the effect needed for the advertisement was 211 frames (7 seconds). Figure 9.4
illustrates the differences of the two implemented effect in simulation time.
Frames

Fluid effect

Voxel definition

211

Smoke

70

211

Smoke

300

Total simulation time
1min 28sec
2h 4min 40sec

Figure 9.4 Total simulation time for smoke

The differences in Figure 9.5 might not appear that big, especially when you take the 2 hours into
consideration. The biggest difference is the movement. The left, 70 version, animates as a great ball
without much collision and rolling effect, whereas the image to the right, 300 version, has one big
rolling motion, but also several small turbulences and collisions that makes this cloud appear much
more detailed when watching a animation of them with black background. The high version
turbulence fields create a detailed movement behaviour which is very prominent when comparing the
two versions. It will be very interesting to test whether test participants have the ability to perceive
these details, due to they will not have the two versions for a comparison.
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Figure
e 9.5 Smoke reendered resultt. Left: 70 Righ
ht: 300

9.3 Fire Simulation
The parameters that ne
eeded focuss were diffeerent, even though
t
fire simulations
s
are calculated with the
e
same solve
er within Houdini.
H
Wh
hen workin g with fire, fuel adve
ection and buoyancy lift are two
o
delicate matters. Changing one of them a bit will inflluence the simulation g
greatly. The
e buoyancyy
needed to be greaterr than the smoke
s
due to fire trave
el faster and further p er unit than
n smoke. In
n
order to ha
ave the flam
mes fit the scene and the crash, the fuel ad
dvection wa
as adjusted to size the
e
flames acccordingly. Apart
A
from tweaking pa
arameters fo
or an accep
pted end reesult, other aspects are
e
important. Even thoug
gh renderin
ng techniquees is without the scop
pe of this p
project, the simulationss
needs to b
be a repressentation as close to real fire fla
ames. Fire is rendered
d using a shader
s
thatt
colourises the flame frrom the inte
ensity by in terpreting th
he field as a temperatuure distribution. Figure
e
T hottest areas
a
are cooloured white and lightt
9.6 depictss the temperature field of the fire ssimulation. The
blue, middle temperatture yellow and lowest temperature
e red leadin
ng to dark rred. This infformation iss
essential fo
or the simulation artistt to control the temperrature field of the fire,, while strivving for the
e
desired ressult.
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Fiigure 9.6 Tempeture field off the fire simula
ation. Shows a 2D slide of tthe
simulation. Red is hot, whereas rred is middle temperature
t
an
nd blue has noo fire.

9.3.1 W
Workflow
w
The balancce of contro
olling a warm
m centre whhile bursting
g relatively large
l
flame from the im
mpact of the
e
motorcycle
e was difficu
ult. Lots of tu
urnaround ttime was ussed to adjusst how the fframes grow
w. As in the
e
smoke sim
mulation wo
orkflow, the proceduree is identical. The arttist starts w
with a very low voxell
definition a
and builds up the simu
ulation slow
wly. This is based
b
on th
he workflow
w of scenario one from
m
[4.4 Fluid S
Simulation & Workflow
w].
Comparing
g the fire and
a
smoke turnaround
d times, Fig
gure 9.7, itt is evidentt that fire had
h
shorterr
durations. This is beca
ause the sm
moke particl es lifespan is much lon
nger than fiire. Fire burst from the
e
v
whereas the smo
k
growing.
core into flames and vanish,
oke cloud keeps
Frames

Flu
uid effect

Voxe
el definition

Turna
around time
e

50

Firre

70

16secc

50

Firre

110
0

45secc

50

Firre

150
0

1min 41secc

50

Firre

200
0

3min 54secc

50

Firre

300
0

1 2min 31secc

211

Firre

70

211

Firre

300
0

1min 11secc
5
56min 47secc

Figure 9.7 Tu
urnaround timee & total simulation time for fire simulationn

The turnaro
ound workflow of an artist creating
g fire at a voxel
v
definition level of 300, would
d be 12min
n
31sec, but only 16 se
ec with 70 in definition . This workfflow is much faster tha n smoke wo
orkflow, butt
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the differen
nce between
n 70 and 30
00 is huge. Since this workflow
w
is faster than the smoke workflow,
w
itt
is still a lon
ng wait to sit tight for more
m
than 1 2 minutes. The
T images below in Fiigure 9.8 illustrates the
e
final rende
ered versions, which be
esides the o
obvious shap
pe differenc
ces also missses colour variation in
n
the 70 verssion, due to it lack of definition in the tempera
ature field.

Figure 9.8 Rendered
d fire simulation. Left: 70 Right: 300

Both the sm
moke and fiire simulatio
ons have grreat differen
nces in turna
around and
d simulation time in forr
voxel defin
nitions. Seen
n from a pro
oduction ma
anagement perspective
e, the voxel definition should be att
the lowest possible va
alue, but still meet the client expecctations. The future testt results will indicate iff
the version
n of 70 can
n fulfil the audience
a
exxpectations. If it does than it the viewer will accept the
e
image as shown in the
t
EBM. Otherwise,
O
ment as VFFX and willl
the audiencce will notiice the elem
be reminded
d that the pre
esented ima
agery is not real.
therefore b

9.4 C
Compossiting
The final p
part of the implementtation chap ter concern
ns the comp
posing. Thee four diffe
erent image
e
sequences were rende
ered for the compositorr to work with.
w
The goa
al was to coombine the simulationss
with the ad
dvertisementt in the exact same ma
anner. The te
est methodss stats that t he differentt versions off
the advertissement need
ds to be compared in tthe test analysis, thus all the compoositing, colo
our grading
g
of the simulations, massking etc. must
m be idenntical in each of the verssions.
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Masking o
out pieces flying
f
off the motorcyccle was a choice
c
state
ed in designn chapter. Five of the
e
biggest pie
ece were se
elected and were rotosccoped in a new layer. The idea w
was to comp
posite these
e
pieces on ttop of the fiire or smoke
e simulationn to create depth
d
in the image, and
d thereby blending
b
the
e
simulation into the fram
me.

Fig
gure 9.9 Rotosscoping piece of the motorcy
ycle

Colour gra
ading of the
e smoke sim
mulation wa
as needed for it to appear as pa
art of the fo
ootage. The
e
original sce
ene contain
ned some dust clouds f loating at th
he ground of
o the road.. The colourr scheme off
these dust clouds wass used to co
olour gradee the renderred material. The final step was to
o blend the
e
he smoke/fire with the original und
derlying foo
otage. This was
w accom plished by blurring the
e
edges of th
alpha chan
nnel of the outer
o
edgess of the simuulation. The
en these edg
ges were asssigned a sccreen blend
d
mode for u
underlying colours
c
to ap
ppear in thee smoke and
d fire.
The final co
omposited result
r
is illusstrated in Fig
gure 9.10. It is easy to
o identify thee difference
es in the fire
e
versions, w
whereas in th
he smoke th
he differencees are in the
e animation
n, and are thherefore hard to depictt
in a still fra
ame.
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Figurre 9.10 Final composited
c
ressult. Left side: 70 versions. Right:
R
300 vers
rsions.
Top ima
ages are fire w
whereas the low
wer images are smoke.
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10 TTest Resu
R lt
This chapte
er will prese
ent the results and corrresponding analysis of the five ma
ain tests plus the resultss
of one itera
ative test. These
T
main tests includee a baseline
e test, the smoke impleementation in
i high and
d
low definittion as welll as the firre implemeentation in high and lo
ow definitioon. The sm
moke or fire
e
implementa
ation was added to the
e second sceene of the advertisemen
nt, as descriibed in both
h the design
n
and implementation chapter.
c
Att the end of the currrent chapter an iterat ion of smo
oke will be
e
ow definition as a sixth test.
introduced in a very lo
his research chose to c onduct a qualitative re
esearch the results will refer to the
e
Due to the fact that th
of data acquired during
g the focus group sessions. The ov
verall answ
wers by the test
t
subjectss
entire set o
as well as single quote
es and the five
f
written words will be considerred. In ordeer to efficiently evaluate
e
nclude tablees for certain questionss
all focus groups acrosss the differrent version the choice made to in
which show
w the perce
entage of an
nswers. It iss known tha
at focus grou
ups are a q
qualitative approach
a
to
o
acquiring results, how
wever, due to the rela
atively high
h amount of
o different tests the tables were
e
considered
d to supportt the structu
ured evaluattion of the results. Furtthermore, thhey give an
n indication
n
how the en
ntire set of participants
p
across the ffocus groups reacted to
o the questioons.
The total nu
umber of pa
articipants for each conndition was achieved by
b conductioon focus gro
oups with 4-5 test subjjects. Due to
t that each
h test cond ition had a varying number of ooverall partiicipants, ass
illustrated in Table 10
0.1. In order to makee the results more comparable alll following figures willl
percentages instead the numbers off participants.
show the p
The findings of each
h test will be stated in the pe
ercentage of
o the correesponding number off
participantts. The comparison among the tes ts can be slightly influe
enced by thhe fact that the amountt
ons. As eviident from the
participantts varies across the diffferent versio
t distributtion of participants the
e
test version
ns with smo
oke were tessted more eextensively. The reason
n for this thee elemental role of the
e
smoke resu
ults to answe
er the final problem
p
sta
atement.
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Total num
mber of participants
Baseline

14

Smoke
S
low

18

Smoke
S
high

21

Fire low

15

Fire high

15

Smok
ke iteration

16

Total

99

Table 10.1 Total nuumber of particcipants per condition

One part o
of the main test that will not be useed to determ
mine the ressults are thee drawings acquired att
the end of each focus group sessions. Alread
dy in the prreliminary te
est the draw
wings of smo
oke and fire
e
were used to gather evvidence for the fact tha
at smoke is more
m
difficult to depict than fire. It was hoped
d
that the drrawings acq
quired durin
ng the mai n tests wou
uld show indications oof change (in detail orr
context) depending on
o the exp
posed adveertisement version.
v
Ye
et, the maiin test draw
wings onlyy
supported the tenden
ncy found in the prelliminary tesst, but did not allow to draw any furtherr
conclusionss. Consequently, the drawings
d
w
were conside
ered inconc
clusive and will not be
e taken into
o
account du
uring the ressults and an
nalysis of thee test. The results
r
of the
e drawings can be found in [14.2
2
Appendix B
B: Test Resu
ults - Evaluattion of the D
Drawings].

10.1 S
Setup

Figuure 10.1 Test Setup
S

The setup, Figure 10..1, was dessigned to eencourage for
f discussio
on due to tthe oval tab
ble and the
e
e middle as decided inn [6.4 Test Setup].
S
Furthermore, ann observer was
w placed
d
interview setting in the
behind the
e participantts to take no
otes. These notes were
e used for additional
a
q
quotes, attitu
ude and the
e
overall mo
ood which can
c
be harrd to extracct from the audio reco
ordings. Boody languag
ge and the
e
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appearancce of the participantss were wri tten down,, to ensure
e that the test analyssis did nott
misinterpre
et opinions stated
s
during
g the tests.

10.2 R
Results
The test ressults will dellve into the crash remem
mbrance, th
heir overall attitude tow
wards the ad
dvertisementt
and if the a
advertiseme
ents were co
onsiders as Hollywood style. This will
w lead to the test ana
alysis which
h
is a cross rreferenced result
r
of acceptance an d distraction.

10.2.1

Crash
h Remembrance
Scene 1

Scen
ne 2

Scene
S
3

Baseline

57%

29
9%

14%

Standarrd
Deviatio
on
0,75

Smoke
e Low

11%

78
8%

11%

0,49

Smoke
e High

73%

18
8%

9%

0,66

Fire
e Low

67%

33
3%

0%

0,50

Fire
e High

27%

73
3%

0%

0,46

Table 10.2 Q7: Whicch crash was remembered the best?

Baseline
The participants were
e asked to state
s
which of the three crashes they rememb
bered the best.
b
At thiss
point no im
mage of the
e different sccenes was shown to aid their memory. As inndicated in Table 10.2
2
the results of the base
eline show that
t
the firstt scene had
d the greate
est impact oon the particcipants and
d
hence wass best reme
ember by 57%. The reeason for th
his might be
e either thee primacy effect
e
[55],,
because th
he first crash
h was novell and thereb
by most imp
pressive. Orr the remem
mbrance in the baseline
e
t amount of debris annd parts flying off the motorcycle.
m
he standard
d
condition sstems from the
However th
deviation o
of 0,75 ind
dicates that the answeers in the baseline
b
are
e insignifica
ant compare
ed with the
e
others.
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Smoke
The smoke low and high voxel simulation version are almost each other’s opposite. 78% of the
smoke low participants remembered the implemented smoke scene best. This indicates that the
remembrance increased vastly due to the smoke effect. It apparently made the scene more
memorable which shows that the exposure of the low smoke simulation changed the overall
perception of the scene. The smoke high version is more in line with the baseline test. 73% of the
smoke high participants favoured the first scene whereas only 18% remembered the second scene
best. Scene 3 did not have a great impact on any of the smoke test subjects.
While talking about the remembrance of the scene, one test participant from the smoke high version
stated the following regarding the second scene:
“I thought that one was making quiet a lot of smoke, I was trying to notice on
the 3rd run though how the smoke looks like, because I was focusing on
different things each time. And it just seemed like an awful lot of smoke... but
I don’t know if that happens in real life, it was just interesting to see”
Participant smoke high
The above quote represents the general feedback given through these sessions. The participants state
that they recognised the smokes appearance, but have a hard time criticising it.

Fire
The remembrance of scenes was differently distributed in the fire tests. The first scene was best
recalled by 67% of participants in fire low. In fire high 73% of recalled the second best. No one in
the two test considered the third scene as memorable. Compared to the baseline this indicates that in
the fire conditions the first two scenes were perceived as more memorable, because 14% of the
baseline test recalled the third scene best.

10.2.2

Response to the Advertisement

When evaluating interviews it was not only possible to collect answers to each question, but also the
overall attitude of the participants throughout the sessions. An important note was that the
participants were not directly asked for their attitude; the Table 10.3 is based on the five words and
the expressions the participants used throughout the sessions when talking about the advertisement.
Those that did not state an attitude, neither during the interview nor on their set of five words, were
qualified for the column no comment. The standard deviation is overall quite high in these questions,
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due to the no comment category. Especially the smoke low gets a high deviation due to 44% of the
participants was not quoted for an opinion towards the advertisement. Furthermore the baseline
results are insignificant with the evenly spread out answers.
Aesthetic
cool

Dramatic
serious

Unreal
boring

No
comment

Standard
Deviation

Baseline

29%

29%

14%

28%

1,27

Smoke low

22%

22%

12%

44%

1,30

Smoke high

82%

9%

0%

9%

0,92

Fire low

0%

20%

40%

40%

0,84

Fire high

0%

33%

67%

0%

0,58

Table 10.3 Overall response to the advertisement

Smoke
A clear tendency is the condition of smoke high induced 82% of the participants to state that the
advertisement was cool, beautiful, awesome or even aesthetic. This is more than three times higher
than in the baseline condition. The most basic assumption that can be made of this is that the smoke
changed the participants’ attitude in a positive way. This is the first indication that the viewers were
not distracted by the VFX. It appears that the smoke high even heightened their attitude.
“Awesome images, simple but powerful”
“Beautiful was my first thought”
Participants smoke high

Fire
Comparing that to the versions which included the fire VFX this percentage drops to 0%. This clearly
shows that the spectators did not feel induced to use positive words in their answers. Instead, the
used of words such as unreal, fake or boring increased. Interpreting this shift in attitude it can be
suspected that the participants did not like the imagery as much which point to the fact that they
were distracted by elements in the advertisement.
“The flames were a bit synthetic – a bit unreal, which really stood out in a
way”
Participant high fire
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“The fire effect was not that nice”
Participant fire low

Smoke & Fire
One interesting tendency is that smoke high appears to make the advertisement less serious,
especially in comparison to the version with the fire high. This tendency is supported by the clearer
results in the fire versions due to the lower deviation of the answers. Fire high has only 0.54 making
unreal and boring attitude prominent. Furthermore the answer for this might be as explained by one
of the test subjects:
“I had the reaction: if this is supposed to keep us from making accidents than
it does not have a very good effect, because this is so beautiful. [...] It did
not give me a feeling of ‘wow how sad’ it was more ‘wow how beautiful’!”
Participant high smoke
This might be the reason that only 9% of the participants articulated words such as dramatic or
severe in the high smoke condition.

10.2.3

Hollywood style

Table 10.4 summarises if people rated the advertisement as Hollywood style. As described earlier in
[6 Test Methodology], the test subjects were asked to use their own definition of Hollywood style.
Even though these answers were expected to be random, nearly all of the participants had a very
similar definition of how to make the advertisement more Hollywood. Explosions, sparks, shaky
camera movement, time shift etc. were words the participants chose to describe to amplify the
Hollywood style.
Yes

Maybe/ not sure

No

Baseline

43%

0%

57%

Standard
Deviation
1,07

Smoke Low

44%

44%

11%

0,71

Smoke High

55%

18%

27%

0,90

Fire Low

67%

33%

0%

0,58

Fire High

100%

0%

0%

0,00

Table 10.4 Would you consider any of these crashes as Hollywood style?
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Overall, the findings show
s
that th
he baseline test withoutt VFX does not have anny significant tendencyy
as being Hollywood style. In all the othher conditio
participantss rated the
ons the ma
ajority of p
e
advertisement as Hollyywood style
e. In genera
al, this show
ws the tendency that VFFX changes the opinion
n
about the a
advertiseme
ent. The majjority of parrticipants de
eclared the advertisemeent as Holly
ywood style
e
based on o
one single effect.
e
This is a notewo
orthy observvation as ap
pparently thhe implemen
ntation of a
single VFX changes the perceptio
on of the advvertisement.. This correlation is eveen more inte
ense in both
h
fire conditions due to
o the fact that no pa
articipant decided to judge the a
advertiseme
ent as non-Hollywood
d style. Mo
oreover, bo
oth fire veersions havve low de
eviations thhereby strengthen the
e
significance of the Ho
ollywood sty
yle results. TThe reason is how any
ything relateed to fire is associated
d
with Hollyw
wood more than smoke
e, as the foll owing quottes show:
hat just having the bicyycle having
g some parrticles on firre [...] that
“I think th
would crea
ate a drama
atic effect. FFire is such a traditiona
al Hollywood
d element”
Participant smoke low
“One thing
g that is misssing is sparrks, Hollywo
ood would definitely
d
doo sparks.”
Participant
P
ssmoke high
“[To make
e it more Ho
ollywood] I w
would proba
ably put an explosion iin. “
Participant smoke low
One thing to note abo
out the VFX
X is that the voxel defin
nition seemss to have ann effect on the viewer..
was perceive
ed more Ho
ollywood styyle than fire
e low definittion with 10
00% againsst 67%. The
e
Fire high w
smoke conditions rema
ain similar with
w a smalll favourer of 11% to sm
moke high. This indicates the levell
a
of the effecct was assocciated with the term “H ollywood” also.
“The crash
hes are reallly dramatic,, stereotype
e Hollywood
d”
Participantt high fire
This is the e
end of the presented
p
te
est results. Thhe following
g chapter will
w delve intoo the meaning of these
e
answers an
nd the reaso
on of either distraction o
or acceptan
nce of the ex
xposed advvertisement.

10.3 A
Analysiss
The following chapterr will use th
he previouss results tog
gether with the key eleement of th
his research
h
5 to analyse
e the findings and thereeby answer the final pro
oblem statem
ment.
Table 10.5
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Distraction

Acceptance

Baseline

14%

86%

Smoke Low

20%

80%

Smoke High

0%

100%

Fire Low

100%

0%

Fire High

47%

53%

Table 10.5 Did people accept the VFX

Table 10.5 is the result of an analytical approach to question 10: “How much of the advertisement is
film footage and how much is computer generated?”. It was recorded how many of the participants
judged elements in the advertisement to be VFX. These numbers do not show the detection of people
seeing the smoke or the fire, but if they thought that VFX elements in the advertisement were
distracting.
Table 10.5 was derived by cross referencing the detection or acceptance of VFX in the
advertisement with the previously discussed questions. The combined results led to the assumption
that participants who did not spot any VFX in the advertisement accepted the imagery. It was
concluded that participants who found distracting VFX in the imagery were reminded of watching
virtual imagery and consequently disbelieved it.

Baseline
As presented in Table 10.5 in the baseline test 14% of the participants expressed that they noticed
VFX in the advertisement. Although the advertisement does not include visible VFX, some suspected
the imagery to be VFX. One explanation for this effect might be that spectators attributed the slow
motion effect as VFX.
“In real life you don’t really notice the bits and so you associate slow motion
with animation”
Baseline participant
This indicates that although there was no visible VFX in the advertisement participants judged the
slow motion effects to look like VFX.
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Smoke Low
As shown in Table 10.5 smoke low scored an 80% acceptance rate which means that only a few
participants mentioned suspected the advertisement to entail VFX elements. This test result was not
anticipated, as the design of the smoke high and smoke low should have defined the two ends of the
border of acceptance. Participants should have spotted the smoke as VFX in the smoke low version in
order to define the bottom line of acceptance. Instead the clear majority believed that the entire
advertisement was film footage. In relation to that an interesting point was made by one of the test
subjects in the smoke low version:
“I saw the first scene and I thought that it was CG, then I saw the second one
and thought that was more real, then I saw the third one again and thought it
was CG again.”
Smoke low participant
This statement indicates that this participant closely focused on the imagery during the three
exposures of the advertisement. Hence this participant evaluated the imagery instead of watching the
message of the advertisement and thereby had a very narrow focus. Still, this participant found the
second scene most real, which is unexpected. As previously explained, the second scene had a 70
voxel smoke simulation implemented which was designed to be detectable as a VFX and thereby
distract the viewer. Hence, it is problematic to determine the border zone of acceptance at 70 voxel
due to the fact that only 20% perceived the low smoke as distracting.
However, even though the smoke low condition was not interpreted as VFX it still had an effect on
the viewer. When reconsidering the results stated in the previous chapter in combination with the
knowledge that the participants did not consciously separate the smoke clouds from the
advertisement, some of earlier findings appear in a new perspective.
Having the results of Table 10.5 in mind, the results of Table 10.2 [Remembrance of the crash] could
have been an effect of the unconscious evaluation of the smoke clouds. 78% of the participant
remembered the second crash the best, which is 50% more than in the baseline. This means that the
70 voxel smoke simulation was perceived by the participants and increased their remembrance of
the scene. Although most of them did not detect the smoke as VFX they still evaluated the smoke in
more carefully. The smoke simulation was just detailed enough to be accepted as film footage. This
process could be the reason why the participants remembered the crash better. Additionally, the
smoke low condition left 44% of the participants in doubt if the presented imagery would fit to their
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interpretation of Hollywood, as shown in Table 10.4. Keeping in mind that the clear majority of
smoke low did not spot the VFX this uncertainty about the Hollywood style could indicate that they
are conflicted about their impression. There must have been something wrong about the low
definition smoke simulation that induced the participants to not judge it as Hollywood style.

Smoke High
In the smoke high version all of the participants were of the same opinion – they all accepted the
imagery. In the high version of smoke no test subject mentioned VFX or believed that elements in the
advertisement were CG. This shows that they judged the imagery in the advertisement to be entirely
film footage.
This 100% percentage acceptance rate was guided by a considerable amount of positive response,
as previously presented in Table 10.5. In combination with the high acceptance this indicated that
the participants were not in doubt about the smoke simulation, but instead absorbed by the imagery.
This supports the assumption that the participants accepted the imagery.

Fire low
Both fire versions led to very different result compared to the smoke versions. The fire low version
distracted 100% of the participants, which was an expected finding.
40% of the participants used the negative terms when talking about the advertisement and not a
single one used a positive word. This shows that they were not impressed by the imagery. 67% of
the participants in the fire low version claimed to remember the first scene the best. It would have
been assumed that due to the clear detection of the fire and the negative perception of them the
second scene would be best remembered. The reasons for this are not clear. Speculations about this
come based on comments by the participants such as:
“The [second crash] was not as interesting to me”
Participant fire low
It might be that due to the fact that the fire was clearly a VFX the interest in that scene plummeted.
This could have led to the fact that participants started scanning the first crash for VFX and hence
were able to remember it best.
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Fire high
The fire high version distracted 47% of the participants and was accepted by 53% of them. In other
words, half of the participants found the fire appearance distracting. This is a big difference
compared to the fire low version.
“The flames were a bit synthetic – a bit unreal, which really stood out in a
way”
Fire high participant
This quote was a common statement from fire high focus groups. People were not satisfied with the
appearance of the fire and thought it was VFX. From the hypothesis it was expected that people
would be much more critical with non hyperrealistic effect, but it was a surprise that still half of the
participant could not be satisfied with a 300 voxel definition simulation. This indicates that the
border of acceptance of fire simulation must be even higher than 300 voxel.
The tendency that participants did not like the look of the fire high is reflected in Table 10.5, which
stated the overall negative attitude of the participants towards version. When cross-referencing this
result to the distraction rate it can be concluded that getting distracted by elements in the scene
changes the attitude in a negative way.
In addition to that, 73% of the participants in the fire high version stated that they remembered the
second scene the best. As the flames were added to the second scene this indicates that due to the
fire this specific scene got more attention and was hence best remembered. Partly, the flames might
have been distracting, as 43% % of the participants in the fire high version were distracted by the
advertisement. But it might also be because 67% judged this version to be fake and unreal.

10.3.1

Expectation & Belief Model

Hyperrealism vs. Non-Hyperrealism
After having analysed the high and low versions of fire and smoke separately the next step is look
for differences or similarities in between the smoke and fire versions.
The EBM anticipated that the VFX of a hyperrealistic element will remain unnoticed by the viewer
because the viewer does not have a comparable representation in memory which consequently
results in the acceptance of the images. The non-hyperrealistic element is more likely to be spotted as
VFX, due to the fact that it was perceived in real life.
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As Table 10.5 shows the smoke simulations were overall accepted whereas the fire simulations
distracted the participants. According to the Expectation & Belief Model it can be stated that the
hyperrealistic element, smoke, achieved a higher acceptance than the real life phenomenon, fire,
although they had the same definition settings.
It appears that the current finding confirm the Expectation and Believe Model. Hyperrealistic
elements are accepted in a lower definition than non-hyperrealistic elements.

Schema Evaluation
The results acquired so far indicate that the smoke simulation was considered as schema conform.
This assumption can be made due to the fact that participants accepted the smoke high version to a
100%. If the smoke would not be considered a schema conform element than it would have been
singled out by the participants and thereby increased the detection rate.
43% of the fire high version accepted the fire. Although this is less than expected it can be stated
from this that the overall idea of using fire in this scene suited the schema and can be justified. This
justification can be supported by the fact that all across all of the versions participants suggested to
add more fire, explosions and sparks to the image. This means that the reason for the fire to be
detected should be the inadequate detail level rather than the phenomena itself.
When talking about schemas in the EBM another result should be brought up. Table 10.4 shows if
the participants interpreted the advertisement as Hollywood style or not. In the smoke high and low
around half of the participants would not consider the advertisement. Contrasting to that, the clear
majority of participants of the fire high and low versions consider the advertisement as Hollywood
style. From this it can be deduced that fire, as a typical Hollywood element, changed the overall
categorisation of the advertisement. This could indicate a change of schema. As elaborated on in the
analysis [4.5 Synthesising the Model] all elements in the perceptual field are constantly evaluated in
order to select a suitable schema. Once s schema is selected the elements in the visual field are
matched to it. Assuming the fire did not suit the prior schema the results indicate that identifying the
fire as VFX induced to change the schema again. What makes this interesting is that this might have
changed the expectations on how the VFX must look in order to be accepted in the image.
Decreasing the voxel definition in the smoke low and fire low lead to the fact that an increased
amount of participants were not sure how to categorise the advertisement. From the general
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comments throughout the focus group sesssions the id
dea to mak
ke it more Hollywood was often
n
me Michaell Bay who is known for
f brilliantly executed high-end effects.
e
Thiss
supported by the nam
ation for the fact that although 53%
5
of the
e fire high version acccepted the
e
might be an explana
rceived the fire they re-advertisement they stilll rated it Hollywood sttyle. Becausse the participants perc
d the adverttisement, no
o matter if thhe fire was detected
d
as VFX or foottage.
categorised

10.4 S
Smoke Very
V
Low
w Iterattion
Based on tthe fact thatt 80% of sm
moke low pa
articipants accepted
a
the
e appearannce of the siimulation, itt
is not possible to defin
ne the botto
om end of thhe border of
o acceptanc
ce. The acq
quired resultts for smoke
e
are therefo
ore inconclusive. Consequently, a new testt iteration was
w
needeed with a new
n
smoke
e
simulation.
esign, the questions
q
in the intervieew and the setup rema
ained the sa
ame. The only elementt
The test de
that changed compare
ed to the prrevious verssions was th
he simulatio
on of the sm
moke. The previous low
w
version of smoke had
d a 70 voxe
el definitionn. This new
w very low version
v
aim
med to lowe
er that even
n
more and w
was conseq
quently designed to havve the voxe
el count of 30.
3 Giving tthe fact thatt voxels are
e
3D cubes and every time
t
a voxe
el is increassed by one the definitiion is three times grea
ater, or vice
e
versa three
Imagining the effect of decreasiing the smoke by 40
e times low
wer when decreased.
d
0
explains ho
ow undefine
ed and very
y low detail this new ite
eration is.
This is an o
overview of a new implementationn iteration. Table
T
10.6 compares thhe different time spend
d
on simulating the three
e smoke effe
ects.
Frames

Fluid effect

Vo
oxel definiition

211

Smoke

30 (very low)

211

Smoke

70 (low)

211

Smoke

300
0 (high)

Total sim ulation tim
me
26sec
1min 28sec
2
2h 4min 40sec

Table 10.6 Com
mparison of tota
al simulation time

The final re
ender was completed
c
after
a
the sim
mulation. Fiigure 10.2 illustrates thhe differences between
n
low and ve
ery low render. The difference is significant, which is ha
ard to detecct in a still image. The
e
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difference is the move
ement and shape
s
chan ge of the sm
moke cloud as explainn in the implementation
n
he very low version hass a voxel deefinition of 30.
3
chapter. Th

Figure 10.2
2 Final render. Left: Very low
w smoke. Rightt: Low smoke

The smoke
e very low version
v
wass tested on 16 new participants. It was exp
pected that all of them
m
would dete
ect the smokke simulation
n as VFX. If so, the border of acceptance coulld be estima
ated.
Sc
cene 1

ene 2
Sce

Scen
ne 3

Sttandard
Deviation
0,58

Smoke Very Low
w

25
5%

67%
%

8%

Smoke Low

11%

78%
%

11%
%

0,49

Smoke High

73
3%

18%
%

9%

0,66

Table 10.7 Q7: Whicch crash was remembered the best?

The finding
gs show tha
at the remembrance off smoke verry low was similar to tthe low iterration. 67%
%
remembere
ed the scene
e 2 best wh
hereas 78%
% rememberred the same scene in smoke low,, as seen in
n
Table 10.7
7. As well as
a the devia
ation is veryy similar, but
b higher due to the hhigher remembrance off
scene 1 in
n smoke verry low. As argued forr smoke low
w this indica
ates that 67
7% of the participantss
evaluated the scene more
m
carefully due to tthe smoke. Unexpected
dly that effeect did not increase
i
byy
decrease frrom the smo
oke low to very
v
low.
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Distraction

Acceptance

Smoke Very Low

67%

33%

Smoke Low

20%

80%

Smoke High

0%

100%

Table 10.8 Smoke very low. Did people accept the VFX

Table 10.8 illustrates a comparison of the three smoke versions in acceptance and distraction. With
67% distraction in smoke very low compared to 20% in smoke low, the lower border of acceptance
was found. This indicates that somewhere between 30 and 70 voxel definitions would be the border
of acceptance for smoke in this particular advertisement.
"One thing that was CGI for sure was the dust cloud, they had some serious
issues with the alpha blending there, It almost seemed like it got worse the
second or third time, but it was maybe just me noticing it more”
Smoke very low participant
It was not expected to find that 33% of the participants still accepted the smoke very low even
though this version has almost no definition and appears as a bubble without details.
“I noticed a lot of dust in the second one that I did not feel was realistic, I
thought that was added, that huge dust cloud.”
Smoke very low participant
From this quote it can be derived that the participant saw the smoke simulation and felt it was
unrealistic. The interesting aspect is, that the participant does not know why the smoke looked
unreal, but just “felt” is was not right. The participant has no detailed idea on how the smoke should
behave and what to judge the simulation on.
Summing up, the smoke very low iteration was able to establish the bottom end of the border of
acceptance. This result is very interesting because people seem to be uncritical to the effect like
smoke and this information can be beneficial for the VFX industry.
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10.5 H
Hypothe
eses Analysis
Four hypottheses were
e formulated
d in the end
d of the an
nalysis. After having coonducted th
he tests and
d
analysed th
he results the next step is to evalua
ate if the hyp
potheses can be acceptted or rejeccted.
1) Hyperrealistic re
epresenta
ations are stored in memory with less detail tha
an real
life experriences.
The first hyypotheses can
c
be acce
epted baseed on several supportin
ng tendenciies. An indication thatt
emerged frrom this ressearch is th
hat the partticipants we
ere not able
e to critical ly judge hy
yperrealisticc
phenomena
a, but were
e very good
d at criticisi ng non-hyp
perrealistic ones.
o
This inn reverse points
p
to the
e
fact that the
eir memory of these ele
ements diffeers.
Secondly, the preliminary test [6
6.2.2 Pre-teest: Perception of Smo
oke] resulted
d in particiipants 50%
%
judging the
e two middlle detailed smoke
s
simuulations as most
m
realistic
c. This indiccates that due to a lesss
judge the le
detailed re
epresentation of the hyp
perrealistic ssmoke in me
emory the participants
p
ess detailed
d
simulation as realistic.
preliminary test [6.2.1 Pre-test: Exxpectations and Beliefss] suggests that particiipants were
e
Lastly the p
better at d
drawing fire
e in detail than smoke.. Although the overall task of dra
awing imag
ges must be
e
considered
d with care this could be
b a further clue that the representation of thee hyperrealistic elementt
is vague in
n memory.
2) People
e accept a less defin
ned repre
esentation of smoke
e due to th
he vague smoke
representtation in memory.
m
This hypotthesis can be accepte
ed. It was proven, th
hat highly defined sm
moke simula
ations were
e
accepted b
by the particcipants. Eve
en the smokee low simula
ation was accepted by a clear ma
ajority of the
e
participantts which wa
as an unexp
pected resultt. Only whe
en decreasin
ng the voxeel definition to very low
w
the particip
pants were distracted by
b the smokke simulatio
ons. This pro
oves that peeople generrally acceptt
smoke simu
ulations eve
en in low definition. Ta
aking this argument intto considera
ation it can be argued
d
that people
e accept a less defined representattion of smokke due to their vague s moke representation in
n
memory.
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3) The ma
ajority of people arre distractted by hig
ghly defined repressentations of fire
due to th
heir detaile
ed memorry of fire.
hesis can be
e accepted.. As expecteed it was sh
hown that th
he low defi nition of fire
e distracted
d
This hypoth
all of the p
participants. It was no
ot expected that fire hiigh distracte
ed half the participants. This wass
interpreted that people
e are great at judging and evalua
ation fire sim
mulations. H
Hence, it ca
an be stated
d
that the ma
ajority of pe
eople is disttracted by hhigh defined
d representa
ations of firre due to their detailed
d
memory off fire. The high
h
defined
d representtation should not be understood a
as general, but as thiss
thesis’s deffinition of hiigh, being 300
3
voxel.
4) Low de
efinition fire
f
simula
ation trigg
gers schem
ma change
es and ressults in dis
sbelief.
This hypoth
hesis can be
b accepted. The low d
defined fire simulation resulted in disbelief fo
or all of the
e
participantts who were
e exposed to
t it. All of them detected the fire simulation as VFX and
d increased
d
their usage
e of negativve words such as fake and unreall in that con
ntext. The seecond argum
ment of thiss
hypothesis is that a schema chang
ge happeneed once fire
e low was de
etected. Thiss can be acccepted due
e
m
of participantss who were
e exposed to the fire low version
n rated the
e
to the factt that the majority
advertisement as Hollyywood style which sugg
gested a sch
hema chang
ge.

10.6 R
Results & Produ
uction W
Workflo
ow Optiimisatio
on
The results clearly ind
dicate that simulation
s
o
of a hyperrrealistic elem
ment can b
be lowered in order to
o
on costs.
optimise the productio
e
The smoke very low itteration wass designed to find the lower end of the bordeer zone of acceptance
errealistic element. Thee findings suggest
s
it to
o be betweeen 30 and
d 70 voxell
for smoke as a hype
ords between the smokee very low and
a smoke low.
l
This suuggestion is established
d
definition, in other wo
on the asssumption that the majo
ority of parrticipant accepted the imagery. Itt is importa
ant that the
e
acceptance
e is close to
o 100% for the VFX iindustry. Co
onsequently
y, 80% acceeptance in smoke low
w
would not be good enough.
e
The
e voxel deffinition wou
uld only be reduced iff it is assurred that the
e
viewer acccepts the image nonetheless. Findi ng the bala
ance betwee
en acceptannce and opttimisation iss
substantial to suggest usable results for the inndustry.
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The following two parameters have the purpose of defining the border of acceptance for smoke. The
first parameter is the distraction/acceptance findings, whereas the second is the turnaround
workflow. These two parameters would indicate how defined a fluid simulation would be in order to
be accepted, but at the same time optimise production costs.
As shown in Table 10.8 the smoke low has 20% distraction, which is too much. Smoke high on the
other hand has 0%. Hence, the border zone is in between. Looking at the results illustrated in Table
10.9 from a production point of view, the lower the VFX artist’s turnaround time is, the more
iterations are possible to produce per day and consequently a more efficient end result.
Frames

Fluid effect

Voxel definition

50

Smoke

70

19sec

50

Smoke

110

59sec

50

Smoke

150

2min 26sec

50

Smoke

200

6min 29sec

50

Smoke

300

28min 44sec

Turnaround time

Table 10.9 Turnaround time for smoke simlations

The challenge is to balance the voxel definition with turnaround time. Increasing the voxel definition
has an exponential increasing effect on the turnaround time as explained in [4.4 Fluid Simulation].
The challenge is to define the voxel definition just high enough to simulate the desired result without
losing significant details. This balance was analysed and based on that a range of 150-200 in voxel
definition was chosen. Having the fast turnaround time of 2min to 6min, but still a decent definition
of the fluid simulation made the decision. It was not the intension to decide on a specific number but
instead on a range, because every VFX simulation is different and a specific number would be
nonsensical. This range of voxel definition is the border zone of acceptance for smoke.
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10.7 S
Summarry
The followiing table is a summary of the resul ts and analysis elabora
ated upon w
within this ch
hapter.
Results
Smoke

- The high
h defined smo
oke simulatio
on was accep
pted by 100%
% of the test participants.
- 80% of the test particcipants acce pted a low definition
d
of th
he hyperreal istic smoke
simulation
n.
- Taking the definition of the hyperrrealistic smo
oke simulation
n to extremelyy low resolve
ed in
33% acce
eptance.
- High de
efined smoke was rated ass aestheticallly pleasing.

Fire

- Half of the
t test particcipants were distracted by
y high define
ed fire simula
ation, which proves
p
a
more critiical approach to non hyp
perrealistic ele
ements.
- All of the
e test particip
pants felt disttracted by the
e less defined
d fire simulattion.
- High de
efined fire wa
as rates as unnreal and fakke.

General

- EBM wa
as proven by verifying all of the hypotheses.
Table 10.10
0 Summary of the
t test results
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n

11 D
Discuussion
This discussion chapte
er will scrutinise the mo
ost importan
nt decisions conducted throughout the making
g
of this project. It will reflect
r
if som
me decisionss could havve influenced
d the finding
gs of the research. The
e
opics have been selecte
ed for a tho
oroughly disscussion:
following to
-

Cho
oice of test methods

-

Influ
uence of Co
over Story

-

Oriiginal Dust Cloud
C
Influe
ence

-

Fire
e without Sm
moke

-

Fire
e vs. Smoke

-

w Motion vs.
Slow
v Real-Time
e

-

Eva
aluation of Repetition
R

Choice of Test Metthods
The choice
e of test metthod is often a delicatee matter and has great consequennces. When
n looking att
the acquire
ed results, th
he choice to
o interview the particip
pants in an in-depth disscussion and collecting
g
their first re
eactions on advertiseme
ent was valuuable.
During the test design it has been
n scrutinised
d heavily wh
hether a questionnaire would give
e better and
d
h the advvantage of leading to statistical b
based and comparable
c
e
clearer ressults. A questionnaire has
results but has the pottential of be
eing misund
derstood by
y the participants. The participantss in generall
provided tthe required
d informatio
on when eevaluating the
t
test results of the current ressearch. The
e
specific qu
uotes and answers allowed evalluation of the
t
particip
pants’ perceeption of th
he differentt
simulationss in the advertisement. The quali tative resultts analysed
d will alwayys be biase
ed to some
e
extend by the analyst due to the interpretatio
on of quotess and answe
ers given inn the main te
ests. Taking
g
this into a
account the current re
esearch meethod was appropriate
e, but the results should not be
e
generalised
d.
A point of discussion in the test chapter that should be mentioned
m
is the amou nt of differe
ent tests thatt
were used to answer the
t final pro
oblem statem
ment. With two pre-tests and a tottal of six ma
ain tests the
e
overall num
mber of testss was high. Each test w
was important and nece
essary to deetermine the
e answer forr
the final prroblem state
ement, however it also brought the
e challenge of keeping
g the research focused..
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An option might have been to only search for the bottom end of acceptance by comparing the low
versions of a hyperrealistic element and a non-hyperrealistic element. Yet when looking back at the
results acquired, the indications gained by the high versions were of great value and without them
the final considerations would have been incomplete.
Furthermore, a doubtable formulation was made in the interviews: Q11: Would you consider these
crashes as Hollywood style? A broad definition of what “Hollywood style” can imply it was given
before the test phase. But the term Hollywood can have various different meanings depending on the
person interpreting it. Consequently, the participants might have had a different understanding of
Hollywood style than anticipated. Hence, it is not clear why participants chose to rate the
advertisement Hollywood style from the current set of results. Some factors that might have aided the
Hollywood style could be the use of slow motion, the VFX, the overall look and feel of the
advertisement or simply the fact that three motorcycles get destroyed. The implemented VFX versions
were compared to the baseline results, which established how the advertisement is perceived without
VFX. In reverse it is deduced that the change in opinion is based on the implemented VFX. This
means that the answers to the question are comparable.

Influence of the Cover Story
The cover story chosen for the test interview had the role of making the participants believe that this
research focuses on the effect of slow motion on the perception of details in advertisement. This story
was used to limit the amount of influence on the advertisement exposure. Any previous knowledge
on the focus of this thesis would have biased answers. It should be discussed if the fact that the test
participants had no idea of the real agenda of the test they might have induced them to put a major
focus on delivering answers concerning the effect of slow motion.
Firstly, the cover story was told to the participants after the exposure of the advertisement. Thus, it
was assumed that the participants would not be influenced when watching the advertisement.
Focusing on slow motion during the introductory questions of the focus group session was not
disturbing as it helped to determine the overall attitude towards the presented advertisement. The
task to give a very detailed description of their experiences with the presented stimuli was beneficial
to determine which details the participants detected in the imagery. After that, the questions stirred
the participants away from the slow motion topic. An advantage of focus group sessions is that once
participants started to give answers pointing to slow motion again, the interviewer redirected their
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focus to the
e respective
e questions. Hence, it ccan be assu
umed that th
he influencee of the cover story did
d
not affect th
he results which
w
were used
u
to answ
wer the prob
blem statem
ment.

Original Dust Cloud Influencce
A dust clou
ud from the original film
m plate app
peared in th
he same are
ea as the im
mplemented smoke and
d
fire simulattions. It wass a design decision
d
to uuse the impa
act of the motorcycle ass the framew
work for the
e
implementa
ation, due to
o the nature
e of how im pact can ca
ause either explosions
e
oor at least some
s
sort off
displaceme
ent of the su
urrounding materials a
and airborne
e particles. To some exxtend this was
w alreadyy
the situation due to the
e original fillm plate as illustrated in
n Figure 11.1.

Figure 11.1 The originall dust cloud without any imp
plemted VFX

essional VFX
X productio
on this coulld often be
e the case, as visible VFX is oftten used to
o
In a profe
exaggerate
e an effect of the original film pla
ate. This stud
dy is howev
ver differentt, due to the
e analyticall
approach a
and method
dology for th
his thesis ressearch. The
e fewer para
ameters influuence the final result off
the test the
e better. The
e original du
ust cloud co
ould aid the
e implemented smoke ssimulation to
o fit into the
e
scene and thereby miight increasse this simu lation trustw
worthiness. It was attem
mpted to minimise
m
thiss
giving the sm
moke simula
ation a diffeerent colourr than the dust
d
cloud, thus the spe
ectator wass
effect by g
able to diifferentiate between th
he dust pro
oduced by the environ
nment and the smoke
e simulation
n
generated by the cra
ash. Considering that tthe dust clo
oud was also part of the fire sim
mulation the
e
overall influence is asssumed to be equally beneficial for both sim
mulations. IIn case the dust cloud
d
favoured th
he blending
g of the smoke simulattion this efffect would weaken
w
thee test result. Yet, when
n
looking at the findingss of the smo
oke very low
w iteration th
he participa
ants did not have any difficulties
d
in
n
separating the smoke
e simulation
n and findiing it disturbing for the overall image. It is therefore
e
assumed th
hat the influ
uence of th
he original dust cloud is minimal. This indiccates that even
e
with a
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possible aid of the dust cloud the smoke simulation did not result in a disturbingly higher rate of
acceptance.

Fire without Smoke
As described in the design chapter the fire was designed to emit no smoke in the fire test. This
decision was made because the fire flames should be simulated and shown alone as a separate
simulation. As commonly known, flames without smoke are not realistic because fire always emits
smoke when burning.
The findings of the current project clearly indicate that fire was detected by the majority of the
participants and resulted in distraction. The most straightforward conclusion would be that the test
participants found the flames unreal or not fitting the scene. Another possibility is to evaluate how the
fire is depicted in the scene. Several participants added smoke to their fire drawings in the pre-tests
which indicates that they generally associated smoke with fire. In the non-hyperrealistic version of the
advertisement this combination was not the case, as the smoke was deliberately not simulated. It was
decided that this thesis needed to separate the two simulations to truly test their separate voxel
definitions and how the participants responded to each of the shown phenomena. In the fire
simulation versions the missing smoke could have been the reason for spectators to lose belief in the
image. A counter argument is that in the fire high version a total of 43% accepted the imagery. This
means that although fire would always be accompanied with smoke nearly half the participants were
not distracted by the missing element.
Additionally, the previously discussed topic of the original dust cloud might add positively to this
effect. As the original dust cloud was also part of the fire simulation versions participants might have
interpreted the dust cloud in combination with the fire, as a replacement for the smoke.
Either way, considering the 43% of acceptance of the fire high, the influence of the missing smoke
should not be major on the final results of the project.

Fire vs. Smoke
In order to answer the final problem statement it was necessary to compare how participants
perceived high or low definition effects of two different fluid simulations. It was decided that these
two simulations would be smoke and fire. Comparing these VFX is a crucial part of this project and
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therefore it is indispensable that this choice is discussed. One of the most obvious questions arising
is: Is it possible to compare a grey smoke simulation with colourful fire?
The discussion about comparability can to be evaluated from two different points of views. When
debating the comparability of grey sedate smoke with bright flickering fire during the perception
process conclusion could be that fire would be more likely to be noticed by the viewer. In the
previous project Zero Detection the competition of stimuli in the visual field was studied and outcome
was that the more movement and colour the element possesses the higher the chances for it to attract
the spectators’ attention. Based on that argument the fire would attract more attention than the smoke
simulation and thereby make them incomparable. This is a valid argument when evaluating the
limited cognitive capacity and thereby the question which stimuli would be priorities during a short
exposure. Yet for the current project this competition for attention is only of secondary relevance.
Due to the fact that the entire advertisement has only three clean steady shots in slow motion and is
repeated three times it can be assumed the entire set of stimuli had a fair chance of being perceived.
Although the difference in appearance had an influence on the perception process of the two
simulations the effect of that might not have influenced the final result. The VFX were implemented in
a prominent position on a relatively clean film plate which allows assuming that the acceptance of
the simulated versions was not based on the fact that participants did not have the time or capacity
to see the VFX. For the research at hand, the important point is if the stimuli were detected as a fake
and unreal.

Slow Motion vs. Real-Time
As derived in the advertisement selection chapter many reasons favoured the selection of the utilised
advertisement. One aspect that was considered as a strong point was the fact that this advertisement
consisted entirely of slow motion shots. Having learned from the project Zero Detection that actionpacked fast-edited scenes overcharge the cognitive capacity of the spectators the idea of using
steady slow motion shots seemed to be the perfect solution. Slow motion allows the spectators to
perceive a higher amount of detail of the presented stimuli and gives them time to process the entire
scene.
The fascination about slow motion derives from the chance of perceiving the extremely small and fast
elements slowed down. The consequences spawning from the use of slow motion for the
implementation of VFX are complex. As the viewer has more time to evaluate and judge the effect
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there is less chance to get away with inconsistencies or flaws in the design. The overall level of detail
must be good enough to blend into the detail rich imagery. This demands the VFX artist to work very
precise and accurate on the appearance of the effect.
As people in general are not used to this effect it slow motion can evoke reactions such as:
“The 2nd crash with all the details seemed like too perfect”
Participant smoke high
Keeping the aim of the project in mind if participants did not spot the low VFX in slow motion than
they would certainly not see it in real time. There is a weakness to this statement though: the
movement. As mentioned above, people are unfamiliar with slow motion. The problem that arises is
that people are consequently not able to know how elements would naturally move in a fraction of
their normal speed. The currently implemented VFX benefits from this unfamiliarity. It was argued that
changing the voxel settings does not only influence the overall look of the simulation but also its
movement. The implication of this is that in a real time advertisement spectators might have been
able to spot the simulations more easily, as low voxel definitions result in bulky undefined
movements. Certainly, this is a hypothetical statement as when shown in real time the exposure
would have been much shorter and influencing factors such as motion blur would aid the blending of
the VFX. Nonetheless, both the smoke and the fire simulation profited from fact that they were
exposed in slow motion as the spectators were unable to judge their movement.

Evaluation of Repetition
As part of the test procedure the advertisement was repeated three times in all of the six test versions.
This choice was made to make sure participants had enough time to perceive the entire
advertisement with care [6.1Determining the Method]. It was assumed that the slow motion, the
minimal edit and the triple repetition would ensure all participants had enough time to perceive and
remember the entire image.
A negative effect of the repetition is an unnatural condition. One might easily be exposed to the
same advertisement more than three times in an ordinary situation, but these exposures would
happen over the run of a couple of days and not directly in succession. In the worst case, this triple
exposure might bore the participants and cause them to let their focus drift away.
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Looking at quotes from the interviews it can be concluded even after the third repetition several test
participants were not able to recall the entire advertisement and message.
“I think there is a last part, but I don’t remember it”
Participant smoke high
“I don’t remember the 3rd [crash] at all”
Participant smoke low
“I can’t really remember this in detail”
Participant baseline
When critically evaluating if repeating the advertisement was the right decision the lack of recall
from the participants indicates this was the correct decision. Although the direct repetition could have
been tiresome it appears the participants did not experience it that way.
“I didn’t mind watching it a couple of times”
Participant smoke low
Concluding, it can be derived that repeating the advertisement appears to be the correct choice. This
way the participants were given the chance to focus on all the elements in the imagery. Applied in
the industry this only means that repeated exposures spread out over several days can only lower the
detection rate.
What is uncertain is how more exposures of the advertisement would have influenced the results. As
established, it was difficult perceiving all the details happening throughout the advertisement even
after the third repetition. The reason for this could be the test subjects tried to focus on as many
elements in the imagery as possible because they were aware of being part of a test and got asked
about the content. The chance that concentration of the participants’ declines and their focus drifts to
unrelated thoughts would increase with every additional exposure. Furthermore, if they were not
distracted by the VFX after the third exposure additional exposures might not change that impression.
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in a difference from the participants’ point of view. The results indicated that the participants
accepted the 70 voxel definition version of smoke, but not even the high version of fire. This led to
the assumption that fire as a non-hyperrealistic element requires great amount of simulation definition
in order to be accepted by the audience.

Concluding the Hypothesis
Four hypotheses were used to determine the answer to the final problem statement in the current
research. The findings acquired were able to prove all these hypotheses.
From the analysis of the hypothesis it can be concluded that hyperrealistic elements are stored with
less detail in memory and thereby led to a higher acceptance rate despite a lower definition.
Although the participants perceived and evaluated the smoke simulations they accepted them.
Consequently, having a less detailed memory of hyperrealistic elements makes it hard to critically
judge them. This effect was stronger than expected. The estimated bottom end of voxel definition was
still accepted by the majority of participants and had to be decreased.
On the other hand, the non-hyperrealistic phenomenon distracted the majority. It was detected as
distracting VFX by nearly all the participants and influenced their attitude in a negative way.
Participants had a more detailed representation of fire in memory which gave them the possibility to
evaluate the VFX in a critical manner. By noticing that elements in the image were simulated they
were reminded of watching a film which led to disbelief.

Concluding the Final Problem Statement
-

How to define the border zone of audience acceptance for limited budget fluid simulation
effect in a advertisement video based on the Expectation & Belief Model?

The answer to final problem statement can be divided into three arguments.
1) The Expectation & Belief Model was able to provide and fundamental theory to approach the
optimisation of the VFX production. By suggesting a lowering of the definition level of
hyperrealistic elements it abuses the fact that people have not yet experienced these elements
in real life. On that account people are not able to critically judge the simulation of
hyperrealistic phenomena and thereby accept the imagery despite the lower simulation
definition.
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2) In order to be able to measure the difference of hyperealistc and non-hyperrealistic
phenomena a measure of acceptance was developed. By correlating the attitude,
remembrance and detection of VFX in the advertisement the overall acceptance and
distraction rate for the different versions was determined.
3) In order to define the border zone high and low definition levels were specified. Matching
the acceptance rate with the definition level helped to point out the upper and lower end of
the border zone. To answer the final problem the overall motivation of saving budget by
lowering the turnaround time was integrated into the process. By balancing the turnaround
time with the lowest definition that would lead to an expected rate of 100% acceptance the
final answer to the problem was found.
The findings of this thesis are considered clear and answer the final problem statement. They should
be considered indications, as they have not been tested in order situations and hence not general
answers. These results are considered relevant for the VFX industry. VFX studios have very different
definition standards when it comes to simulations and this project acknowledges that. The findings
have the purpose of informing the industry about how hyperrealistic elements can be lowered in
definition and thereby increase productivity. Even though this study uses 70 and 300 voxel settings,
and some studios would have much higher standards, these results are relative indications, and are
thereby applicable in most cases. A VFX studio simulating a hyperrealistic simulation of 800 voxels,
they could potentially lower the voxel definition intensively and optimising both the turnaround times
and overall production workflow.
By looking at the turnaround time savings of this project, going from 300 to 70 a save of 28 minutes
is possible. No doubt, that the industry will not implement simulations that low, but keeping the
balance between turnaround time and end result would be very beneficial for the industry. Studios
might implement a 150 voxel simulation for a hyperrealistic element, which will optimise and cut
down 22 minutes in turnaround time. This is result in a great increase in iterations possible per day.
Conclusively, lowering the fluid simulation’s voxel definition of a non-hyperrealistic element in
advertisement will tend participants to accept the visuals. However hyperrealistic elements require
great simulation definition in order for audience acceptance. The border of acceptance of smoke has
been defined as 150-200 voxel whereas the fire remains higher than 300 voxels and thereby
unknown.
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statements concerning the advertisement and only half of the participant believed in the imagery. By
designing two new test iterations with e.g. 450 and 600 in voxel definition the audience acceptance
is possible to occur. Fire simulation with additional smoke emitting from the fire flames would ideal
representation of fire. As discussed this was not within the scope of this project, but could be
necessary if the audience would tend to get distracted by fire alone, even at very high definitions.

Real-Time Effects
The advertisement was based on slow motion footage. Believable VFX is depended on two
parameters; appearance and movement as described in [4.4 Fluid Simulation]. The border of
acceptance is the main scope of this project and thereby includes both of these parameters. Voxel
definition affects both the appearance and movement, but the slow motion advertisement creates a
surreal environment and thereby makes the detection of movement harder to judge for the audience
as described in the discussion chapter.
This suggestion is considering the possibility of different results by testing the same implementation in
a real-time version of the advertisement. Slow motion effects are often considered as difficult to
create due to the extended exposure of the given effect, which in many cases is true. Although when
the goal is to simulate a real-life phenomenon, the case might be different. This suggestion has the
eager to find a solution to this hypothesis. This investigation could potentially lead to advise which
simulations would be more efficiently created in slow motion than in real-time or vice versa.

Meet the Industry
The above suggestions to future development paths of this project revolved around the usage of the
results and how to improve them whereas the following suggestion is quite different. The results of
this project are clear; optimise your production pipeline while working with hyperrealistic elements.
This message should be presented to the industry, giving the opportunity to receive feedback and
hear their opinion regarding lowering simulation quality to optimising production costs. An
interesting discussion could spawn from this presentation. Topics that could benefit the further
progress of this thesis are:
-

Is the VFX industry ready to lower quality?

-

How would VFX studios meet a client’s limited budget with current methods?

-

What are today’s standards in voxel definition for fluid based simulations?

-

Would the given studios care to use this research?
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-

If yes, how? And to what extend?

-

How does the industry consider working with slow motion? (the above suggestion)
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Appe
endixx
14.1 A
Appendix A: In
nterview
w Questtions
Intro/Wa
arm Up:
1. Please u
use 2 minute
es to write down
d
the firsst 5 words that
t
come to
o your mind
d about this
advertisement.
2. Have yo
ou ever seen
n this adverttisement beffore?
3. Do you know the brand?
4. Have yo
ou ever seen
n a motorcy
ycle crash inn real life?
5. Do you generally enjoy slow motion
m
effectts?

ssion:
Main Ses
6. Ask one
e participantt to describe
e as detaile d as possib
ble what hap
ppened in thhe advertise
ement.
7. Which o
of the crashes was mosst memorablle, why?
9. What w
was the bigg
gest difference between the crashess?
10. How m
much of the advertiseme
ent is film fo
ootage and how much is
i computer generated?
?
11. Would
d you consid
der these cra
ashes as Ho
ollywood sty
yle?
12. What w
would have
e changed to
o make the advertiseme
ent more Ho
ollywood styyle?

Outro:
a detailed a
as you can..
13. Please draw smokke and fire as
u have any last comments?
14. Do you
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14.2 A
Appendix B: Te
est Resuults - Eva
aluation
n of thee Drawiings
After the re
emembrancce factor it is time to d
delve into th
he drawings and how
w the participants drew
w
both smoke
e and fire images
i
as the
t final tassk of the tesst. When discussing th e findings that
t
can be
e
derived fro
om these dra
awings it is important tto keep in mind
m
that co
omparing thhe drawing style of two
o
images is a subjectivve and inex
xplicit task. Hence, the findings stated in F igure 14.1 should be
e
considered
d as interprretations the
erefore resuult in tendencies, not facts.
f
The m
most detaile
ed drawing
g
each particcipant was plotted into
o Figure 14
4.1. In case
e no or little
e distinctionn of detail in drawingss
could be determined the drawings were decllared as eve
en.
Dettailed smo
oke

De
etailed fire

Even
n detailed
d

Base
eline

14%

57%

29%

Smoke low

9%

36%

55%

h
Smoke high

11%

78%

11%

Fire low

0%

100%

0%

Fire high
h

0%

80%

20%

Figure 14.1 Evaluation of the drawings

Throughoutt the main tests
t
the results from thee pre-test were
w
confirmed. Overalll people dre
ew fire in a
higher deta
ail than smoke. This in
ndicates tha
at the hyperrrealistic ele
ement smokke was reca
alled in lesss
detail and hence the drawn
d
as such.
ho were exp
posed to thee advertisem
ment which included
i
firee were judg
ged to draw
w
All the partticipants wh
the fire in a higher dettail than the
e smoke. Thiis could poiint to the fac
ct that the p
participants saw the fire
e
in the advvertisement and conseq
quently werre able to draw
d
them in more deetail. It musst be noted
d
though that the flames were overa
all drawn inn more detaiil, hence this result mig ht be biased
d.
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Figure 14.2 Example drawing low fire
f (fire more detailed)

One tende
ency these numbers
n
ind
dicate is th at depending on the fact if the V
VFX is labe
elled as nott
schema co
onform it ge
ets processe
ed intensive ly. When lo
ooking at th
he smoke hhigh version it appearss
that the tesst participants were able to draw
w fire in mo
ore detail than smoke.. This mean
ns that theyy
might have
e rated the smoke clou
ud as schem
ma conform
m and hence
e did not p
process it in depth, butt
only schem
matically.
The majority of participants were
e judged to draw both phenomena
a in even d
detail in the smoke low
w
version. Th
his could be
e due to fact the particiipants evalu
uated the sm
moke cloud more careffully. As the
e
voxel defin
nition was noticeably lowered in the smoke
e low condition the pa
articipants might have
e
noticed the
e smoke clou
ud but were
e not sure if it was confo
orm with the
e image or not:
“There is a lot of dustt particle in [the 2nd cra
ash] that wou
uld be hard
d to do with
a compute
er”
Participant smoke low
This quote shows that this particip
pant activelyy processed
d the smoke and rated tthe probability if it wass
CG or not.. Consequen
ntly, when asked
a
to dra
aw smoke itt might be easier
e
to reccall an imag
ge of smoke
e
m
detail..
and hence draw it in more
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